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The notion of a partial translation algebra was introduced by Brodzki, Niblo
and Wright in [11] to provide an analogue of the reduced group C-algebra
for metric spaces. Such an algebra is constructed from a partial translation
structure, a structure which any bounded geometry uniformly discrete met-
ric space admits; we prove that these structures restrict to subspaces and are
preserved by uniform bijections, leading to a new proof of an existing theo-
rem. We examine a number of examples of partial translation structures and
the algebras they give rise to in detail, in particular studying cases where
two dierent algebras may be associated with the same metric space. We
introduce the notion of a map between partial translation structures and use
this to describe when a map of metric spaces gives rise to a homomorphism
of related partial translation algebras. Using this homomorphism, we con-
struct a C-algebra extension for subspaces of groups, which we employ to
compute K-theory for the algebra arising from a particular subspace of the
integers. We also examine a way to form a groupoid from a partial transla-
tion structure, and prove that in the case of a discrete group the associated
C-algebra is the same as the reduced group C-algebra. In addition to
this we present several subsidiary results relating to partial translations and
cotranslations and the operators these give rise to.
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v1 Introduction
It has long been recognised that certain C-algebras which may be associ-
ated with a group G can be used to characterise properties of the group
itself. This is especially true of the reduced C-algebra of a discrete group;
for example, Lance proved that a discrete group G is amenable if and only
if its reduced C-algebra C
r(G) is nuclear [23]. In the discrete case, the
(right) reduced group C-algebra is contained within the uniform Roe al-
gebra C
u(G), but whilst such an algebra may be associated with any given
metric space, the reduced C-algebra is only dened for groups. Hence it
is useful for general metric spaces to consider an analogue of the reduced
C-algebra; in [11], Brodzki, Niblo and Wright introduced an algebra to ll
this role. Their construction works by mimicking the right action of a group
on itself to abstract the notion of a translation structure for a space, then
using the partial translations which contribute to this structure to generate
a subalgebra of the uniform Roe algebra of the space. The main subject
of this thesis is an exploration of various properties and examples of these
partial translation structures and the algebras which arise from them.
The rst chapter consists of motivational material and some results
within the wider area of group C-algebras, before we restrict our focus
to partial translation algebras. We begin with the general denition of a
C-algebra, along with that of the reduced group C-algebra, the uniform
Roe algebra and other related notions. A key example of a C*-algebra is
given by the space of complex-valued functions on a metric space X which
vanish at innity; an original proof of the known fact that the state space
of this algebra is equivalent to the space of probability measures on X can
be found in subsection 2.1.2.
In the second section of chapter 2 we include the denition of property
A. This interesting metric property, reminiscent of the Flner condition for
amenable groups, was introduced by Yu in [38]. Property A guarantees uni-
form embeddability into Hilbert space, which in turn gives the coarse Baum-
Connes conjecture and therefore the Novikov conjecture. By the results of
[3], [20], [18] and [25], for a discrete group G the property is equivalent to
both the nuclearity of C
u(G) and to the exactness of C
r(G). In [11], the
authors proved that the equivalence of property A and nuclearity of the
uniform Roe algebra also holds for metric spaces which are suciently ho-
1mogeneous in the sense that they admit a partial translation structure which
satises certain properties (namely freeness and global control; see chapter
3 for denitions). They additionally proved that in this case property A is
also equivalent to the exactness of the uniform Roe algebra, and thus prop-
erty A provides a way to show that exactness and nuclearity of C
u(X) are
equivalent for a space X which has been deemed suciently group-like via
the presence of a certain type of partial translation structure.
There are many dierent ways to dene property A, so as well as stating
Yu's original denition we consider two other accepted versions and prove
their equivalence. One of these alternate denitions involves probability
measures, so we are able to recast this in the language of states by way of
our results from subsection 2.1.2.
The third section of chapter 2 takes a brief look at Hilbert space com-
pression, a numerical invariant for a group, which is particularly interesting
because of a result by Guentner and Kaminker which states that any nitely
generated discrete group with Hilbert space compression greater than one
half is exact. In other words, the reduced C-algebra of such a group is
exact. It is known that exactness of a countable discrete group implies its
uniform embeddability in a Hilbert space, but whether or not the converse
is true is an open question; as Guentner and Kaminker also showed that any
space with non-zero Hilbert space compression is uniformly embeddable in
a Hilbert space, they in fact proved the converse for discrete groups with
Hilbert space compression greater than one half. This section concludes
with an alternative denition for compression which appears in [4].
One method for proving exactness of a discrete group, and hence showing
that it has property A, is to show that the group acts amenably on a compact
space [2]. It is well known that every free group acts on itself and has a tree
for its Cayley graph; thus, in the nal section of chapter 2 we provide a
new proof of the known result that nitely generated free groups are exact
by showing amenability of the action on the boundary of this tree. We
describe two dierent methods for achieving this, the rst using a variation
of a construction by Brodzki, Campbell, Guentner, Niblo and Wright which
was originally used to prove property A for nite dimensional CAT(0) cube
complexes, and the second based on a construction of Germain related to
discrete word hyperbolic groups.
The denition of a partial translation structure can be found in chapter
23, where we also prove a number of new results related to restricting partial
translation structures to subspaces and mapping them via uniform bijec-
tions. Combining these results yields a new proof of a theorem by Brodzki,
Niblo and Wright which states that any space admitting an injective uni-
form embedding into a discrete group admits a free and globally controlled
partial translation structure.
Partial translation structures are made up of translations and cotransla-
tions, which interact with each other in a way which mimics the interaction
between left and right multiplication in a group. For the most part we
focus on partial translations, as these dene the generators for the partial
translation algebra, however in the nal section of chapter 3 we turn our
attention to orbits of cotranslations. We show that any partial translation
can be expressed as the orbit of a pair of elements under cotranslations, and
that under certain conditions the cotranslation orbits alone form a partial
translation structure. We also include a couple of useful remarks relating to
group actions.
The following chapter denes the partial translation algebra arising from
a partial translation structure, a subalgebra of the uniform Roe algebra,
which in the canonical group case coincides with the reduced group C-
algebra. Here we also prove a couple of results about the operators which
arise from partial translations, as these are used to generate the algebra, in
particular specifying when these will be unitary and explaining why they
have nite propagation.
Next we consider some concrete examples of partial translation struc-
tures and algebras. In section 5.1, we take subspaces of certain groups
and apply the theorems from chapter 3 to obtain two partial translation
structures for each subspace, one via restricting the canonical partial trans-
lation structure of the group and one via the use of a uniform bijection, so
that we may examine how these two methods can produce dierent results.
These ideas are taken one step further for some of the examples in section
5.2, where we look at the partial translation algebras which arise, and thus
prove that there are spaces for which these are not unique.
Maps of partial translation structures are an important theme for this
thesis, and chapter 6 consists of the rst stage in a project to ascertain
when such maps give rise to C-homomorphisms between the associated
partial translation algebras. Here we focus specically on inclusion maps
3for subspaces of groups, and with the help of some examples decide this
question rst for the case where the group we consider is the integers and
secondly for the more general case.
To identify homomorphisms between partial translation algebras in gen-
eral it becomes necessary to formally dene what it means for a map of
metric spaces to be a morphism of partial translation structures (or P.T.S.
map), hence we do so in section 7.1. We relate this denition to examples
we have already considered in section 7.2, and then use it to evaluate some
new examples involving maps from other groups to Z. Finally, in section 7.5,
we are able to expand upon the results of chapter 6 by proving that P.T.S.
maps always give rise to homomorphisms of partial translation algebras, so
long as there is a uniform bound on the number of partial translations being
mapped to any single translation.
In chapter 8 we demonstrate the usefulness of such a homomorphism, by
constructing an algebra extension where the middle term is the C-algebra
arising from the restriction of a canonical group partial translation struc-
ture to a subspace. The surjective map in the sequence is the C-algebra
homomorphism which features in the previous two chapters.
The algebra extension yields a six-term exact sequence in K-theory,
which can be employed to compute K-theory for specic examples; generally
speaking, this is no easy task! We show explicitly how one accomplishes such
a computation with the help of our sequence in chapter 9, where an in-depth
evaluation of a partial translation algebra is provided, culminating with the
determination of the K-theory of that algebra. The algebra considered in
this chapter arises from a restricted canonical partial translation structure
dened over a set of integers, illustrating how a great deal of structure can
be extrapolated even from the simplest of examples.
The nal chapter of the thesis studies a link between partial translation
structures and groupoids. After providing two equivalent denitions of a
groupoid in section 10.1, in section 10.2 we introduce the \partial translation
groupoid" which arises from any given partial translation structure. This
groupoid is reminiscent of the beautiful construction of Skandalis, Tu and
Yu appearing in [36], which allows one to encode the large scale structure of
a (bounded geometry) space by means of a groupoid of partial translations,
and has greatly claried many foundational questions in coarse geometry.
However, there are signicant dierences between the way in which the two
4groupoids are dened.
We show in section 10.2 that in cases where the translations and cotrans-
lations satisfy certain conditions, which in particular hold for the canonical
partial translation structure for a discrete group, our partial translation
groupoid is itself a partial translation structure. It is also shown in this sec-
tion that one can expand a free partial translation structure into a family of
groupoids which is again a free partial translation structure, so long as every
partial cotranslation is globally dened. Section 10.3 oers a denition of
the reduced groupoid C-algebra (due to Roe), and goes on to prove that
in the case of the groupoid associated to the canonical partial translation
structure of a discrete group G, this object coincides with the reduced group
C-algebra of G. In doing this we also employ an original proof of a lemma
which gives an alternative description of the group ring of any countable
discrete group.
2 C-algebras, Property A and Amenability
2.1 C*-algebras and States
2.1.1 Denitions
A Banach algebra is a complex normed algebra A which is topologically
complete and satises
kabk  kakkbk for all a;b 2 A:
A Banach *-algebra is a complex Banach algebra A with a conjugate linear
involution *, the adjoint, which satises
(a + b) = a + b;
(a) = a;
a = a;
(ab) = ba;
for all a;b 2 A,  2 C [13].
A C*- algebra A is a Banach *-algebra which also satises the C*-identity
kaak = kak
2 ; for all a 2 A [13]:
5A unital C*- (or Banach) algebra is one that contains the identity element
1 such that 1a = a1 = a for all a 2 A [12].
If A is a unital algebra we may dene the spectrum of any element a 2 A
by SpecA(a) = f 2 C j 1   a is not invertibleg [13]. Say then that a 2 A
is positive if a = a (i.e. a is self-adjoint or hermitian) and if Spec(a) is
contained in the non-negative half-line R+ = [0;1) [12].
Many interesting geometric properties of spaces and groups are captured
by the structure of the C*-algebras we may associate with them, particularly
when we consider the full and reduced C*-algebras of a discrete group G.
The denitions of these are given below.
For any discrete group G, a regular representation of G is a linear rep-
resentation aorded by the group action of G on itself. We may distinguish
between the left regular representation , which is induced by the left mul-
tiplication action, and the right regular representation , which comes from
the multiplication on the right. The left and right multiplication actions of
G on itself are implemented as closely as possible to obtain representations,
so that for every g 2 G we dene operators g;g : l2(G) ! l2(G) by
(g(f))(h) = f(g 1h) and (g(f))(h) = f(hg) for all g;h 2 G;f 2 l2(G):
In particular, we have
(g(x))(h) = x(g 1h) = gx(h)
and
(g(x))(h) = x(hg) = xg 1(h);
for all g;h;x 2 G, where x is the characteristic function of the element
x 2 G. For G countable, the functions x form a basis for the Hilbert space
l2(G) of square summable functions (in fact, sequences) on G.
Finally, for any element f of the group ring CG, we may express f as
a linear combination f =
P
g2G fgg with nitely many non-zero complex
coecients fg, and then dene
(f) =
X
g2G
fgg and (f) =
X
g2G
fgg:
It can be seen that every g is a unitary operator and hence that k(f)k 
6P
g2G jfgj = kfk1 (see [6], for example), and similarly for , so that for
G countable the regular representations extend to representations of the
Banach algebra l1(G) on the Hilbert space l2(G).
DEFINITION 2.1 [Reduced Group C*-algebra]
For a discrete group G, the left reduced group C-algebra C
(G) is the
closure of (CG) in the operator norm induced from B(l2(G)) [8]. This
coincides with the closure of (l1(G)) in the same norm [6]. The closure
of (CG), or indeed (l1(G)), in this norm is called the right reduced group
C-algebra, and is denoted by C
(G).
We have C
(G)  = C
(G), for any discrete group G. The isomorphism is
given by conjugating by the unitary operator T : g 7! g 1 on l2(G) [11].
Indeed, we have
TgT 1(h) = Tg(h 1) = T(gh 1) = hg 1 = g(h);
for all g;h 2 G. When the distinction between the left and right regular rep-
resentations is not relevant we shall use the notation C
r(G) for the reduced
group C-algebra.
This algebra is of particular signicance because, in the discrete case,
we say that the group G is exact if C
r(G) is exact; that is, if taking the
minimal tensor product with C
r(G) on each of the terms in a short exact
sequence of C*-algebras preserves the exactness of the sequence [19].
For a discrete group G equipped with a left invariant metric, the right
reduced group C-algebra C
(G) is a subalgebra of the uniform Roe algebra
C
u(G) (if we equip G with a right invariant metric then the uniform Roe
algebra contains C
(G)). We may in fact associate a uniform Roe algebra
with any discrete metric space, and such an algebra can be used to encode
analytically the coarse geometry of the space [29]; the algebra is dened as
follows.
Recall that, for a metric space X, a kernel u : X  X ! C has nite
propagation if there exists R  0 such that u(x;y) = 0 whenever d(x;y) > R.
Recall also that a discrete metric space X is said to have bounded geometry
if for all R > 0 there exists N such that the cardinality of BR(x) is at most
N for all x 2 X.
If X is a proper discrete metric space and u : X  X ! C is a nite
propagation kernel, then for each x 2 X there exist only nitely many
7y 2 X satisfying u(x;y) 6= 0; this implies that u denes a linear operator
from l2(X) to itself, given by u(x) =
P
y2X u(x;y)(y). We call operators
dened using nite propagation kernels nite propagation operators. Note
that if additionally X has bounded geometry then every nite propagation
operator arising from a bounded kernel will be bounded itself.
DEFINITION 2.2 [The Uniform Roe Algebra]
Let X be a bounded geometry discrete metric space. The uniform Roe
algebra C
u(X) is the C-algebra completion of the algebra of bounded nite
propagation operators on l2(X) [11].
In the case of a discrete group G, C
u(G) is typically far larger than
C
r(G); in fact, it is non-separable unless G is nite [10]. For this reason
it is useful to consider an analogue of the reduced group C-algebra for
general metric spaces, and this is the role partial translation algebras were
introduced to ll. These will be dened in chapter 4.
DEFINITION 2.3 [Full Group C-algebra]
The full group C-algebra C(G) of a discrete group G is dened to be
the C-enveloping algebra of L1(G), that is the completion of Cc(G) with
respect to the largest C-norm: kfk = supfk(f)kg, where  ranges over
all non-degenerate *-representations of Cc(G) on Hilbert spaces [34].
Note that it follows from the triangle inequality that k(f)k  kfk1
for any such , so the above norm is well-dened. It also follows from the
denition that C(G) has the universal property that any *-homomorphism
from the group ring CG to some B(H) (the C-algebra of bounded operators
on some Hilbert space H) factors through the inclusion CG ,! C(G) [34].
In general, a C*-algebra A is said to be nuclear if for any C*-algebra
B there is a unique C*-norm on A 
 B [23]. One useful property of the
C-algebra C(G) for a discrete group G is that it is isomorphic to C
r(G)
if and only if G is amenable, meaning that there exists a left translation
invariant mean for G [13]. Amenability of G is also equivalent to nuclearity
of C
r(G) [23], and thus to nuclearity of C(G).
2.1.2 Prob(X) is the State Space of C0(X)
To dene another interesting C*-algebra we consider the algebra C0(X) of
continuous functions on a locally compact Hausdor space X which vanish
8at innity. By the famous Gelfand-Naimark theorem [16], this example in
fact covers all commutative C*-algebras. It is also a known fact that the
state space of this algebra is equivalent to the space of probability measures
on X (for example, this is mentioned in [30]); we present a proof of this
statement below.
Recall that for any given metric space X, a measure  on X is a function
mapping subsets of X to real values, such that if E1; E2;:::;En  X are
mutually disjoint subsets, i.e. Ei \ Ej = ; for i 6= j, then (
S
n En) =
P
n (En). A measure  on a space X is called a probability measure if
 is a positive measure, i.e. it only maps to non-negative values, and if
(X) = 1. Denote the space of all probability measures on X by Prob(X).
A measure  is called Borel regular if every Borel set B  X is measurable,
i.e. (A) = (A \ B) + (AnB) for all sets A  X, and if for all A  X
there exists a Borel set B such that A  B and (A) = (B).
The algebra C0(X) consists of continuous complex-valued functions on
X which vanish at innity. By denition, a continuous function f 2 C0(X)
if and only if for all  > 0 there exists a compact set K  X such that
jf(x)j <  for all x 2 XnK. For any locally compact Hausdor space X,
C0(X) is a C*-algebra. The signicance of this example is illustrated by the
situation where X is an abelian group, since in this case we have
C0( ^ X)  = C(X)  = C
r(X);
where ^ X denotes the group of characters of X, that is the group homomor-
phisms from X to S1 [13].
A state on a C*-algebra A is a linear map  : A ! C which has unit
norm and which is positive in the sense that if f is a positive element of A
then (f)  0 [13].
Note that a space X is called Hausdor if any two distinct points of
X can be separated by neighbourhoods, and that a Hausdor space X is
locally compact if every element of X has a compact neighbourhood.
THEOREM 2.4 (Riesz Representation Theorem) If X is a locally
compact Hausdor space, then every bounded linear functional  on C0(X)
is represented by a unique regular complex Borel measure , in the sense
that
(f) =
Z
X
fd;
9for every f 2 C0(X) [32].
The following theorem considers a particular case of the Riesz Represen-
tation Theorem.
DEFINITION 2.5 A locally compact space X is said to be -compact if
it is a countable union of nite subsets [5].
THEOREM 2.6 Let X be a locally compact -compact Hausdor space.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between probability measures on X
and real-valued states on the algebra C0(X).
Proof.
Let X be a locally compact -compact Hausdor space and suppose
rstly that we have a measure  2 Prob(X). Dene a functional  :
C0(X) ! R by (f) :=
R
X fd. A function f 2 C0(X) is positive in the
C-sense if and only if f(x)  0 for all x 2 X (and so in particular f(x) is
real for all x 2 X), so it is clear that the integral of such an element is a
positive real number and hence  is a real-valued positive functional. We
have:
kk := sup
kfk1
fj(f)jg
= sup
kfk1

 

Z
X
fd

 


 sup
kfk1
Z
X
jfjd

 sup
kfk1

sup
x2X
jf(x)j
Z
X
d

= sup
kfk1
fkfk(X)g
= sup
kfk1
fkfkg (since we assume  is a probability measure)
 1:
To show that kk  1, rstly select an exhaustive family of compact sets
K1  K2  :::  Kn  :::  X such that Kn  K
n+1 for all n; it is always
possible to do this for X locally compact and -compact, by Proposition 15
10on page 94 of [5]. Now choose a family of functions on X satisfying
fn(x) =
(
1 if x 2 Kn
0 if x 2 (K
n+1)c
in such a way that for each n we have fn continuous and 0  fn(x)  1 on
K
n+1nKn. Note that it is possible to nd such a family by the Tietze exten-
sion theorem [24]. Indeed, this theorem states that a continuous function
from a closed subset of a topological space X to the interval [ 1;1] may be
extended to a continuous function on the whole of X, so long as the space
X is normal. Every compact Hausdor space is normal, and hence the set
Km is normal for all m 2 N, so the theorem tells us that each fn can be
dened so that it is continuous on, for example, the set Kn+2, and hence
it is continuous on X, since it extends to the rest of the space by the zero
function.
We have X =
S
n Kn, and thus
1 = (X) = 
 
[
n
Kn
!
= lim
n !1
(Kn)
 lim
n !1
Z
Kn+1
fn d (which exists since it is the limit of a bounded
sequence of monotonically increasing real numbers)
= lim
n !1
Z
X
fn d
= lim
n !1(fn) = lim
n !1j(fn)j
 lim
n !1kkkfnk1
= kk:
Hence kk = 1 and so  is a state.
Conversely, let us now suppose that we have a real-valued state  on
C0(X). By the Riesz representation theorem, there is a unique regular
Borel measure  on X such that (f) =
R
X fd for all f 2 C0(X). The
functional  is positive, so
R
X fd  0 for all f 2 C0(X) with f  0, and
 is a real positive measure.
11Also, as  is a state, we have
1 = kk = sup
kfk1
fj(f)jg  sup
kfk1
fk(f)k (X)g;
by the same argument as above. Thus there must be some f 2 C0(X) with
kfk  1 and kfk(X)  1. Hence (X)  1
kfk for some kfk  1, i.e.
(X)  1.
We can also apply the same previous argument involving the family of
compact subsets to conclude that (X)  kk; in other words, (X)  1
when  is a state. Thus (X) = 1 and so  is a probability measure.
REMARK 2.7 Some statements of the Riesz representation theorem also
assert that when  is a bounded linear functional on C0(X) and  the
unique regular complex Borel measure on X such that (f) =
R
X fd for
every f 2 C0(X), then kk is equal to the total variation of , jj(X).
This concurs with our theorem, since jj(X) = (X) when  is a positive
measure.
2.2 Property A
In [38], Yu introduces a geometric property on discrete metric spaces, which
he calls property A, that guarantees the existence of a uniform embedding
into Hilbert space. It has not yet been determined exactly which classes of
metric spaces or groups satisfy the property, although it is known that word
hyperbolic groups, amenable groups and discrete subgroups of connected
Lie groups are among those that do, and it has not even been established
whether or not the existence of a uniform embedding into Hilbert space is
actually equivalent to property A. We shall see more about this in the next
section, as it has been shown by Guentner and Kaminker that equivalence
certainly is the case when one imposes a condition on the space's Hilbert
space compression.
Property A is also particularly interesting when related to C*-algebras,
as for a discrete group G it is equivalent both to the nuclearity of the uniform
Roe algebra C
u(G) and to the exactness of the reduced C*-algebra C
r(G),
which means that we may say it is equivalent to the exactness of the group.
The original denition is as follows.
12DEFINITION 2.8 [Property A]
A discrete metric space (X;d) has property A if for all R; > 0 there
exists a family of nite non-empty subsets Ax of X  N, indexed by x 2 X,
such that

jAxAyj
jAx\Ayj <  for all x;y 2 X with d(x;y) < R, and
 there exists S such that d(x;y)  S for all x 2 X and (y;n) 2 Ax [11].
Many alternative characterisations of this denition have been formu-
lated; for example, eight equivalent conditions are given in Theorem 3 of
[11]. Another distinct statement of it is given by Roe in [30], which has
particular relevance for us because it involves maps into Prob(X), which
we have shown to be equivalent to the state space of C0(X). The following
terminology and remark will be useful in investigating how this connects
with the characterisations given in [11].
DEFINITION 2.9 [Bounded Geometry]
A space X is said to have bounded geometry if for all R > 0 there exists
N such that the cardinality of BR(x) is at most N for all x 2 X.
DEFINITION 2.10 [(R;)-Variation]
A function from a metric space X to a Banach space, x 7! x, has
(R;)-variation if d(x;y)  R implies kx   yk <  [11].
REMARK 2.11 As is noted in Denition 2.1 of [20], for X a discrete
metric space, Prob(X) may be regarded as the set of functions f : X ! [0;1]
such that
P
x2X f(x) = 1. Thus, if f 2 Prob(X) then f : X ! [0;1]  C,
and X
x2X
jf(x)j =
X
x2X
f(x) = 1 < 1:
Hence f 2 l1(X) = ff : X ! C j
P
x2X jf(x)j < 1g, and so Prob(X) is a
subset of l1(X) when X is a discrete metric space. This could also be seen
from Theorem 2.6, since l1(X) is known to be the dual space of C0(X), that
is the space of all linear functionals on C0(X).
THEOREM 2.12 Let X be a bounded geometry discrete metric space.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X has property A;
13(2) For all R; there exist vectors x 2 l1(X) such that, for all x 2 X,
kxk1 = 1, (x) has (R;)-variation, and there exists S such that x is
supported in the S-ball about x;
(3) There exists a sequence of weak- continuous maps fn : X ! Prob(X)
such that
(i) for each n there is an r such that, for each x, the measure fn(x)
is supported within B(x;r), and
(ii)
lim
n!1( sup
d(x;y)<s
fkfn(x)   fn(y)kg) = 0
for all s > 0.
Proof.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) is given in [11]. Also, (3) is stated as the
denition of property A in [30]. We shall check this by showing equivalence
of (2) and (3).
(3))(2): Suppose we have a sequence of weak- continuous maps fn :
X ! Prob(X) which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). So for each x 2 X we
have a family of probability measures (fn(x)). Now, by Remark 2.11, each
fn(x) may be considered as a vector n
x in l1(X), and since each fn(x) is a
probability measure, we know that the sum of the entries of this vector will
be 1, i.e. kn
xk1 = 1.
By (i), for every n we have an r so that fn(x) is supported in B(x;r),
for all x 2 X, so we may rename this r by S to obtain the third condition
required for the vectors.
It remains to show (R;)-variation. By (ii), for all s > 0 we have
sup
d(x;y)<s
fkfn(x)   fn(y)kg
n!1  ! 0;
so clearly, for any s > 0,
d(x;y) < s ) kfn(x)   fn(y)k < 
for some , regardless of which n we choose. As the supremum is tending to
0 as n tends to innity, this will be true no matter how small an  we select,
if we simply choose a large enough value of n. So we may say that for each
14n, (n
x) has (s;)-variation; thus for every x 2 X we may select for our x
some (n
x) with n large enough so that the vector has (R;)-variation.
(2))(3): Conversely, suppose we have vectors x 2 l1(X) which satisfy
the conditions of (2). As these vectors have unit norm, we could consider
each x as a function fx : X ! R with
P
y2X jfx(y)j = 1. Hence every jfxj
is a function taking elements of X to non-negative real values, where the
sum of all such values it may assume is 1; thus each of these real values
must be less than or equal to 1. We therefore have jfxj : X ! [0;1] and
P
y2X jfx(y)j = 1, and so jfxj 2 Prob(X).
Rename each jfxj by f(x). These functions exist for all values of R
and  as well as for all x 2 X, so we actually have a sequence of maps
fn : X ! Prob(X), as required.
Clearly, condition (i) is satised, as this is stated as a condition in (2)
(if x is supported in B(x;S) then so must jxj be). Also, (R;)-variation
for all possible R and  gives (ii); simply arrange the sequence (fn) in such
a way that n ! 1 as  ! 0.
Hence (2) and (3) are equivalent characterisations of property A.
As Roe's denition of property A involves probability measures dened
on a metric space X, we may reformulate it using Theorem 2.6 to obtain an
alternative statement phrased in the language of states on a C-algebra of
functions on X. The only diculty in doing this is nding an appropriate
method for dening the support of a state  on C0(X) as a subset of the
space X itself, which coincides with the support of the probability measure
corresponding to . To achieve this we rst need to recall the following
denitions.
DEFINITION 2.13 A topological space X is said to be separable i there
exists a countable subset which is dense in X [22].
DEFINITION 2.14 [Support of a Measure]
Let X be a separable metric space and let  be a measure on X. Then
we may dene the support of  to be the set of all points x 2 X having the
property that (Nx) > 0 for every open neighbourhood Nx of x [27]. Denote
this set by supp().
15DEFINITION 2.15 Let X be a topological space. The collection of all
neighbourhoods of a point x 2 X is called the neighbourhood system at
x and is denoted by Ux. An arbitrary subcollection Bx  Ux is called a
fundamental system of neighbourhoods of x if every neighbourhood U 2 Ux
is a superset to at least one B 2 Bx [14].
REMARK 2.16 Note that within a metric space, to say a set X is sepa-
rable is equivalent to saying that it is Lindel of [35]; that is, that each open
cover of X has a countable subcover [22]. Every -compact space is Lindel of
[22], and thus we may omit the condition of separability from the follow-
ing lemma. Additionally, if X is both Lindel of and locally compact then
it is -compact [33], so we could alternatively replace \-compact" with
\Lindel of".
Note also that all metric spaces are Hausdor topological spaces.
LEMMA 2.17 Let X be a locally compact -compact metric space, let 
be a probability measure on X and let  be the unique state on C0(X)
dened by (f) =
R
X fd for all f 2 C0(X). If we let supp() denote
the set of all points x 2 X with the property that whenever Nx is an open
neighbourhood of x there exists some f 2 C0(X) such that supp(f)  Nx
and (f) 6= 0, then supp() = supp().
Similarly, if  is a state on C0(X) and  is the unique probability mea-
sure on X dened by (f) =
R
X fd for all f 2 C0(X), then supp() =
supp().
Proof.
Suppose rstly that we have a state  on C0(X), and let x 2 supp(),
where this set is dened as above. Then for every open neighbourhood Nx
of x there exists some f 2 C0(X) such that supp(f)  Nx and (f) =
R
X fd 6= 0. Thus clearly (Nx) 6= 0. Since  is a state,  must be a
probability measure by Theorem 2.6 and so takes only non-negative values;
we therefore have (Nx) > 0 for every open neighbourhood Nx, and so
x 2 supp(). Hence supp()  supp(). One can identically show that
supp()  supp(), when beginning with a probability measure  on X
and using it to dene a state  on C0(X).
To show the converse, suppose that  is a probability measure on X.
As we assume X to be locally compact, we know that every point x 2
16X has a fundamental system of compact neighbourhoods, by the corollary
appearing on page 90 of [5]. This means that, for any x 2 X, for every open
neighbourhood Nx of x there exists a compact set Kx containing x such
that Kx  Nx, by Denition 2.15. Consider such Nx and Kx for an element
x 2 supp(). By denition of a compact neighbourhood, Kx contains an
open set U containing x, and so (Kx) > 0, by application of Denition 2.14
to the set U.
As Kx is a compact subset of a locally compact -compact space, it is also
locally compact and -compact, and thus we may select an exhaustive family
of compact sets K1  K2  :::  Kn  :::  Kx such that Kn  K
n+1
for all n, as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. As we know that there exists a
subset U  Kx with (U) > 0, we must be able to nd some m for which
(Km) > 0. Now, in a similar way as we did in the proof of Theorem 2.6,
we may dene a function f : X ! C by
f(x) =
(
1 if x 2 Km
0 if x 2 (K
m+1)c
in such a way that f is continuous and 0  f(x)  1 on K
m+1nKm. As
f vanishes outside a compact set it is clear that f 2 C0(X). We have
supp(f)  Nx and (f) =
R
X fd 6= 0, and so we see that x 2 supp().
This tells us that supp()  supp(), which means that these sets are
equal. We could similarly show supp()  supp() for any state  on
C0(X) to obtain supp() = supp().
This result allows us to combine Roe's denition with Theorem 2.6 to
obtain a new denition of property A for bounded geometry discrete metric
spaces.
THEOREM 2.18 Let X be a bounded geometry discrete metric space.
Then X has property A if and only if there exists a sequence of weak-
continuous maps fn from X to the state space of C0(X) such that
(i) for each n there is an r such that, for each x, we have supp(fn(x)) 
B(x;r), and
(ii)
lim
n!1 sup
d(x;y)<s
kfn(x)   fn(y)k = 0;
17for all s > 0.
Proof.
Any discrete metric space is locally compact, and any bounded geometry
metric space is -compact [30]; hence the result follows immediately by
combining Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.17 with Theorem 2.12.
2.3 Hilbert Space Compression
The Hilbert space compression of a nitely generated discrete group G is a
numerical invariant of the group introduced by Guentner and Kaminker in
[19] to parameterise the dierence between G being uniformly embeddable in
a Hilbert space and C
r(G) being exact. It can be viewed as an approximate
way to describe the geometry of a group by measuring the distortion up to
which the group fails to embed into Hilbert space. Hilbert space compression
is dened in the following manner, which is in fact formulated so as to make
sense in the context of general metric spaces.
DEFINITION 2.19 [Large-scale Lipschitz]
A function f : X ! Y between two metric spaces X and Y is called
large-scale Lipschitz if there exist constants C > 0 and D  0 such that
dY (f(x);f(y))  CdX(x;y) + D;
for all x;y 2 X [19].
Let Lipls(X;Y ) denote the set of large-scale Lipschitz maps from X to
Y .
DEFINITION 2.20 [Compression]
The compression f of a map f 2 Lipls(X;Y ) is dened by
f(r) = inf
dX(x;y)r
fdY (f(x);f(y))g [19]:
DEFINITION 2.21 [Hilbert Space Compression]
Let X be a metric space with unbounded metric.
181. The asymptotic compression Rf of a map f 2 Lipls(X;Y ) is
Rf = liminf
r!1
(
ln(
f(r))
ln(r)
)
;
where 
f(r) = maxff(r);1g.
2. The compression of X in Y is
R(X;Y ) = supfRf j f 2 Lipls(X;Y )g:
3. If Y is a Hilbert space then the Hilbert space compression of X is
R(X) = R(X;Y )
[19].
Hilbert space compression is particularly interesting because of its links
with exactness and property A; exactness of a countable discrete group
implies its uniform embeddability in a Hilbert space, and Guentner and
Kaminker proved that the converse is true when the Hilbert space compres-
sion of the group is strictly greater than 0.5, in other words they proved
that these groups have property A. The proof of this appears in [19], and
unfortunately it seems as though a similar proof could not be applied for
other values of R(X), even if we only relax the condition enough to allow
the value of 0.5 itself.
The question of whether Guentner and Kaminker's result could be im-
proved by imposing some sort of growth condition on the group has been
investigated by Tessera [37]. Tessera proves that every bounded geometry
proper metric measure space with subexponential growth has property A.
In [4], Arzhantseva, Drut u and Sapir employ a slightly dierent denition
of compression. They begin with a 1-Lipschitz map  : X ! Y and declare
its compression to be
supf  0 j dY ((u);(v))  dX(u;v) 8 u;v with large enough dX(u;v)g:
19If E is a class of metric spaces closed under re-scaling of the metric, the
E-compression of X is given by
supfcompression of  : X ! Y j  is 1-Lipschitz;Y 2 Eg [4]:
The Hilbert space compression of X is then dened as the E-compression
where E is the class of Hilbert spaces. With this denition, the authors of [4]
were able show that there exists a nitely generated group G of asymptotic
dimension at most 3 with Hilbert space compression  for any  between 0
and 1, thus also constructing the rst examples of groups that are uniformly
embeddable into Hilbert spaces (and moreover exact) with Hilbert space
compression 0. The compression dened here is always less than or equal to
the one provided by Guentner and Kaminker.
2.4 Amenable Actions of Free Groups
Property A was introduced by Yu as a non-equivariant analogue of amenabil-
ity which is dened for metric spaces. In particular, property A (and hence
exactness) for a discrete group G is implied by the existence of a compact
Hausdor space X on which G acts amenably. Finitely generated free groups
are a particularly nice class of examples of discrete groups, as their Cayley
graphs are all (locally nite) trees, which are both hyperbolic spaces and
CAT(0) cube complexes. These facts lead us to two new methods for prov-
ing the known result that nitely generated free groups are exact, and hence
that they have property A.
For the rst method we exploit a family of functions which were used by
the authors of [7] in their proof that nite dimensional CAT(0) cube com-
plexes have property A. Here we reconstruct the functions they concocted
for the particular case where the CAT(0) cube complex under considera-
tion is a tree, and use them to show that nitely generated free groups act
amenably on their boundaries.
The second, more geometric, construction is based on that of Germain in
Appendix B of [3], where he proved that discrete word hyperbolic groups act
amenably on their own boundaries. Here we provide explicit descriptions
of his functions for the simplied case of a group which has a tree as its
Cayley graph, and employ an original proposition in our adaptation of his
proof that such a group is exact.
202.4.1 Method One
To illustrate how the ideas introduced in previous sections can be combined,
we explore new methods for proving the known result that nitely generated
free groups are exact, and hence that they have property A. Firstly, let us
x notation and recall some basic information regarding free groups.
Let Fn = ha1;:::;ani denote the free group with n generators. The
boundary @Fn of Fn is the set of all innite reduced words ! = b1b2 :::bn :::,
where bi 2 fa1;:::;an;a 1
1 ;:::;a 1
n g for all i. Let Fn = Fn [ @Fn. For any
two points x;y 2 Fn there exists a unique geodesic path [x;y] which connects
x to y.
We may dene a topology on Fn by declaring that
U(x;F) = fy 2 Fn j [x;y] \ F  fxgg
is open for every x 2 Fn and every nite subset F  Fn [26]. Hence we may
endow @Fn with the corresponding subspace topology.
LEMMA 2.22 The free group Fn acts on its boundary continuously on the
left by concatenation, (Fn  @Fn) ! @Fn, (g;z) 7! g  z.
Proof.
We have g(hz) = (gh)z for all g;h 2 Fn, z 2 @Fn, and ez = z for all
z 2 @Fn, where e is the identity element in Fn, so concatenation is indeed a
left group action. We see that the action is continuous since for every open
set U(x;F) \ @Fn and for any g 2 Fn we have
g 1  (U(x;F) \ @Fn) = fg 1y 2 @Fn j [x;y] \ F  fxgg
= fg 1y 2 @Fn j [g 1x;g 1y] \ g 1F  fg 1xgg;
which is clearly open.
So @Fn is an Fn-space.
It is clear from the following denition that (@Fn;Fn) may thus be de-
scribed as a transformation group.
DEFINITION 2.23 [Transformation Group]
21A transformation group (X;G) consists of a left G-space X, where X is
a locally compact space, G is a locally compact group and (g;x) 7! g  x is
a continuous left action from G  X to X [2].
Given a discrete transformation group, amenability of the action is de-
ned in the following way.
DEFINITION 2.24 [Amenable Action]
For G discrete, the transformation group (X;G) (or the G-action on X,
or the G-space X) is said to be amenable if there exists a sequence (mi)i2I
of weak *-continuous maps x 7! mx
i from X into the space Prob(G) such
that
lim
i!1
(sup
x2X
fkgmx
i   m
gx
i k1g) = 0
for all g 2 G [20].
We say that a group G is exact if there exists an amenable compact
G-space.
There are a number of equivalent denitions for amenable actions, and
we shall consider another when discussing our second method for proving
the exactness of Fn.
We base our proof of the below theorem on the construction of Brodzki,
Campbell, Guentner, Niblo and Wright used to prove Theorem 4.2 in [7],
which states that if G is a countable discrete group acting properly on a
nite dimensional CAT(0) cube complex X, and z a vertex at innity of
X, then the stabiliser of z in G is amenable. The authors prove this by
considering a sequence zj of vertices converging to z and dening a family
of functions f
zj
n;x, indexed by x 2 X (a description of these functions as they
appear for the particular case where X is a tree is provided below). They
then take the limit of these functions as i tends to innity, check that this
limit is well-dened and denote it by fn;x, for every natural number n and
every vertex x 2 X. To prove amenability of G, they show that the support
of each fn;x is nite, that fn;x is almost equivariant, that, for any R > 0,
 fn;x   fn;x0
 
1
kfn;xk1
! 0
uniformly on the set f(x;x0) j d(x;x0)  Rg as n ! 1, and that fn;gx = gfn;x
for all g 2 G, x 2 X and n 2 N. To make use of this construction, we
22follow the framework for the creation of the family of functions fn;x in the
particular case where the cube complex X is a tree. However, we shall
normalise our functions so that we obtain probability measures. We then
associate members of this family with elements of @Fn, so that we obtain the
type of maps we require, and nally show that these satisfy the condition
stated in Denition 2.24.
A version of the following theorem which considers only the free group
with two generators may be found in [2], where it is stated as an example
without proof.
THEOREM 2.25 The transformation group (@Fn;Fn) is amenable.
Proof.
We prove amenability using Denition 2.24, so our goal is to create a
sequence of continuous maps from @Fn into Prob(Fn) which satisfy the given
condition.
As the Cayley graph of Fn is a tree, we begin by constructing the func-
tions dened in [7] for this particular case. For i 2 N, x a xed vertex of the
tree, that is an element of Fn, and e 2 Fn the identity element, translating
the construction into our case yields functions on the tree dened by:
ge
i;x(y) =
8
> > > > > > <
> > > > > > :
 
i   d(x;y)
0
!
if y 6= e; y 2 [e;x]; d(x;y)  i
 
i   d(x;y) + 1
1
!
if y = e; d(x;y)  i
0 otherwise
=
8
> <
> :
1 if y 6= e; y 2 [e;x]; d(x;y)  i
i   d(x;y) + 1 if y = e; d(x;y)  i
0 otherwise.
Then
 ge
i;x
 
1 =
X
y2Fn
 ge
i;x(y)
 
=
X
y2Fn
ge
i;x(y) (as our functions take only non-negative values)
=
(
d(x;e) + i   d(x;e) + 1 if d(x;e)  i
(i + 1)  1 if d(x;e) > i
)
= i + 1:
23So if we dene functions
fe
i;x(y) =
8
> <
> :
1
i+1 if y 6= e; y 2 [e;x]; d(x;y)  i
i d(x;y)+1
i+1 if y = e; d(x;y)  i
0 otherwise,
then
 
fe
i;x
 

1
= 1, and fe
i;x : Fn ! [0;1]. Thus, for each i 2 N and x 2 Fn,
fe
i;x is a probability measure on Fn.
In a similar way, probability measures fa
i;x may be dened for other
elements a 2 Fn, and in particular for any point zj in a sequence of elements
of Fn which tend to a point z in the boundary @Fn. These are dened in
the following way:
f
zj
i;x(y) =
8
> <
> :
1
i+1 if y 6= zj; y 2 [x;zj]; d(x;y)  i
i d(x;y)+1
i+1 if y = zj; d(x;y)  i
0 otherwise.
Then let fz
i;x(y) = limj!1 f
zj
i;x(y).
As j tends to innity, so does d(x;zj), and so as the value of j increases
there will be fewer and fewer i's satisfying d(x;zj)  i. At the limit, d(x;z) =
1, so it is impossible to have y = z and d(x;y)  i for some nite i. Thus
the middle term vanishes and we are left with
fz
i;x(y) =
(
1
i+1 if y 2 [x;z); d(x;y)  i
0 otherwise.
Hence, if we x a point x 2 Fn, we have continuous maps fi;x : z 7! fz
i;x from
@Fn into Prob(Fn). For simplicity let us take x = e, the identity element in
Fn.
It remains to show that limi!1
 
tfz
i;e   ftz
i;e
 

1
= 0 for all t 2 Fn. We
24have
tfz
i;e(y) := fz
i;e(t 1y) for all y 2 Fn
=
(
1
i+1 if t 1y 2 [e;z); d(e;t 1y)  i
0 otherwise
=
(
1
i+1 if y 2 [t;tz); d(t;y)  i
0 otherwise
= ftz
i;t(y):
So we want to show that limi!1
 
ftz
i;t   ftz
i;e
 

1
= 0. Now

ftz
i;t   ftz
i;e


1 =
 
 

gtz
i;t
i + 1
 
gtz
i;e
i + 1
 
 

1
=
 
 

gtz
i;t   gtz
i;e
i + 1
 
 

1
=

 gtz
i;t   gtz
i;e

 
1
i + 1
:
Note that
gtz
i;t(y) =
(
1 if y 2 [t;tz); d(t;y)  i
0 otherwise
and
gtz
i;e(y) =
(
1 if y 2 [e;tz); d(e;y)  i
0 otherwise.
For t 2 Fn, let P denote the vertex where the paths [t;tz) and [e;tz) inter-
sect, so that we may visualize the situation by way of the following diagram.
e r 
t rPPP PP r b tz
Note that P may be equal to either e or t.
Now

 (gtz
i;t   gtz
i;e)(y)

  is only non-zero if either y 2 [t;P] with d(t;y)  i,
y 2 [e;P] with d(e;y)  i, or y 2 [P;tz) such that one of d(t;y), d(e;y) is
less than or equal to i and the other is greater than i. Now both d(t;P) and
d(e;P) can be at most d(e;t), and the interval of [P;tz) that can contain
y for the latter case to occur must also be of length at most either d(t;P)
25or d(e;P). Thus in any case there are at most 2d(e;t) vertices y for which 
 (gtz
i;t   gtz
i;e)(y)

  is non-zero, and at each of these points it takes the value 1.
So we have

 gtz
i;t   gtz
i;e

 
1
 2d(e;t), and therefore

ftz
i;t   ftz
i;e


1 
2d(e;t)
i + 1
;
which tends to 0 as i ! 1.
Recall that an action of a group G on a space X is called transitive if for
any two x;y 2 X there exists g 2 G such that gx = y, and free if gx 6= gy
for all distinct x;y 2 X and for all g 2 G. Finite free groups can also be
characterised as those groups which act transitively and freely on a tree.
These are the only conditions assumed when we show tfz
i;e(y) = ftz
i;t(y), and
they also ensure that there is an isomorphism between the group and the
vertices of the tree, so that we really do construct probability measures on
the group.
More generally, the following has been proved by Guentner.
THEOREM 2.26 Let G be a countable discrete group acting on a tree
without inversion. Then G is C*-exact if and only if the vertex stabilisers
of the action are C*-exact [17].
2.4.2 Method Two
As aforementioned, any nitely generated free group can be easily identied
with a rooted tree; every tree is a 0-hyperbolic space. In [1], Adams proves
that discrete hyperbolic groups act amenably on their own boundaries, and
hence are exact. A supposedly simpler proof is given by E. Germain in
Appendix B of [3]; we base our second proof of the exactness of nitely
generated free groups on a construction of the functions used there for the
case of a tree.
In this subsection we shall use the following characterisation of amenabil-
ity of a group action. For this denition, recall that a function f : X ! Y
between Borel spaces is called a Borel function if and only if f 1(B) is a
Borel set in X for any Borel set B in Y [15].
DEFINITION 2.27 [Amenable Action]
26Let X be a locally compact space on which a discrete group G acts
continuously on the left. The action of G on X is said to be amenable if
there exists a sequence of positive compactly supported Borel functions fi
on G  X such that
Z
G
fi(g;x)dg > 0; for all x 2 X;
and
lim
i!1

sup
x2X
R
G jfi(g;x)   h  fi(g;x)jdg
R
G fi(g;x)dg

= 0; for all h 2 G;
where (h  f)(g;x) = f(h 1g;h 1x) is the action induced by the diagonal
action of G in G  X [3].
Since the propositions and lemma which follow hold for trees in general,
and not just those which correspond to groups, let us begin with some basic
terminology relating to trees. Recall that a tree is a locally nite connected
graph with no circuits or loops, and that we write a  a0 when two vertices
a and a0 of a tree are connected by an edge. A path in a tree is a nite or
innite sequence of vertices [a0;a1;:::] such that ai  ai+1 and ai 1 6= ai+1
for all i. If a and a0 are two vertices then [a;a0] denotes the unique path
joining them. A vertex is said to be terminal if it has only one neighbour.
We may endow a tree T with a metric d by assigning d(a;a0) to be the
number of edges in the unique path [a;a0] for any vertices a;a0 2 T. If we x
a vertex e 2 T as a root of the tree, we may dene the length of any vertex
a as l(a) = d(e;a).
The boundary @T is the union of the set of terminal vertices and the
set of equivalence classes of innite paths under the relation ', dened by
[a0;a1;:::] ' [a1;a2;:::]; when the tree under consideration is the Cayley
graph of a free group this coincides with the denition of the boundary given
earlier. For any vertex a 2 T, let [a;!) denote the (unique) path starting at
a in the class ! 2 @T.
PROPOSITION 2.28 Let T be a locally nite tree and choose any vertex
a 2 T. Let ak denote the unique point on the path [a;!) such that d(a;ak) =
k (the path [a;!) is unique, so we may always nd such a vertex ak, assuming
[a;!) contains more than k vertices). Then ak lies on the path [a0;!) for all
27a0 2 T with d(a;a0)  k.
Proof.
Suppose for contradiction that there exists some a0 2 T with d(a;a0) 
k such that ak does not lie on the path [a0;!). Since d(a;a0)  k =
d(a;ak), we also know that a0 does not lie on the (unique) path [ak;!) =
[ak;ak+1;ak+2;:::;!). Indeed, if it did then it would either equal ak itself,
contradicting the assumption that ak does not lie on the path [a0;!), or it
would be at a distance greater than k from a.
If we consider ! as a vertex in T then it must be terminal and so only
has one neighbour, say !0, which must lie on both [a0;!) and [ak;!). As a0
and ak are distinct vertices, ak does not lie on the path [a0;!) and a0 does
not lie on the path [ak;!), this provides us with a loop in T passing through
a0;ak and !0, which contradicts the fact that T is a tree. Thus no such point
exists and so ak lies on [a0;!) for all a0 2 T with d(a;a0)  k.
Let T be a tree, a 2 T and ! 2 @T. For every positive integer k, dene
I(a;!;k) :=

a0;!

j d(a;a0)  k
	
to be the set of all paths in the class ! starting not too far from a. Choosing
a length l > 0, dene
F(a;!;k;l) := the characteristic function of
[
[a0;!)2I(a;!;k)
[a0
l;a0
2l]
to be the union of large segments of these paths, far enough from our ref-
erence point, where again a0
l denotes the vertex on the path [a0;!) with
d(a0;a0
l) = l. Finally, set
H(a;!;l) :=
1
p
l
X
k<
p
l
F(a;!;k;l)
to be our ad hoc average.
For F a compactly supported function on T, let kFk denote its norm in
l1(T).
The above functions were originally constructed by Germain in a more
general sense so that they may be applied to hyperbolic groups rather than
28trees, however it is clear that a group structure is not required to make sense
of their denitions. Germain went on to prove that for a discrete hyperbolic
group   we have
kH(a;!;l)k  l;
for all a 2  , ! 2 @ , and
sup
!2@ 
kH(ga;!;l)   H(a;!;l)k = o(l);
for any xed vertices g;a 2  . In the tree case we can be a little more
explicit. Indeed, we have the following.
LEMMA 2.29 For any vertex a in an innite tree T, we have
kH(a;!;l)k = l + 2k:
Proof.
Since H(a;!;l) = 1 p
l
P
k<
p
l F(a;!;k;l), we wish to consider which val-
ues kF(a;!;k;l)k may take for k <
p
l. Firstly, note that if k <
p
l where
k is a nonnegative integer and l is a positive integer, then in particular we
have 2k  l.
By Proposition 2.28, all paths in I(a;!;k) contain the vertex ak, and thus
are equivalent to the path [ak;!). Clearly, if d(a;ak) = k and d(a;a0)  k,
then d(a0;ak)  2k, and in the case of an innite tree we will always be able
to nd at least one vertex ~ a such that d(a;~ a) = k and d(~ a;ak) = 2k.
Since we have that 2k  l, that d(a0;ak)  2k for all a0 2 T with
d(a;a0)  k, and that [a0;!) coincides with [ak;!) from the point ak onwards
for all these vertices, it is clear that F(a;!;k;l) will be the characteristic
function of a segment of the path [ak;!). The starting vertex for this seg-
ment will be at a distance l from ~ a, and the end vertex will be at a distance
2l from ak, hence F(a;!;k;l) will be the characteristic function of a path of
length (2l+d(~ a;ak)) l = 2l+2k l = l+2k. Thus kF(a;!;k;l)k = l+2k,
regardless of the choice of a.
29Therefore, we have
kH(a;!;l)k =

 
 

1
p
l
X
k<
p
l
F(a;!;k;l)

 
 

=
1
p
l
X
k<
p
l
kF(a;!;k;l)k
=
1
p
l
X
k<
p
l
(l + 2k) =
p
l(l + 2k)
p
l
= l + 2k:
This can be used to show, as in Germain's proof, that we have
sup
!2@ 
kH(a;!;l)   H(b;!;l)k = o(l);
for any xed vertices a;b 2 T.
For his functions related to discrete hyperbolic groups, Germain addi-
tionally showed that (!;t) 7! H(a;!;l)(t) is upper continuous for a and
l xed. He achieved this by proving that for k, l and a xed, (!;t) 7!
F(a;!;k;l)(t) has a local maximum everywhere, via a short lemma, and his
proof should follow exactly for the tree case as well.
Hence the functions we have constructed satisfy the requirements im-
posed by Germain. We may now allow our tree T to be the Cayley graph of
some nitely generated free group Fn, and follow his proof that discrete hy-
perbolic groups act amenably on their boundaries to obtain another method
for showing that nitely generated free groups are exact.
THEOREM 2.30 The action of Fn on its boundary @Fn is amenable.
Proof.
We now prove amenability of the action using Denition 2.27. Let
fi(g;!) = H(e;!;i)(g), for all g 2 Fn, ! 2 @Fn. Then, as with Germain's
version (see page 134 of [3]), fi is positive, Borel and compactly supported
(the support is contained within B(e;3l)@Fn). As kH(a;!;i)k = i+2k > i
for all ! 2 @Fn, by Lemma 2.29, we have
R
Fn fi(g;!)dg > 0, for all ! 2 @Fn
and i > 0.
30Finally, (h  fi)(g;!) = H(e;h 1!;i)(h 1g) = H(h;!;i)(g), and so
lim
i!1
 
sup
!2@Fn
(R
Fn jfi(g;!)   h  fi(g;!)jdg
R
Fn fi(g;x)dg
)!
= lim
i!1

sup
!2@Fn

kH(e;!;i)   H(h;!;i)k
kH(e;!;i)k

= lim
i!1

o(i)
i + 2k

= 0;
for all h 2 Fn.
Unfortunately, due to the nature of the functions H which we em-
ploy here, it does not appear that this method could be adapted to prove
amenability of the action of a group on a tree where there is no existing
group structure on the tree itself.
3 Partial Translation Structures
The notion of a partial translation structure was introduced in [11] as a
means to nding a good analogue of the reduced C*-algebra of a group,
as well as capturing geometrically the interplay between the left and right
action of a group on itself. When dened on discrete metric spaces, these
structures in some sense blur the boundary between the world of such spaces
and the world of groups, by mimicking the interaction between the left and
the right multiplication on a discrete group. Here we recall the denitions
required to understand partial translation structures and prove some new
results which can be applied in the general case of metric spaces.
3.1 Basic Denitions
The following denitions all appear in [11]. The basic notion of a partial
translation of a space was rst introduced in [29].
Let X be a discrete metric space.
DEFINITION 3.1 [Partial Bijection]
A partial bijection from X to X is a subset s of X  X such that the
coordinate projections of s onto X are injective.
31A partial bijection can be viewed as a partially dened injection from X
into X, and we will write x = s(y) if (x;y) 2 s.
DEFINITION 3.2 [Partial Translation]
A partial translation of X is a partial bijection t such that d(x;y) is
bounded for all (x;y) 2 t. The identity translation, denoted 1, is the diago-
nal of XX. The inverse of a partial translation t is t 1 = f(y;x) j (x;y) 2
tg.
DEFINITION 3.3 [Partial Cotranslation]
Let T be a collection of disjoint partial translations of X. A partial
bijection  of X is a partial cotranslation for T if (x;y) 2 t for all t 2 T
and for all (x;y) 2 t such that  is dened on both x and y.
DEFINITION 3.4 [Partial Translation Structure]
A partial translation structure on X is a collection T of partial trans-
lations of X, such that for all R > 0 there is a nite subset TR of disjoint
partial translations in T , and a collection R of partial cotranslations for
TR, satisfying the following axioms.
1. The union of all the partial translations t in TR contains the R-
neighbourhood of the diagonal, that is the set of all (x;y) 2 X  X
such that d(x;y) < R.
2. There exists k such that for each x;x0 in X there are at most k elements
 in R such that x = x0.
3. For each t in TR and for all (x;y);(x0;y0) in t, there exists  in R
such that x = x0 and y = y0.
Note that in the above we implicitly assume that the identity translation
is an element of each cotranslation collection R.
Recall that a metric space X is said to be uniformly discrete if there
exists some r > 0 such that either x = y or d(x;y) > r for all x;y 2 X. It is
also shown in [11] that every bounded geometry uniformly discrete metric
space admits a partial translation structure.
For T a partial translation structure on X, and for R > 0, let kT (R)
denote the smallest k such that for x;x0 in X there are at most k elements
 in R with x = x0. The smallest value any kT (R) can take is 1, since we
assume that every R contains at least the identity translation.
32DEFINITION 3.5 [The Translation Invariant]
For (X;d) a bounded geometry uniformly discrete metric space, dene
the translation invariant of X to be the function
X(R) = inffkT (R) j T a partial translation structure on Xg:
DEFINITION 3.6 [Free Partial Translation Structure]
A partial translation structure T is called free if kT (R) = 1 for all R > 0.
DEFINITION 3.7 [Globally Controlled Partial Translation Structure]
We say a partial translation structure is globally controlled if the partial
cotranslation orbit
f(x0;y0) j there exists  2 R such that x = x0;y = y0g
is a partial translation for all R > 0 and x;y 2 X.
3.2 Restrictions and Images of Partial Translation Struc-
tures
In this section we prove that partial translation structures restrict to sub-
spaces and are preserved by uniform bijections, and that these actions also
preserve freeness and global control of the structures. This allows us to ex-
tend a result of Brodzki, Niblo and Wright, as well as to provide a shorter
proof in the case covered by their theorem.
THEOREM 3.8 Let X be a metric space endowed with partial translation
structure T . Then T can be restricted to a partial translation structure TY
for any subspace Y of X.
Proof.
Considering T as a collection of partial translations, we restrict to Y by
setting
TY = T \ (Y  Y ):
In other words, when viewing each partial translation t 2 T as a subset of
X  X, we intersect it with Y  Y to obtain a partial translation tY of Y
(we could also view it as a map and restrict its domain and codomain). As
tY is a subset of t, the coordinate projections on tY are injective. Moreover,
33the distance d(y;y0) is bounded for all (y;y0) 2 tY , so tY will indeed be a
partial translation of Y . It is also the case that TY is not an empty set so
long as Y is not, since we know by the rst condition of Denition 3.4 for
T that at the very least [t2T t contains the diagonal of X X, so [tY 2TY tY
at the least contains the diagonal of Y  Y .
It remains to check the three conditions of Denition 3.4 for TY .
(1) We know by condition (1) for T that the union of partial translations
in TR contains the R-neighbourhood of the diagonal in X  X, and thus it
contains the R-neighbourhood of the diagonal in Y Y . Hence if we restrict
every partial translation in TR to Y Y , so that we let TY R = TR\(Y Y ),
then the R-neighbourhood of the diagonal in Y Y is still contained in this
set. So condition (1) of Denition 3.4 holds for TY .
(2) We can restrict the partial cotranslations for T in a similar way to
the partial translations, so that we are left with partial cotranslations for
TY . Each cotranslation  2 R for some R > 0 must have its domain
restricted to Y , but we must also restrict its codomain to ensure that this
too is a subset of Y . So given a cotranslation  2 R, let us dene Y to
be the restriction of  to the set fy 2 Dom() \ Y j y 2 Y g. This partial
bijection will have image (Y ) \ Y , and it is clear from Denition 3.3 that
it is indeed a partial cotranslation for TY R if  is one for TR.
If we then let Y R = fY j  2 Rg, for all R > 0, then this set is a
suitable collection of cotranslations in the sense of condition (2) of Denition
3.4. Indeed, if there exists k such that for each x;x0 2 X there are at most
k elements  2 R such that x = x0, then for each y;y0 2 Y  X there
certainly cannot be more than k elements Y 2 Y R such that Y y = y0.
Note also that each Y R is a non-empty set, since it at least contains
the identity translation restricted to Y Y . Each TY R is also non-empty as
it at least contains the R-neighbourhood of the diagonal in Y  Y .
(3) Let tY 2 TY R, so that tY is the restriction to Y  Y of some t 2
TR. Then every element of tY is also an element of t, and thus for all
(y1;y0
1);(y2;y0
2) 2 tY there exists  2 R such that y1 = y2 and y0
1 = y0
2,
by condition (3) of Denition 3.4 for T . If we restrict  to fy 2 Dom() \
Y j y 2 Y g, then by denition we obtain a partial cotranslation Y 2 Y R,
for which the same holds. Hence, for each tY 2 TY R there exists Y 2 Y R
such that Y y1 = y2 and Y y0
1 = y0
2 for all (y1;y0
1);(y2;y0
2) 2 tY . Thus
condition (3) also holds for TY , and so any partial translation structure
34restricts to a subspace.
COROLLARY 3.9 Let X be a metric space with partial translation struc-
ture T , and let TY be the restriction of T to a subspace Y of X. If T is free
(resp. globally controlled) then TY is free (resp. globally controlled).
Proof.
By denition, kT (R) is the smallest k such that for all x;x0 2 X there
exist at most k elements  2 R with x = x0, for all R > 0. For each
R > 0 we have
kTY (R)  kT (R):
Indeed, let y;y0 2 Y  X and let kT (R) = k. Then there exist at most k
elements  2 R with y = y0. Each such  must have y in its domain, so as
y and y0 are both elements of Y we also have Y y = y0 for the corresponding
Y 2 Y R, for each . As this is the only way elements of Y R can be
constructed, we have kTY (R)  k = kT (R).
Thus if we assume that T is free, i.e. that kT (R) = 1 for all R > 0,
then we have kTY (R)  1 for all R > 0. Since 1 is the smallest value kTY (R)
can take, unless Y R is an empty set, which is not possible, we in fact have
kTY (R) = 1 for all R > 0, in other words TY is also a free partial translation
structure.
Now suppose T is globally controlled. This means that the partial co-
translation orbit
f(x0
1;x0
2) j there exists  2 R such that x1 = x0
1;x2 = x0
2g
is a partial translation for all R > 0 and for all x1;x2 2 X. Let us consider
a partial cotranslation orbit for TY , that is a set
f(y0
1;y0
2) j there exists Y 2 Y R such that Y y1 = y0
1;Y y2 = y0
2g:
We wish to show that this is a partial translation for all R > 0 and y1;y2 2 Y .
Fix R > 0 and choose some y1;y2 2 Y . Since we are assuming that all
y1;y0
1;y2 and y0
2 considered here are elements of Y , to state that Y y1 = y0
1
and Y y2 = y0
2 is equivalent to saying that y1 = y0
1 and y2 = y0
2, where
 2 R is the partial cotranslation for T from which Y was formed by
35restriction. Thus, since Y Y is contained in XX, the partial cotranslation
orbit for TY that we are considering is a subset of the corresponding partial
cotranslation orbit for T (i.e. the one formed using the same R > 0 and
points y1;y2 2 Y ). Hence, as we assume this to be a partial translation,
we know that the coordinate projections of our set onto Y are injective and
that d(y0
1;y0
2) is bounded for all (y0
1;y0
2) in the partial cotranslation orbit for
TY . Thus this is indeed also a partial translation.
In fact, the partial translation we obtain is the restriction to Y  Y of
the corresponding partial cotranslation orbit for T . Hence if T is globally
controlled and every partial cotranslation orbit is a partial translation in T ,
then every partial cotranslation orbit for TY is a partial translation in TY .
We now wish to show that partial translation structures can be trans-
ported by uniform bijections. Let us begin by recalling the denition of
uniformity and explaining how maps between metric spaces can be applied
to partial translations.
DEFINITION 3.10 [Controlled Map]
A map  between two metric spaces X and Y is called controlled if and
only if, for every R > 0, there exists an S > 0 such that
d(x;y)  R ) d((x);(y))  S;
for all x;y 2 X.
DEFINITION 3.11 [Uniform Map]
A map of metric spaces  : X ! Y is called uniform if and only if  is
controlled and for every S > 0 there exists an R > 0 such that
d(x;y)  R ) d((x);(y))  S;
for all x;y 2 X [19].
Now suppose that X and Y are discrete metric spaces for which there
exists an injective map  : X ! Y . For t a partial bijection on X, dene a
partial bijection on Y by
(t) = f((t(x));(x)) j (t(x);x) 2 tg:
36In other words, if t represents a bijection between the set S  X and t(S),
then (t) is a bijection between (S) and (t(S)), mapping y 2 (S) to
(t( 1(y))) 2 (t(S)). Thus, as a map dened on (X)  Y , we have
(t) =   t   1:
The coordinate projections of (t) are clearly injective if t is a partial
translation and  an injective map. By Denition 3.2, there exists some
R > 0 such that d(t(x);x)  R for all x 2 Dom(t). Hence if we assume  to
be controlled then there exists an S > 0 such that d((t(x));(x))  S for
all (x) 2 Dom((t)) = (Dom(t)). Therefore if  is also controlled then it
sends partial translations of X to partial translations of Y , by the method
detailed above.
For T a partial translation structure on X, let (T ) denote the disjoint
collection of partial translations (t) for t a partial translation in T .
LEMMA 3.12 Let  : X ! Y be an injective controlled map, and let T be
a partial translation structure on X. Then  establishes a bijection between
partial cotranslations for T and partial cotranslations for (T ).
Proof.
We know from the above that  maps partial bijections of X to partial
bijections of Y . For every R > 0, let TR be the subset of partial transla-
tions in T described in Denition 3.4, and R the set of partial cotransla-
tions for TR. To show that () is a partial cotranslation for (TR) when
 2 R, consider some partial translation t in TR. Let (x;y) 2 t, so that
((x);(y)) 2 (t) 2 (TR), and suppose that () is dened on both (x)
and (y). We wish to show that (()(x);()(y)) 2 (t), i.e. that
(t)(()(y)) = ()(x):
37We have
(t)(()(y)) =   t   1(     1((y)))
=   t(y)
=   x, as  is a partial cotranslation for TR,
=      1((x))
= ()((x)); as required:
So () is indeed a partial cotranslation for (TR). It remains to check that
 7! () is a bijection.
Firstly, suppose that () = (0) for two partial cotranslations ;0 2
R. We have that () : (Dom()) ! (Ran()) and (0) : (Dom(0)) !
(Ran(0)), thus (Dom()) = (Dom(0)) and (Ran()) = (Ran(0)).
As  is injective, this means that Dom() = Dom(0) and Ran() =
Ran(0). Let S  X denote the set Dom() = Dom(0).
We have ()(s) = (0)(s), for all (s) 2 (S). Hence    
 1((s)) =   0   1((s)), that is   s =   0s, for all s 2 X such
that (s) 2 (S). Therefore, since  is injective, we have s = 0s for all
s 2 S such that (s) 2 (S), i.e. for all s 2 S. Hence we have injectivity.
We now need only show that, for every R > 0, every partial cotranslation
for (TR) is of the form () for some  2 R. So let us consider an arbitrary
partial cotranslation  for (TR), which must be a partial bijection of (X).
For each x 2 X, if (x) lies in the domain of  then (x) = (z) for some
z 2 X, which is uniquely determined, by injectivity of . Hence we may
dene a function  : X ! X by
x = z =  1((x));
for all x in fx 2 X j (x) 2 Dom()g. Now  is of the form () =  1
for the partially dened map  : X ! X. This function must be injective,
since both  and  are.
As  is a partial cotranslation for (TR), we have (t)((y)) = (x)
for all partial translations (t) in (TR) and for all ((x);(y)) 2 (t) where
 is dened on both (x) and (y).
Thus (t)(()(y)) = ()(x), that is t 1(  1((y))) =
     1((x)), and so   t(y) =   x, for all t;x and y satisfying the
38above. Hence t(y) = x, by injectivity of . Therefore (x;y) 2 t.
This holds for all (t) 2 (TR) and for all ((x);(y)) 2 (t), so it holds
for all partial translations t in TR and for all (x;y) 2 t, since  is a bijection
onto its image. Thus  is a partial cotranslation for TR and  is of the form
(). The argument of this proof applies for any R > 0, so  is surjective
on, and hence establishes a bijection between, all partial cotranslations.
THEOREM 3.13 Let X be a metric space equipped with a partial trans-
lation structure T , and let  : X ! Y be a uniform bijection. Then (T ) is
a partial translation structure for Y .
Proof.
If we assume  : X ! Y to be a uniform bijection then it is both
controlled and injective, and thus sends partial translations in X to partial
translations in Y . It remains to check the conditions of Denition 3.4 for
(T ).
(1) Firstly, note that we certainly require  to be surjective for this
condition to hold. Indeed, if it was not then there would exist some y 2 Y
such that y 6= (x) for any x 2 X. Then (y;y) could not possibly be an
element of (t) = f((t(x));(x)) j (t(x);x) 2 tg for any t 2 T , so it would
not lie in the union of partial translations in (TR) for any R > 0, and thus
none of these sets would even contain the whole of the diagonal in Y  Y ,
let alone its R-neighbourhood.
Recall that to say  is uniform means that it is controlled, and also that
for all S > 0 there exists R > 0 such that
d(x;x0)  R ) d((x);(x0))  S:
That is, for all S > 0 there exists R > 0 such that
d((x);(x0)) < S ) d(x;x0) < R:
So consider a point (y;y0) 2 Y  Y which lies in the S-neighbourhood of
the diagonal for some S > 0. Since  is surjective, we know that (y;y0) =
((x);(x0)) for some (x;x0) 2 X  X, and by uniformity of  we know
that (x;x0) lies in the R-neighbourhood of the diagonal in X  X for some
39R > 0. Thus (x;x0) is an element of some partial translation t in TR (viewed
as a subset of X  X), and therefore (y;y0) lies in the partial translation
(t), which is an element of (TR). So we have condition (1) for (T ) if we
dene the collection (T )S to be (TR). Note that the partial translations
contained in this collection are indeed disjoint since the partial translations
in each TR are disjoint by assumption and  is a bijection.
(2) By Lemma 3.12, we see that  maps partial cotranslations for TR
bijectively to partial cotranslations for (TR), for every R > 0. Hence
(R) is a collection of partial cotranslations for (T )S, and it is clear by
bijectivity that condition (2) of Denition 3.4 holds for (T ).
(3) Let t 2 TR, so that (t) 2 (T )S, for some S > 0. Then by condition
(3) of Denition 3.4 for T , for every (x;y);(x0;y0) in t, there exists  in R
such that x = x0 and y = y0. Hence for every ((x);(y));((x0);(y0))
in (t), there exists () in (R) such that ()(x) =  1((x)) =
(x) = (x0) and, similarly, ()(y) = (y0). Therefore condition (3)
of Denition 3.4 also holds for (T ), and so (T ) is a partial translation
structure for Y .
COROLLARY 3.14 Let X be a metric space equipped with a partial trans-
lation structure T , and let  : X ! Y be a uniform bijection. If T is free
(resp. globally controlled) then (T ) is free (resp. globally controlled).
Proof.
For every S > 0 we consider the partial cotranslation collection ()S
to be (R), where R is the value related to S by the uniformity condition
for , as in the proof of Theorem 3.13. Thus to show that k(T )(S) = 1 for
all S > 0 it suces to show that, for any R > 0, for all y;y0 2 Y there can
be no more than one () 2 (R), such that
()(y) = y0:
As  is a bijection, each y 2 Y can be written as y = (x) for some x 2 X,
and therefore the above is only the case when
     1((x)) = (x0)
40for some pair of elements x;x0 2 X. That is, when
x = x0;
since  is injective. Hence, if we assume that kT (R) = k, then we know
that there at most k elements  2 R satisfying this for any x;x0 2 X,
and thus there are at most k elements () 2 (R) = ()S which satisfy
()(y) = y0, for all y;y0 2 Y . So we have k(T )(S)  k = kT (R). Therefore
if T is free, in other words if kT (R) = 1 for all R > 0, then (T ) is also free,
as the minimum value k(T )(S) can take is 1.
Moreover, as  7! () is a bijection, by Lemma 3.12, and the implica-
tion can be reversed at each stage of the above argument, we in fact have
kT (R) = k(T )(S)
for all R;S > 0 which correspond in the sense of Denition 3.11.
Now suppose that T is a globally controlled partial translation structure.
That is, each partial cotranslation orbit
f(x0
1;x0
2) j there exists  2 R such that x1 = x0
1;x2 = x0
2g
is a partial translation, for x1;x2 2 X and for all R > 0. Let us consider a
general partial cotranslation orbit for (T ):
f(y0
1;y0
2) j there exists () 2 (R) such that ()(y1) = y0
1;()(y2) = y0
2g;
for some y1;y2 2 Y and some R > 0. Since  establishes a bijection both
between elements of X and elements of Y and between partial cotranslations
for T and partial cotranslations for (T ), the above set can be rewritten as
f((x0
1);(x0
2)) j there exists  2 R such that      1((x1)) = (x0
1)
and      1((x2)) = (x0
2)g
= f((x0
1);(x0
2)) j there exists  2 R such that x1 = x0
1and x2 = x0
2g;
41for some x1;x2 2 X. But this is just (t) for some partial cotranslation
orbit
t = f(x0
1;x0
2) j there exists  2 R such that x1 = x0
1;x2 = x0
2g
for T , and hence it must be a partial translation of Y since we assume t
to be a partial translation of X (if T is globally controlled) and we know
that  maps partial translations of X to partial translations of Y , as 
is controlled and injective. This will hold for any partial cotranslation for
(T ); thus (T ) is globally controlled.
REMARK 3.15 Note that we could restate the above theorem and corol-
lary to say that (T ) is a (free, globally controlled) partial translation struc-
ture for (X) whenever  : X ! Y is an injective uniform map. Since every
map is surjective onto its own image, the proof would follow identically.
These theorems and corollaries allow us to construct a new and more
concise proof of the following, which appears as Theorem 19 in [11].
COROLLARY 3.16 Let X be a space admitting an injective uniform em-
bedding into some discrete group G. Then X admits a free and globally
controlled partial translation structure.
Proof.
Let  : X ! G denote the injective uniform embedding of X into G.
Then  is a uniform bijection onto its image (X) =: Y , a subspace of G.
It is shown in [11] that any countable discrete group admits a canonical
partial translation structure which is free and globally controlled; let us
denote the canonical partial translation structure for G by T . It can be
seen from the proof of Proposition 15 in [11] that this structure consists of
partial translations of the form
tg = f(x;xg) j x 2 Gg;
and partial cotranslations dened by h(x) = hx, one of each for each ele-
ment of the group. For every R > 0 we take TR = ftg j d(e;g) < Rg and
R = fh j h 2 Gg.
42Theorem 3.8, together with Corollary 3.9, now tells us that T restricts
to a free and globally controlled partial translation structure TY on Y . If
 : X ! Y is a uniform bijection then so is its inverse  1 : Y ! X, and
hence  1(TY ) is a free and globally controlled partial translation structure
on X, by Theorem 3.13 and Corollary 3.14.
REMARK 3.17 In particular, if X is a space admitting an injective uni-
form embedding  into a discrete group G, then we have X(S) = 1 for all
S > 0. Indeed, by the proof of Proposition 15 in [11] we have that kT (R) = 1
for all R > 0, and so G(R) is also 1 for all R. Thus by the proof of Corollary
3.9 we have
kTY (R)  kT (R) = 1;
so that kTY (R) = 1 for all R > 0; and by the proof of Corollary 3.14 we have
k 1(TY )(S) = kTY (R) = 1;
for all S > 0, where R is the value associated with S by the uniformity
condition for  1. Therefore X(S) is also 1 for all S > 0.
3.3 Group Actions and Cotranslation Orbits
In order to gain a better understanding of how partial translation structures
may arise, in this section we shall study cotranslation orbits and provide
some details relating to group actions.
In the case of the canonical partial translation structure on a discrete
group, the partial translations and cotranslations correspond with respec-
tively the right and left multiplication actions of the group elements. Thus
if such a group G acts on some space X on the left, it makes sense to study
orbits of the canonical cotranslations within that space. We show that un-
der certain conditions one may use these cotranslation orbits as the partial
translations in a partial translation structure on X, with the same set of
cotranslations as in the canonical partial translation structure on G.
Recall that the action of a group G on a space X is called regular if it
is both transitive and free.
THEOREM 3.18 Let G be a discrete group acting regularly on a bounded
geometry metric space X in such a way that for all R > 0 there exists S > 0
43such that
d(x;y)  R ) d(gx;gy)  S;
for all g 2 G, x;y 2 X. Then the cotranslation orbits form a partial trans-
lation structure on X.
Proof.
Let us begin by xing a basepoint x0 2 X. Now, by cotranslation orbits,
we mean orbits of the action of G on points (x0;x) 2 X  X. Thus our
partial translations here are subsets of X  X of the form
tx = f(gx0;gx) j g 2 Gg;
for some x 2 X. We assume the action of G on X to be free, that is
gx 6= g0x
for all distinct g;g0 2 G and for all x 2 X, so the coordinate projections of
every such tx are injective. To see that the distance function is bounded on
each set tx, let us rst dene the TR sets for our partial translation structure.
For every R > 0, let
TR = ftx j x 2 BS(x0)g;
where each S corresponds to the R we are considering in the way stated
in the assumptions of the theorem; we dene our TR sets in this manner
to enable us to prove that condition (1) of Denition 3.4 holds. We only
consider partial translations which are contained in some such TR, and so
for every tx there exists some S > 0 such that d(x;x0) < S, and thus by
reapplying the hypothesis of the theorem there exists some S0 > 0 such that
d(gx;gx0) < S0 for all g 2 G; hence each tx is indeed a partial translation.
Note also that every TR is a nite set since we assume X to have bounded
geometry. In addition to this, if the elements of some TR were not disjoint,
then we would have (gx0;gx) = (g0x0;g0x0) for some g;g0 2 G, x;x0 2 X, so
that g = g0, by the freeness of the action. Then gx = gx0, so g 1gx = g 1gx0,
and thus x = x0. Therefore every TR is indeed a nite set of disjoint partial
translations.
We dene cotranslations for our entire set of partial translations by
h : X ! X; h(x) := hx;
44so that we have one for each element h 2 G, and R = fh j h 2 Gg for
every R > 0. Then
(h(gx0);h(gx)) = (hgx0;hgx) = ((hg)x0;(hg)x) 2 tx;
for all h 2 R;tx 2 TR and (gx0;gx) 2 tx.
It remains to check the three conditions of Denition 3.4.
(1) Let (x;y) be a point in the R-neighbourhood of the diagonal in XX,
so that x;y 2 X and d(x;y)  R. We wish to nd some tz 2 TR such that
(x;y) 2 tz. That is, we want to show that (x;y) = (gx0;gz) for some
g 2 G, z 2 BS(x0), where d(hx;hy)  S for all h 2 G (such an S exists by
assumption). By transitivity, there exists some g 2 G such that gx0 = x. So
now (x;y) = (gx0;g(g 1y)), and d(x0;g 1y) = d(g 1x;g 1y)  S. Hence if
we set z = g 1y then (x;y) 2 tz 2 TR, as required.
(2) Let x;y 2 X. Transitivity of the action of G tells us that there exists
some h 2 G such that hx = y. If there were also some element h 6= h0 2 G
such that h0x = y then we would have hx = h0x, which would contradict
the freeness of the action. Hence freeness tells us that there is at most one
cotranslation h 2 R such that h(x) = y for all x;y 2 X. In fact, there
will be exactly one, by transitivity.
(3) Let x 2 BS(x0), so that tx 2 TR for some R > 0, and let (gx0;gx),
(g0x0;g0x) 2 tx. We wish to nd some h 2 G such that hgx0 = g0x0 and
hgx = g0x. We may simply take h = g0g 1.
Therefore the cotranslation orbits do form a partial translation structure
under the given assumptions.
When the space X on which a discrete group G acts is a subspace of G,
we may also dene a partial translation structure on it by restricting the
group's canonical partial translation structure, by Theorem 3.8. We prove
that in the case where the group action is on the left, these restricted partial
translations are invariant under this action.
THEOREM 3.19 Let X be a subset of a discrete group G on which G
acts on the left, and equip X with the inherited subspace partial translation
structure TX arising from the canonical partial translation structure T on
G. Then partial translations in TX are invariant under the action of G.
45Proof.
Recall that a partial translation in T is of the form
tg = f(h;hg) j h 2 Gg
and so partial translations in TX are of the form
tgjX = f(x;xg) j x;xg 2 Xg;
so that in each case we have one for every g 2 G. We wish to show that
(x;xg) 2 tgjX if and only if (hx;hxg) 2 tgjX, for all x 2 X;g;h 2 G.
Firstly, suppose (x;xg) 2 tgjX. Then we know that both x and xg must
be elements of X  G. Hence we must also have hx;hxg 2 X for all h 2 G,
since G acts on X on the left. Therefore (hx;hxg) = ((hx);(hx)g) 2 tgjX.
Conversely, suppose that (hx;hxg) 2 tgjX, for some x 2 X;g;h 2
G. Then we must have hx;hxg 2 X, and thus both h 1(hx) = x and
h 1(hxg) = xg must also lie in X, since h 1 2 G and G acts on X on the
left. Hence (x;xg) 2 tgjX, as required.
The following lemma is simply a useful remark relating to certain group
actions.
LEMMA 3.20 Let X be a metric space and G a group which acts on X on
both the left and the right. Suppose X is equipped with a metric d which is
left invariant under the action of G, and suppose also that there exists some
x0 2 X such that for every x 2 X there exists g 2 G such that gx0 = x.
Then each element of G acting on the right moves every x 2 X by a xed
distance.
Proof.
For every x 2 X and r 2 G we have
d(xr;x) = d(gx0r;gx0) for some g 2 G; by assumption,
= d(x0r;x0); by left invariance:
46REMARK 3.21 The assumptions of the above theorem could be replaced
by \G acts transitively and by isometries on X on the left" (with no assump-
tion on the right action except that there is one). Indeed, left invariance
of d is equivalent to a left action by isometries, and the second assumption
implies that for all x;x0 2 X there exists g;g0 2 G such that gx0 = x and
g0x0 = x0, so we have g0g 1 2 G with g0g 1x = x0, which implies transitivity,
and it is clear that transitivity implies the given assumption.
The nal result of this section can be applied to any metric space that
is equipped with a partial translation structure, and requires no additional
assumptions. Here we consider partial translations from a slightly dierent
perspective and explore their relationship with cotranslation orbits in a little
more detail.
PROPOSITION 3.22 Let T be a partial translation structure on a space
X, and let t be a partial translation contained in TR for some R > 0. Then
t can be expressed as the orbit of (x;y) under R for any (x;y) 2 t.
Proof.
Denote cotranslation orbits in the following way:
txyR := f(x0;y0) j there exists  2 R such that (x0;y0) = (x;y)g
= f(x;y) j  2 Rg:
Now assume t 2 TR for some R > 0, and (x;y) 2 t. Then by denition of
cotranslations we know that (x;y) 2 t for all  2 R (where dened),
and thus txyR  t. However, by the third axiom of the partial translation
structure denition, we also know that for all other (x0;y0) 2 t there exists
some  2 R such that x = x0 and y = y0. So in other words (x0;y0) =
(x;y) for some  2 R, for all (x0;y0) 2 t; that is, (x0;y0) 2 txyR for all
(x0;y0) 2 t. Hence t  txyR also, and therefore t = txyR for all (x;y) 2 t,
where t 2 TR.
4 Partial Translation Algebras
In this chapter we formally introduce the analogue of the reduced group C-
algebra for metric spaces that was mentioned at the start of the previous
47chapter. Such an algebra is obtained from a partial translation structure
on a metric space X by viewing the partial translations as operators acting
on l2(X). We explain this process below and discuss some properties of the
operators involved.
DEFINITION 4.1 [Partial Translation Algebra]
Let X be a discrete metric space. For a partial translation structure T
on X, the partial translation algebra C(T ) is the C-subalgebra of C
u(X)
generated by the partial translations (viewed as partial isometries) [11].
Let T be a partial translation structure on a discrete space X, and let
t 2 T be a partial translation. Then t denes an operator Tt 2 C(T ) which
acts on l2(X) in the following way:
Tt : x 7!
(
t(x) if x 2 Dom(t)
0 otherwise,
where x denotes the delta function of the element x 2 X. In the case
where X is a space which may be specically enumerated so that l2(X)
can be identied with a space of sequences, this translates to Tt moving
the term indexed by the element x 2 X in any sequence in l2(X) to the
\t(x)"th position, whenever x 2 Dom(t). In particular, we use this method
to understand operators arising from partial translations on a subset of Z,
several examples of which we will consider in the next chapter.
For every such Tt, it is not dicult to check that the adjoint operator
T
t arises in a similar way from the partial translation t 1, so that
T
t : x 7!
(
t 1(x) if x 2 Dom(t 1) = Ran(t)
0 otherwise.
For any pair of partial translations t1;t2 2 T , we have
Tt1Tt2 : x 7!
(
t1(t2(x)) if x 2 Dom(t2);t2(x) 2 Dom(t1)
0 otherwise,
by denition. Now Dom(t1t2) = fx 2 Dom(t2) j t2(x) 2 Dom(t1)g, and
hence we have
Tt1Tt2 = Tt1t2;
48where Tt1t2 is the operator arising from t1t2 (which is not necessarily an
element of T ), dened in the usual way by
Tt1t2 : x 7!
(
t1t2(x) if x 2 Dom(t1t2)
0 otherwise.
Note that Tt1Tt2 = Tt1t2 is the zero operator on l2(X) if t1 and t2 are not
composable, that is if Dom(t1t2) = ;.
PROPOSITION 4.2 Let t be a globally dened partial translation on a
space X which also has a globally dened inverse t 1. Then the correspond-
ing operator Tt on l2(X) is unitary.
Proof.
To say that t is globally dened means that Dom(t) = X. Thus the
operator Tt simply acts on l2(X) by
Tt : x 7! t(x)
for all x 2 X. Similarly, we will have
T
t : x 7! t 1(x)
for all x 2 X. Thus it is clear that TtT
t = Id = T
t Tt, i.e. that Tt is unitary.
In general, the operator TtT
t acts as the identity on all basis elements
x such that x 2 Dom(t 1), and zero for all x such that x = 2 Dom(t 1),
whilst T
t Tt acts as the identity for all x such that x 2 Dom(t) and is zero
elsewhere. Hence it is in fact the case that the only unitary operators arising
from partial translations are those which arise from globally dened partial
translations with globally dened inverses.
If we attempt to show the converse and to obtain a partial translation on
X from a general unitary operator on l2(X), then we would have to assume
that that operator acts by permuting basis elements, and also that it does
not move them \too far" so that the corresponding partial bijection would
satisfy the distance condition for partial translations. Thus, we may say
that if T is a unitary operator on l2(X) which permutes the basis for l2(X)
and does so in such a way that d(x;y) is bounded whenever T(x) = y, then
49T denes a globally dened partial translation on X which has a globally
dened inverse.
COROLLARY 4.3 If a partial translation t on a space X gives rise to a
unitary operator on l2(X) and if  : X ! Y is a uniform bijection, then the
partial translation (t) gives rise to a unitary operator on l2(Y ).
Proof.
This is a consequence of the previous proposition together with the fact
that if t is a globally dened partial translation on X then (t) = t 1
is a globally dened partial translation on Y .
So, for example, if TX is a partial translation structure on X,  : X ! Y
is a uniform bijection and C(TX) is generated by a single unitary opera-
tor Tt, then (TX) is a partial translation structure on Y and the algebra
C((TX)) will be generated by a single unitary operator T(t).
REMARK 4.4 If we wished to consider a partial translation t which was
globally dened but whose inverse was not, then the operator Tt arising from
it would be an isometry, since we would have T
t Tt = Id, while TtT
t would
only be the identity on basis elements x for which x 2 Dom(t 1). In fact,
the operator TtT
t would be a projection which could be expressed by
TtT
t = 1   PXnDom(t 1):
Thus if t 1 is dened for all but a nite number of elements of X (i.e. is
conite), then TtT
t diers from the identity by an operator of nite rank.
If t 1 was globally dened but t was not then we would have TtT
t = Id
and similar relations for T
t Tt as for TtT
t in the above, so Tt would be a
coisometry.
Almost everything we have considered so far in this chapter could be
applied to operators arising from any partial bijections of the space X, but
for a partial bijection t to be a partial translation of X, we also require
that dX(x;t(x)) is bounded for every x 2 Dom(t), so let us now turn our
attention to the eect this distance condition has on operators arising from
partial translations.
50If Tt is an operator on l2(X) which arises from a partial translation t,
then Tt maps any basis element x to t(x) in such a way that x is not
innitely far from t(x) in X; in fact dX(x;t(x)) is bounded by the specic
bound given in the distance condition for t. As Tt acts on basis elements
by permuting them and/or mapping to zero, if we express Tt in matrix
form it will be a f0;1g-matrix with at most one non-zero entry in each row
and column; this matrix represents the characteristic function of the subset
t  X X. The distance condition tells us that the non-zero entries of this
matrix will be contained within a strip of nite width about the diagonal.
Thus operators arising from partial translations have nite propagation.
5 Examples of Partial Translation Structures and
Algebras
As previously mentioned, it is proved in [11] that every countable discrete
group G admits a canonical partial translation structure which is free and
globally controlled, consisting of partial translations of the form
tg = f(x;xg) j x 2 Gg;
and partial cotranslations dened by h(x) = hx, one of each for each ele-
ment of the group. For every R > 0 we take TR = ftg j d(e;g) < Rg and
R = fh j h 2 Gg. We proved in chapter 3 that every partial translation
structure may be restricted to a subspace, as well as that uniform bijections
take partial translation structures to partial translation structures; in the
section below we shall compare these two methods for obtaining a partial
translation structure on a subspace of a countable discrete group, given that
any such group comes equipped with a partial translation structure dened
by the above. These ideas will then be extended to partial translation alge-
bras.
5.1 Partial Translations Structures for Certain Subspaces of
Groups
We aim to address the question of transport of partial translation structures;
to this end, we begin by studying a number of examples involving a subspace
X of a discrete group G for which there exists a uniform bijection  : G !
51X. We compare the partial translation structure induced by  with the
restriction of the canonical partial translation structure on G to X.
5.1.1 Znf0g
Dene the canonical partial translation structure T on Z to consist of partial
translations of the form tn = f(m + n;m) j m 2 Zg, and cotranslations of
the form n : Z ! Z, n(m) = m   n, for each n 2 Z. Here we have
TR = ftn j jnj < Rg and R = fn j n 2 Zg;
for all R > 0.
Note that if we were to follow the notation of [11] to the letter, then
the partial translation taking any integer m to m + n would be denoted by
t n and the partial cotranslation taking m to m   n =  n + m would be
denoted by  n. However, we use the above denitions for ease of notation
throughout this chapter, with no loss of generality.
Firstly, let us consider the restriction of this partial translation structure
to X := Znf0g; that is, let TX = T \(X X). Then partial translations in
TX are of the form
tnjX = f(m + n;m) j m 2 X;m 6=  ng:
Partial cotranslations must also be restricted, so each n will now only be
dened on Xnfng. In addition to this, we now have
TXR = TR\(XX) = ftn 2 TX j jnj < Rg and XR = fnjXnfng j n 2 Zg;
for all R > 0. Note that, with this denition, TX will indeed be a partial
translation structure, by Theorem 3.8.
Now consider the map  : Z ! X, n 7!
(
n if n  1
n   1 if n  0
: Since  is a
uniform bijection, (T ) is a partial translation structure on X, by Theorem
3.13. By the proof of this theorem, it can be seen that partial translations
in (T ) are of the form (tn) =   tn   1, for tn a partial translation in
52T . We can describe these maps explicitly. So let m 2 X; then
(tn)(m) = (tn( 1(m)))
=
(
(tn(m)) if m  1
(tn(m + 1)) if m   1
=
(
(m + n) if m  1
(m + n + 1) if m   1
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + n if m  1; m + n  1
m + n   1 if m  1; m + n  0
m + n + 1 if m   1; m + n + 1  1
m + n if m   1; m + n + 1  0
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + n if m > maxf0; ng
or m < minf0; ng
m + n   1 if 0 < m   n
m + n + 1 if   n  m < 0:
Thus it is clear that (tn)(m) is an element of X for every m 2 X, yet
this is not the same as applying tn restricted to X. Partial cotranslations
could be dened in a similar way. Note that d(n;m)  R implies that
d((n);(m))  R, for any n;m 2 Z, R > 0, and hence we have
(T )R = (TR) = f(tn) j tn 2 TRg and ()R = (R) = f(n) j n 2 Rg;
for all R > 0. Nevertheless, mapping the canonical partial translation struc-
ture on Z via  yields a very dierent structure from the one obtained by
restricting to X.
5.1.2 Znfn1;:::;nkg
Now that we have tackled the example of \Z with a hole" (specically a hole
at zero), we can extend these ideas to the case of Z with any nite number
of holes. Let n1;:::;nk 2 Z with n1 < ::: < nk be nitely many distinct
integers, and dene X := Znfn1;:::;nkg. Equip Z with the same canonical
partial translation structure T .
Again, we consider rst the restriction of T to X, so we let TX = T jX =
53T \ (X  X). Then partial translations in TX are of the form
tnjX = f(m + n;m) j m 2 X; m + n 2 Xg
= f(m + n;m) j m 2 Z; m 6= n1;:::;nk;n1   n;:::;nk   ng:
Every partial cotranslation n has its domain restricted to
Znfn1;:::;nk;n1 + n;:::;nk + ng = Xnfn1 + n;:::;nk + ng:
Now let  : Z ! X be the uniform bijection dened by
 : n 7!
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
n   k if n < n1 + k
n   k + i if ni + k   i < n < ni+1 + k   i;
for all 1  i  k   1
n if nk < n:
and consider (T ), another partial translation structure which may be de-
ned for the space X. Note that  1 : X ! Z is dened by
 1 : n 7!
8
> > > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > > :
n + k if n < n1
n + k   1 if n1 < n < n2

n + k   i if ni < n < ni+1

n + k   (k   1) if nk 1 < n < nk
n if nk < n:
Now, for every m 2 X, we have
54(tn)(m)
= (tn( 1(m)))
=
8
> <
> :
(tn(m + k)) if m < n1
(tn(m + k   i)) if ni < m < ni+1; 8 1  i < k
(tn(m)) if nk < m
=
8
> <
> :
(m + n + k) if m < n1
(m + n + k   i) if ni < m < ni+1; 8 1  i < k
(m + n) if nk < m
=
8
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > :
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + n if m + n + k < n1 + k
m + n + j if nj + k   j < m + n + k < nj+1 + k   j;
for all 1  j < k
m + n + k if nk < m + n + k
if m < n1 8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + n   i if m + n + k   i < n1 + k
m + n   i + j if nj + k   j < m + n + k   i < nj+1 + k   j;
for all 1  j < k
m + n + k   i if nk < m + n + k   i
if ni < m < ni+1; for all 1  i < k 8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + n   k if m + n < n1 + k
m + n   k + j if nj + k   j < m + n < nj+1 + k   j;
for all 1  j < k
m + n if nk < m + n
if nk < m:
Again, it can be seen from this that the partial translation structure obtained
in this manner will be very dierent from the restriction of T to X.
5.1.3 2Z
The nal subspace of Z we shall consider in this manner is X = 2Z. The
restriction TX = T \ (X  X) of our canonical partial translation structure
to this set consists of partial translations
tnjX = f(m + n;m) j m 2 X = 2Z;m + n 2 X = 2Zg
= f(m + n;m) j m;n 2 X = 2Zg;
55so that the set of partial translations in TX is ftnjX j n 2 Xg = ft2njX j n 2
Zg, where each tn is a partial translation in T . Partial cotranslations must
be restricted in a similar way, so we restrict the domain of each one to X
and then also require that n(m) = m   n 2 X for all m 2 X, in other
words that n 2 X = 2Z as well. Thus each partial cotranslation in TX is of
the form 2njX, for some n 2 Z. Here we have
TXR = TR \ (X  X) = ft2njX j j2nj < Rg and XR = f2njX j n 2 Zg;
for all R > 0.
In addition to this, there exists a uniform bijection between Z and X
given by
 : Z ! X; n 7! 2n:
Again, partial translations in the partial translation structure (T ) are of
the form (tn) =   tn   1, for some tn 2 T . If we let m 2 X then
(tn)(m) = (tn( 1(m)))
= (tn(
m
2
))
= (
m
2
+ n)
= m + 2n;
for every n 2 Z, and thus in this case we have the same set of partial
translations as for T jX. Also, partial cotranslations in (T ) will similarly
be of the form 2njX = (n), for some partial cotranslation n in T . Note
that d(n;m)  R implies that d((n);(m))  2R, for any n;m 2 Z, R > 0,
and so nally we have
(T )R = (TR=2) = f(tn) j tn 2 TR=2g = ft2njX j j2nj < Rg and
()R = (R=2) = f(n) j n 2 R=2g = f2njX j n 2 Zg;
for all R > 0. So this method yields the same partial translation structure
as the restriction of T to X.
565.1.4 F2nfeg
We shall now use similar methods to study a slightly dierent example, the
case of \the free group with a hole". Removing the identity vertex from the
Cayley graph of the free group on two generators leaves us with four disjoint
isomorphic trees.
X = F2nfeg
a a 1
b
b 1
Partial translations in the canonical partial translation structure on F2,
if viewed as bijections from the group to itself, are dened as the actions of
group elements by right translation; we continue the notation of the previ-
ous sections to allow the partial translation tg to denote right translation by
the element g 2 F2 (rather than by g 1). If we restrict this partial trans-
lation structure to X in the usual way, then we obtain partial translations
including, for example:
ta : Xnfa 1g ! Xnfag; x1 :::xk 7! x1 :::xka;
tb : Xnfb 1g ! Xnfbg; x1 :::xk 7! x1 :::xkb;
ta 1 : Xnfag ! Xnfa 1g; x1 :::xk 7! x1 :::xka 1;
tb 1 : Xnfbg ! Xnfb 1g; x1 :::xk 7! x1 :::xkb 1;
where xi 2 fa;a 1;b;b 1g for all 1  i  k. A general partial trans-
lation is given by right multiplication by a reduced word y1 :::yl with
yi 2 fa;a 1;b;b 1g. Explicitly, we have
ty1:::yl : Xnfy 1
l :::y 1
1 g ! Xnfy1 :::ylg; x1 :::xk 7! x1 :::xky1 :::yl:
57Again, we can also dene a partial translation structure on X by use of
a uniform bijection between X and F2. Dene
 : F2 ! X; x1 :::xk 7!
(
x1 :::xka if xi = a for all i or x1 :::xk = e
x1 :::xk otherwise.
Then we have the inverse map
 1 : X ! F2; x1 :::xk 7!
(
x1 :::xk 1 if xi = a for all 1  i  k
x1 :::xk otherwise,
and thus  is a bijection. Moreover, the greatest distance  can move an
element by is 1, and hence (as  is also injective)  is uniform. Therefore, if T
is a partial translation structure on F2 then (T ) will be a partial translation
structure on X, by Theorem 3.13. Considering again the canonical partial
translation structure for F2, we obtain in this manner partial translations
on X including
(ta) : x1 :::xk 7!   ta   1(x1 :::xk)
=
(
  ta(x1 :::xk 1) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
  ta(x1 :::xk) otherwise
=
(
(x1 :::xk 1a) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
(x1 :::xka) otherwise
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
x1 :::xk 1aa if xi = a 8 1  i  k
x1 :::xkaa if x1 :::xka = e;
i.e. if x1 :::xk = a 1
x1 :::xka otherwise
=
(
a if x1 :::xk = a 1
x1 :::xka otherwise,
58(ta 1) : x1 :::xk 7!   ta 1   1(x1 :::xk)
=
(
  ta 1(x1 :::xk 1) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
  ta 1(x1 :::xk) otherwise
=
(
(x1 :::xk 1a 1) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
(x1 :::xka 1) otherwise
=
8
> <
> :
(a 1) if k = 1; xk = a
(x1 :::xk 2) if xi = a 8 1  i  k (k > 1)
(x1 :::xka 1) otherwise
=
8
> <
> :
a 1 if k = 1; xk = a
x1 :::xk 1 if xi = a 8 1  i  k (k > 1)
x1 :::xka 1 otherwise
=
(
a 1 if x1 :::xk = a
x1 :::xka 1 otherwise
= ((ta)) 1(x1 :::xk);
(tb) : x1 :::xk 7!   tb   1(x1 :::xk)
=
(
  tb(x1 :::xk 1) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
  tb(x1 :::xk) otherwise
=
(
(x1 :::xk 1b) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
(x1 :::xkb) otherwise
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
x1 :::xk 1b if xi = a 8 1  i  k
x1 :::xk 1a if k = 1; xk = b 1;
or xk = b 1; xi = a 8 1  i  k   1
x1 :::xkb otherwise;
59(tb 1) : x1 :::xk 7!   tb 1   1(x1 :::xk)
=
(
  tb 1(x1 :::xk 1) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
  tb 1(x1 :::xk) otherwise
=
(
(x1 :::xk 1b 1) if xi = a 8 1  i  k
(x1 :::xkb 1) otherwise
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
x1 :::xk 1b 1 if xi = a 8 1  i  k
x1 :::xk 1a if k = 1; xk = b;
or xk = b; xi = a 8 1  i  k   1
x1 :::xkb 1 otherwise
= ((tb)) 1(x1 :::xk):
Notice that these are all globally dened partial translations with globally
dened inverses. General partial translations could be formed in a similar
way on an individual basis, and it is clear that we will end up with a very
dierent set of partial translations from those obtained by restricting the
canonical partial translation structure on F2.
5.2 Partial Translation Algebras
Now we shall expand upon some of the examples discussed in the previ-
ous section by considering the partial translation algebras that our partial
translation structures generate. Recall that for T a partial translation struc-
ture, the partial translation algebra C(T ) is the C-subalgebra of C
u(X)
generated by the partial translations (viewed as partial isometries).
5.2.1 Z
As our rst three examples were subsets of Z, let us begin by examining the
algebra arising from the canonical partial translation structure on Z itself.
We consider the set of partial translations in this case to be
ftn = f(m + n;m) j m 2 Zg j n 2 Zg;
which is generated by the partial translation t1 and its inverse t 1
1 = t 1.
Viewing these as elements of B(l2(Z)), we obtain partial isometries T1 :
n 7! n+1 and T
1 : n 7! n 1 of l2(Z). Thus the algebra arising in this
case is generated by a single element T1 such that T
1T1 = 1 = T1T
1, i.e.
60by a single unitary element, the bilateral shift. Hence we have C(T ) =
C
r(Z) = C(S1).
5.2.2 Znf0g
Let X = Znf0g, and again begin by considering TX, the restriction of the
canonical partial translation structure on Z to X. The set of partial trans-
lations in TX is given by
ftn = f(m + n;m) j m 2 Xnf ngg j n 2 Zg;
for example t1 = f(m + 1;m) j m 2 Xnf 1gg. Viewing this element as a
partial isometry of l2(X), we obtain the operator
T1 : (:::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;:::) 7! (:::;x 3;x 2;0;x1;:::);
which has an adjoint
T
1 : (:::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;:::) 7! (:::;x 1;0;x2;x3;:::):
Thus we have
T
1T1 : (:::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;:::) 7! (:::;x 2;0;x1;x2;:::)
and
T1T
1 : (:::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;:::) 7! (:::;x 2;x 1;0;x2;:::);
leading to the identities
1   T
1T1 = P 1;
1   T1T
1 = P1:
Similarly, a general partial translation tn 2 TX will give rise to a partial
isometry of the form
Tn : (:::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;:::;xn 1;xn;xn+1;:::)
7! (:::;x 2 n;x 1 n;x1 n;x2 n;:::;x 1;0;x1;:::);
61i.e. the x n term vanishes, a zero takes the xn position, and all other
elements are shifted right by n spaces. The following is proved in [10], as
part of the proof of Theorem 2.
PROPOSITION 5.1 The partial translations t0 = 1; t1 and t2 are suf-
cient to generate C(TX), the algebra arising from the restriction of the
canonical partial translation structure on Z to X = Znf0g.
On the other hand, we also have the partial translation structure (T )
on X, as dened in section 5.1.1. Recall that all partial translations in (T )
are of the form
(tn)(m) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + n if m > maxf0; ng
or m < minf0; ng
m + n   1 if 0 < m   n
m + n + 1 if   n  m < 0;
for some n 2 Z. For example, we have
(t1)(m) =
(
m + 1 if m > 0 or m <  1
m + 2 = 1 if m =  1;
for all m 2 X. Now let Tn denote the partial isometry arising from the
partial translation (tn), that is
Tn : m 7! (tn)(m):
So
T1 : m 7!
(
1 if m =  1
m+1 otherwise.
Thus T1 is the operator on l2(X) given by
T1 : (:::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;:::) 7! (:::;x 3;x 2;x 1;x1;:::):
The adjoint of this operator is obtained from the inverse of (t1), which is
dened by
((t1)) 1(m) =
(
m   1 if m > 1 or m < 0
m   2 =  1 if m = 1
62(note that this is not the same as  1(t1)(m), but is equal to (t 1)(m)).
Hence
T
1 : (:::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;:::) 7! (:::;x 1;x1;x2;x3;:::):
So T1 acts as the right shift by 1 and T
1 acts as the left shift by 1, thus
T
1T1 = 1 = T1T
1, i.e. T1 is unitary.
Now consider a general operator Tn in the generating set for C((T )).
Firstly, suppose n  1. Then
Tn : m 7!
(
m+n if m <  n or m > 0
m+n+1 if   n  m < 0:
So
Tn : (:::;x n 1;x n;x n+1;::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;::;xn 1;xn;xn+1;:::)
7! (:::;x 2n 1;x 2n;x 2n+1;::;x n 2;x n 1;x n;x n+1;::;x 1;x1;x2;:::),
i.e. Tn acts as a right shift by n spaces. For n < 0,
Tn : m 7!
(
m+n if m >  n or m < 0
m+n 1 if 0 < m   n:
So
Tn : (:::;xn 1;xn;xn+1;::;x 2;x 1;x1;x2;::;x n 1;x n;x n+1;:::)
7! (:::;x 1;x1;x2;::;x n 1;x n;x n+1;x n+2;::;x 2n 1;x 2n;x 2n+1;:::),
i.e. Tn acts as a left shift by jnj =  n spaces, that is again a right shift by
n spaces. Thus it is clear that the partial translation algebra is generated
by the single unitary operator T1, and hence C((T ))  = C(T )  = C(S1).
To summarise:
PROPOSITION 5.2 Let X = Znf0g  Z, and let  : Z ! X be the
uniform bijection dened by
 : n 7!
(
n if n  1
n   1 if n  0:
63Then if T denotes the canonical partial translation structure on Z, we have
C((T ))  = C(T )  = C(S1):
In particular, this algebra diers from the partial translation algebra which
arises from the restriction of T to X.
5.2.3 F2nfeg
Let us now return to the example of \the free group with a hole" which was
rst discussed in section 5.1.4. Specically, consider the partial translation
structure TX, the restriction of the canonical partial translation structure
on F2 to our space X = F2nfeg. A priori, there seems to be no reason
why we would not require all of the partial translations to generate the
algebra arising from TX. Compositions of the partial isometries arising from
right multiplication by the four generating elements for F2 will have their
domains restricted too much to form all the generating elements of C(TX).
For example, as a composition of partial translations, ta  ta : x 7! xaa is
dened on Xnfa 1;a 1a 1g, whereas the partial translation taa acts on X
in the same way but is dened on Xnfa 1a 1g, so the operators in C(TX)
which correspond to these two elements will not be the same. However, we
prove the following.
THEOREM 5.3 The partial translation algebra C(TX) is generated by
the operators arising from the partial translations te, ta, tb, taa, tbb, tab, tba
and their adjoints.
Proof.
For every x 2 F2, denote the operator arising from the partial translation
tx by Tx. We know that operators of this form generate the algebra C(TX),
so we shall take a general such Tx and attempt to express it in terms of the
operators corresponding to elements of length one or two (i.e. those listed
in the theorem). Firstly, note that for every x 2 F2 the projection px onto
the x-coordinate in l2(F2) can be written as
px = 1   TxT
x:
So, in particular, from our given set of operators we can generate px for
x 2 fa;b;a 1;b 1g. Now let x = x1 :::xk 2 F2, so that each xi is an
64element of the set fa;b;a 1;b 1g. We have
Tx2:::xkTx1 : y 7! yx for all y 2 Xnfx 1;x 1
1 g:
So this operator agrees with Tx on all basis elements of l2(X) except for x 1
1 .
As the operator acts as the zero map on this element, we can recover Tx from
Tx2:::xkTx1 by simply adding on an operator which acts in the correct way
on x 1
1 and is zero everywhere else. Such an operator could be expressed
by Tx3:::xkpx2Tx1x2, which takes x 1
1 to x2:::xk = x 1
1 x and otherwise acts
as zero. Hence
Tx = Tx2:::xkTx1 + Tx3:::xkpx2Tx1x2:
Since we may obtain all projections px for x 2 fa;b;a 1;b 1g from the set of
operators fTe = 1;Ta;Tb;Taa;Tbb;Tab;Tbag, then by induction on the word
length of an element x 2 F2 which gives rise to an operator Tx and by
considering the above equation, we may thus generate the entire generating
set for C(TX), and therefore the algebra itself.
5.2.4 F2nfZg
We can adapt the previous theorem to the case where we remove a subgroup
isomorphic to Z from F2, rather than just the identity element. Here we
obtain the following.
THEOREM 5.4 Let F2 = ha;bi and let H = fan j n 2 Zg  = Z be a
subgroup of F2. Let X = F2nH, so that
X = fx 2 F2 j x 6= an for any n 2 Zg:
The partial translation algebra C(TX) is generated by the operators arising
from the partial translations te, ta, tb, tbb and their adjoints.
Proof.
For every x 2 F2, denote the operator arising from the partial translation
tx by Tx. We may follow the method of the proof of Theorem 5.3 to show
that any generator Tx of C(TX) can be expressed by
Tx = Tx2:::xkTx1 + Tx3:::xk(1   Tx2T
x2)Tx1x2;
65where x = x1 :::xk, and hence that the operators Te = 1, Ta, Tb, Taa, Tbb,
Tab, Tba and their adjoints are sucient to generate the algebra C(TX).
However, in this case we have Taa = TaTa, since Xa = X, and hence Taa
may instantly be deleted from the above list.
In fact, we also have the following:
TbTa : x 7!
(
0 if xa = anb 1 for some n 2 Z
xab otherwise
and
Tab : x 7!
(
0 if x = anb 1a 1 for some n 2 Z
xab otherwise,
so that TbTa = Tab. Additionally, both TaTb and Tba map those x for which
x does not equal anb 1 for any n 2 Z to xba, and are zero otherwise, so
that TaTb = Tba.
Thus C(TX) is generated by the operators Te = 1, Ta, Tb, Tbb and their
adjoints.
Note that the operator Tbb is dened by
Tbb : x 7!
(
0 if x = anb 1b 1 for some n 2 Z
xbb otherwise,
whereas
Tb : x 7!
(
0 if x = anb 1 for some n 2 Z
xb otherwise,
so that (Tb)m(x), for m > 0, is always zero when x = anb 1 for some n 2 Z.
Thus it is clear that we do require both of these operators to generate the
partial translation algebra mentioned in the above theorem. However, these
two (and their adjoints) are sucient to construct operators Tbm for other
values of m 2 Z. For example, we have
Tbbb = TbbTb + TbTbb   (Tb)2Tb 1Tbb:
666 Transport of Partial Translation Structures for
Subspaces of Groups
Our aim is to describe the conditions under which a map of metric spaces
gives rise to a homomorphism between the corresponding partial translation
algebras. As a rst step toward this goal, we wish to understand when the
inclusion map from a subspace X  G into a group G induces a C-algebra
homomorphism ' : C(TX) ! C(T ) = C
r(G) from the partial translation
algebra arising from the restriction of the group's canonical partial transla-
tion structure to X, to the reduced C-algebra of G. It can be seen that
if the canonical partial translation structure restricts to the subspace X in
such a way that there exists a nilpotent operator T in the generating set
for C(TX), arising from a restricted partial translation , then we will not
obtain a homomorphism in this manner. Indeed, we have the following:
Let G be a discrete group endowed with a canonical partial translation
structure T , and let X be a subset of G. Restrict T to X and denote this
restriction by TX; note that we know TX to be a valid partial translation
structure by Theorem 3.8. Recall that for every g 2 G we have a partial
translation in T dened in the following way:
tg = f(x;xg) j x 2 Gg:
Denote the restriction of this partial translation to X by
g = f(x;xg) j x;xg 2 Xg:
For every g 2 G, we denote by Tg the partial isometry associated to tg and
by ~ Tg the partial isometry associated to g. There is a natural linear map
' : C(TX) ! C(T ) = C
r(G) that can be dened by setting
'(~ Tg) = Tg
and extending by linearity.
LEMMA 6.1 If there exists some g 2 G for which ~ Tg is a nilpotent opera-
tor in the C-algebra C(T ) then the map ' is not a C-algebra homomor-
phism.
67Proof.
Suppose for contradiction that ' : C(TX) ! C
r(G) is a homomorphism.
To say that ~ Tg is a nilpotent operator means that there exists some positive
integer n such that ~ Tn
g = 0. Thus we must have
'(~ Tn
g ) = '(0) = 0:
However, the homomorphism properties of ' dictate that
'(~ Tn
g ) = ('(~ Tg))n = Tn
g = Tgn:
Hence we obtain
Tgn = 0;
for some g 2 G, n > 0. By denition of the operator Tgn, this means that the
partial translation tgn that it arises from satises Dom(tgn) = ;. However,
gn is an element of the group G, and we know that every partial translation
of this form is globally dened. Thus we obtain a contradiction.
It seems reasonable to assume that this is the only possible obstruction
which might be encountered when dening our C-algebra homomorphism.
However, the following example reveals that there are more potential prob-
lems than nilpotency alone.
EXAMPLE 6.2 Let Y be the subspace of Z given by:
Y =
[
n2Nnf0g
Yn;
where the components Yn of Y are dened recursively in the following way:
Y1 = f0;2g;
Yn+1 = fMn + 2;Mn + 4;:::;Mn + 2(n + 1);
Mn + 2(n + 1) + 3;Mn + 2(n + 1) + 6;:::;Mn + 2(n + 1) + 3n;
:::;
Mn + 2(n + 1) + ::: + (n + 1)  1;Mn + 2(n + 1) + ::: + (n + 1)  2;
Mn + 2(n + 1) + 3n + 4(n   1) + ::: + (n + 1)  2 + (n + 2)  1g;
68where Mn denotes the maximal element of the component Yn. Hence we
have
Y1 = f0;2g;
Y2 = f4;6;9g;
Y3 = f11;13;15;18;21;25g;
Y4 = f27;29;31;33;36;39;42;46;50;55g;
. . . ;
so that if we order the set Y in the natural way, the distances between
consecutive elements of Y form the following sequence:
(2;2;2;3;2;2;2;3;3;4;2;2;2;2;3;3;3;4;4;5;2;2;2;2;2;3;3;3;3;4;4;4;5;5;6;::):
Every canonical partial translation on Z restricts to Y , except for t1 and
t 1, and every restricted partial translation gives rise to an operator which is
non-nilpotent, since for any n 2 Znf 1;1g we can nd a string of arbitrarily
many elements of Y separated by gaps of length jnj. However, if we attempt
to dene a map ' : C(TY ) ! C(T ) = C
r(Z) by
' : ~ Tg 7! Tg;
then we have
'(~ T3 ~ T 2) = '(0) = 0;
whereas
'(~ T3)'(~ T 2) = T3T 2 = T1:
Hence the map ' fails to be a homomorphism.
It would appear that the failure of the above map to be a C-algebra
homomorphism is due to a lack of semigroup structure on the set of restricted
partial isometries. We propose that this is the only other factor which needs
to be considered when attempting to dene the related homomorphism of
C-algebras. In the particular case where the group under consideration is
the integers, this translates to the following theorem, which was suggested
in discussion with Dr. N. Wright.
69THEOREM 6.3 Let X be a subset of the integers and use the usual nota-
tion to describe the restricted canonical partial translation structure on X.
If the set H = fn 2 Z j ~ Tn 6= 0g is a group and if ~ Tn is non-nilpotent for
all n 2 H, then the canonical map ' : C(TX) ! C
r(H)  = C
r(Z) is a
C-algebra homomorphism.
Proof.
We let ' : C(TX) ! C
r(H) denote the canonical map, so we let '(~ Tn) =
Tn for all n 2 H, '(0) = 0, and extend to the rest of the algebra by linearity.
This map is a homomorphism if and only if its kernel is the ideal
I =
D
~ Tn+m   ~ Tn ~ Tm j n;m 2 H
E
;
that is the closure of the linear span of elements of the form ~ Tn+m   ~ Tn ~ Tm.
Therefore to prove this we must show that ~ Tn = 2 I for all n 2 H.
Assume for contradiction that there does exist some n 2 H such that
~ Tn 2 I. Since I is an ideal in C(TX), we then also have ~ T n ~ Tn 2 I. As
we assume H to be a group,  n 2 H also, and thus ~ T n+n   ~ T n ~ Tn 2 I,
by denition of I. So now ~ T n ~ Tn 2 I and ~ T0   ~ T n ~ Tn 2 I, and therefore
~ T n ~ Tn+(~ T0  ~ T n ~ Tn) = ~ T0 2 I. Note that since I is an ideal in C(TX) and
~ T0 is the identity operator this means that C(TX) = I, but this fact is not
particularly helpful as we still need to prove that such a situation cannot
arise.
If we multiply some generating element ~ Tn+m   ~ Tn ~ Tm 2 I on the left by
some generator ~ Tp of C(TX), we obtain an element of the form ~ Tp ~ Tn+m  
~ Tp ~ Tn ~ Tm, which can be expressed as:
~ Tp ~ Tn+m   ~ Tp ~ Tn ~ Tm = (~ Tp+n+m   ~ Tp ~ Tn ~ Tm)   (~ Tp+n+m   ~ Tp ~ Tn+m);
where n;m;p 2 H. Hence, more generally, we see that the ideal I is equal
to the closed linear span of the set
f~ Tn1 ::: ~ Tnk  ~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml j n1+:::+nk = m1+:::+ml; ni;mi 2 H for all ig:
So if ~ T0 is indeed an element of this ideal then it must lie within the closed
span of such elements where n1 + ::: + nk = m1 + ::: + ml = 0. However,
if this holds then we can assume that for each element both ~ Tn1 ::: ~ Tnk and
~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml are projections on l2(X), whilst ~ T0 is the identity operator on
70this space, and so it is equivalent to say that
~ T0 2 spanf~ T0   ~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml j m1 + ::: + ml = 0; mi 2 H; ~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml 6= 0g:
Thus ~ T0 may be written as a linear combination of elements of the form
~ T0   ~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml which satisfy the above conditions. Assume that we can
nd this expression and that it consists of nitely many elements, and then
choose the positive integer m satisfying:
m = maxf
X
1il
jmij j ~ T0 ~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml appears in the linear combination for ~ T0g:
Since H is a subgroup of Z, we know that it is of the form hZ for some
h 2 N. Then by denition the partial translation h must give rise to a
non-nilpotent operator, and therefore for any positive integer k we must be
able to nd some x 2 X such that the length of the orbit fhnx j n 2 Ng in
X is greater than k. So consider a segment of length m+1 of such an orbit.
At the centre point y of this string of elements of X, every composition of
partial translations m1 :::ml, for which the operator ~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml is used in
our expression of ~ T0, is dened. Hence ~ T0  ~ Tm1 ::: ~ Tml = 0 on Cy, whenever
mi 2 H,
P
jmij  m and
P
mi = 0. Thus we obtain a subspace of l2(X)
on which the identity operator is zero, and so the linear combination we
constructed must not be valid. Since the orbits fhnx j n 2 Ng can grow
arbitrarily long, this problem cannot be avoided by taking limits, and so
we cannot express ~ T0 as an innite linear combination of elements in the
required form either. Thus ~ T0 = 2 I, and hence ~ Tn = 2 I for all n 2 H.
Therefore the map ' is indeed a homomorphism with kernel I.
Unfortunately, the conditions of Theorem 6.3 are not sucient to cover
cases where the group in question is not isomorphic to Z, as is illustrated
by the following example.
EXAMPLE 6.4 Let G = Z2. For every g 2 G and n 2 N, construct the
following subset of G:
Xg;n = fe;g;2g;:::;ngg:
For example, X(1;1);5 = f(0;0);(1;1);(2;2);(3;3);(4;4);(5;5)g.
71Since G is countable, we can enumerate these sets and choose some
sequence of integers (ag;n), such that jag;nj tends to innity very fast. If
constructed correctly, we can use this sequence to separate our sets in such
a way that no point within any given Xg;n can be reached from some other
set Xh;m using a partial translation related to an element of that set. We
then consider the subspace obtained in this manner, in other words we let
X =
[
g;n
ag;nXg;n;
where ag;nXg;n = fag;nx j x 2 Xg;ng. Now every canonical partial trans-
lation on G = Z2 restricts to this space and gives rise to a non-nilpotent
operator, so that H = G, if we dene H as in Theorem 6.3. However, the
theorem fails for this example, since if we compose any two partial transla-
tions which do not correspond to multiples of the same group element then
this composition gives rise to the zero operator.
The problem with this example is that whereas in Z we require there to
be arbitrarily long orbits or strings of elements separated by gaps of the same
length as the generator of H, which are given to us by the non-nilpotency
of our operators, in a 2-dimensional group such as Z2 we need there to be
arbitrarily large balls of elements separated by small enough gaps. To ensure
that this happens in general we need to avoid not only nilpotent operators
but in fact all zero divisors.
Recall that a non-zero element a of a ring R is called a zero divisor if
there exists a non-zero b 2 R such that ab = 0 = ba.
Note that insisting that none of the operators arising from elements of our
set H in the general case are zero divisors in the monoid f~ Th1 ::: ~ Thl j hi 2 Hg
is enough to imply that H is a group. Indeed, we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.5 Let G be a countable group and let X be a subset of G. Use
the usual notation to describe the restricted canonical partial translation
structure on X, and let H = fg 2 G j ~ Tg 6= 0g. If ~ Tg is not a zero divisor in
the monoid f~ Th1 ::: ~ Thl j hi 2 Hg for all g 2 H, then H is a subgroup of G.
Proof.
Note that H consists solely of elements of the group G, and we know
that the identity element e 2 G is contained in H, since ~ Te is the identity
72operator on l2(X) and hence must be non-zero. Also, if g 2 H then ~ Tg 6= 0,
which is equivalent to saying that g has non-empty domain, so there exists
x 2 X such that xg 1 2 X. However, this then means that there exists
y = xg 1 2 X such that yg 2 X, so g 1 also has non-empty domain and
therefore ~ Tg 1 6= 0, i.e. g 1 2 H. Thus the only way that H could fail to be
a subgroup of G is if there exist some g;h 2 H such that gh = 2 H. However,
if this were the case then we would have ~ Tg; ~ Th 6= 0 and ~ Tgh = 0 for some
g;h 2 H. But we know that the operator ~ Tg ~ Th always behaves in the same
way as ~ Tgh whenever ~ Tg ~ Th is non-zero, and so we must also have ~ Tg ~ Th = 0,
implying that ~ Tg and ~ Th are zero divisors in f~ Th1 ::: ~ Thl j hi 2 Hg.
Hence we may drop the requirement that H is a group from our state-
ment of the theorem for the general case, since this will be given automati-
cally. This leaves us with the following:
THEOREM 6.6 Let G be a countable group and let X be a subset of G.
Use the usual notation to describe the restricted canonical partial translation
structure on X, and let H = fg 2 G j ~ Tg 6= 0g. If ~ Tg is not a zero divisor
in the monoid f~ Th1 ::: ~ Thl j hi 2 Hg for all g 2 H, then the canonical map
' : C(TX) ! C
r(H)  C
r(G) is a C-algebra homomorphism.
Proof.
Note that for the partial isometry ~ Tg to be non-zero, the correspond-
ing partial translation g must have non-empty domain, and so the way in
which H is dened here ensures that any two non-empty restricted partial
translations are composable. In particular, any partial translation on X can
be composed with any word consisting of partial translations on X.
This proof will extend the method of Theorem 6.3, so we wish to show
that for every g 2 H the operator ~ Tg is not contained within the ideal
I =
D
~ Tgh   ~ Tg ~ Th j g;h 2 H
E
:
We can follow the previous proof almost exactly (simply by replacing ~ Tn
with ~ Tg and ~ T n with ~ Tg 1) to see that if this were the case then we would
have ~ Te 2 I, where e denotes the identity element in G, and that ~ Te could
73then be represented as a linear combination of elements of the form
~ Te   ~ Th1 ::: ~ Thl;
where h1 :::hl = e and hi 2 H for all 1  i  l. However, as we are no
longer dealing with the integer case, we can no longer assume that H is a
cyclic group, and so from this point on we need to apply a slightly dierent
method.
Denote the linear combination of elements that is meant to represent ~ Te
by
 =
k X
i=1
ai(~ Te   ~ Thi
1 ::: ~ Thi
li
);
where ai 2 C and hi
j 2 H for all i and j. To obtain a contradiction we wish
to nd some x 2 X such that x = 0. By our assumption that elements of
H do not give rise to zero divisor operators, we have that there exists some
x 2 X which lies in the domain of the composition of partial translations
(h1
1h1
2 :::h1
l1
)(h2
1h2
2 :::h2
l2
):::(hk
1hk
2 :::hk
lk
):
However, we assume that hi
1 :::hi
li = e for all 1  i  k, and so each com-
position hi
1hi
2 :::hi
li
acts as the identity translation wherever it is dened.
Thus we see that the point x lies in the domain of every such composi-
tion, and so the corresponding operators act as the identity on the subspace
spanned by x. In particular,
(~ Te   ~ Thi
1 ::: ~ Thi
li
)x = 0; for all 1  i  k;
and so x = 0, as required. Specically, since  diers from the identity
operator ~ Te on at least one basis vector we see that k  ~ Tek  1, and since
this holds for all nite linear combinations  of the desired form, we see
that ~ Te cannot lie within the closure of the span of such elements either.
Thus ~ Te is not an element of the ideal I.
Hence ~ Tg = 2 I for all g 2 H and so ' is indeed a C-algebra homomor-
phism with kernel I.
Note that in some cases it is possible to dene a homomorphism be-
74tween partial translation algebras in the presence of nilpotent operators
(and hence zero divisors), if we dene it in such a way that it maps all
nilpotent operators to zero. For example, let X be the subset of Z dened
by X = 2Z [ f1g. Every canonical partial translation for Z restricts to
X non-trivially, however each translation by an odd number is dened on
only two points in X and hence gives rise to a nilpotent operator, whereas
H0 = fn 2 Z j ~ Tn 6= 0 is non-nilpotentg = 2Z, and hence is a group. Now
if we dene a map ' from the canonical (i.e. restricted) partial translation
algebra for X to the canonical partial translation algebra for Z as follows:
' : ~ Tn 7!
(
Tn if n 2 H0
0 otherwise,
and extend by linearity, then it is clear that this map is a C-algebra homo-
morphism.
One might suppose that this would be the case for any subset of Z
for which we have H0 = fn 2 Z j ~ Tn 6= 0 is non-nilpotentg a non-trivial
subgroup of Z, and more generally that the map ' : C(TX) ! C
r(H0) 
C
r(G) given by
' : ~ Tg 7!
(
Tg if g 2 H0
0 otherwise
would be a C-algebra homomorphism whenever X is a subset of a countable
group G for which the set H0 = fg 2 G j ~ Tg 6= 0 not a zero divisor in C(TX)g
is a non-trivial subgroup of G. However, the following example shows that
even the integer version of this is not true.
EXAMPLE 6.7 Let X = fn 2 Z j n  0 mod 4 or n  1 mod 4g, so that
X = f:::; 12; 11; 8; 7; 4; 3;0;1;4;5;8;9;12;13;:::g:
The only even translations which restrict non-trivially to this space are those
corresponding to multiples of four, and these all give rise to non-nilpotent
operators, whereas every odd translation restricts but cannot be applied
more than once at any point and hence gives rise to a nilpotent operator.
Thus H0 = 4Z, which is certainly a non-trivial subgroup of Z. However, we
have
~ T4 = ~ T1 ~ T3 + ~ T3 ~ T1;
75and therefore
~ T4k = (~ T4)k = (~ T1 ~ T3 + ~ T3 ~ T1)k;
so, as both ~ T1 and ~ T3 must be mapped to zero for a map between the partial
translation algebras to be a homomorphism, we see that the only possible
map from C(TX) to C
r(H0) (and indeed C
r(Z)) is the zero map.
7 Maps of Partial Translation Structures
In this chapter we construct a denition of a morphism of partial transla-
tion structures, basing the denition on how the induced maps will behave
with respect to partial translation algebras. This ultimately allows us to ex-
pand on the results of the previous chapter to identify when any given map
between metric spaces gives rise to a homomorphism of the corresponding
partial translation algebras. However, we rst test our denition by revisit-
ing a number of examples of maps already discussed to see which ones satisfy
it, before considering some new examples of maps from dierent groups into
Z. In particular, we show that the only partial translation structure maps
between the innite dihedral group and Z are constant functions, and we
compare two maps from ZZ2 to Z, where one is a map of partial translation
structures and the other is not.
7.1 Denition of a Map of Partial Translation Structures
The main theorem of the previous chapter can be rephrased and generalised
further if we formally dene what it means for a map between metric spaces
to act as a morphism between partial translation structures. To this end,
let us rstly describe the conditions required for the presence of such a map.
DEFINITION 7.1 [Mappable Partial Translation Structure]
Let X be a metric space endowed with a partial translation structure T .
We say that T is mappable if T consists of a countable family of pairwise
disjoint partial translations which is closed with respect to taking inverses,
together with a single set of cotranslations, and if additionally T is free.
These stipulations together with the original denition of a partial transla-
tion structure amount to the following conditions on T :
1. For every R > 0 there exists a nite collection of partial translations
76TR contained in T , such that the R-neighbourhood of the diagonal in
X  X is contained within [t2TRt;
2. We have a collection of partial cotranslations  for partial translations
in T , such that for every x;y 2 X there exists at most one  in  such
that x = y;
3. For every partial translation t in T and for all (x;y);(x0;y0) in t, there
exists  in  such that x = x0 and y = y0;
4. The inverse of any partial translation in T is also a partial translation
in T .
Note that the canonical partial translation structure on a group satises
the above denition, as do restrictions of such partial translation structures
to subspaces. Now let X and Y be two metric space endowed with mappable
partial translation structures TX and TY respectively, let  : (X;TX) !
(Y;TY ), and recall that for a partial translation t in TX we take (t) to
denote the following subset of Y  Y :
(t) = f((x);(y)) j (x;y) 2 tg:
We now dene morphisms between partial translation structures as follows.
DEFINITION 7.2 [Partial Translation Structure Map]
Let  : (X;TX) ! (Y;TY ) be a map of metric spaces, where TX and TY
are mappable partial translation structures. Let T (X) (respectively T (Y ))
denote the closure of TX (respectively TY ) with respect to composition.
We say that  is a partial translation structure map, or P.T.S. map, if the
following hold:
1. For every partial translation t in TX there exists a partial translation
(t) in TY such that (t)  (t), so that we dene a map  from
TX to TY ;
2. Similarly, for every partial cotranslation  in X there exists a partial
cotranslation () in Y such that ()(x) = (x), for all x 2
Dom();
3. The map  extends to a homomorphism from T (X) to T (Y ).
77The map  : TX ! TY is well-dened if we assume that partial trans-
lations in TX and TY are pairwise disjoint, that both partial translation
structures are free, and if we set  applied to the empty translation to be
the empty translation.
REMARK 7.3 A priori, there does not seem to be any justication for
imposing additional conditions on how a P.T.S. map  : (X;TX) ! (Y;TY )
behaves with respect to partial cotranslations, since these do not feature
in the formation of partial translation algebras. Note that the condition
we do have ensures that  maps cotranslations for TX to cotranslations
for TY , and this requires a certain degree of interaction with the partial
translations. Indeed, we assume that, given some partial translation t in TX,
for all (t(x);x);(t(x0);x0) 2 t there exists a partial cotranslation  2 X such
that t(x) = t(x0) and x = x0. Then ((t(x));(x));((t(x0));(x0)) 2 (t)
and we have a partial translation (t) in TY such that (t)  (t). So
by our assumptions for TY there exists a partial cotranslation 0 2 Y such
that 0(t(x)) = (t(x0)) and 0(x) = (x0), i.e.
0(t(x)) = (t(x)) and 0(x) = (x):
Thus 0 = (), by denition and by uniqueness of ().
Note additionally that in the case where X is a subspace of an abelian
discrete group G (for example, G = Z) with the inherited canonical partial
translation structure, then all partial cotranslations are also partial transla-
tions and so do not require separate consideration. Indeed, we have
g(x) := gx = xg =: tg 1(x);
for all g 2 G;x 2 X. Hence we may disregard condition 2 of Denition 7.2
in this case.
We shall prove that any group homomorphism is a P.T.S. map between
the canonical group partial translation structures. We rstly note the fol-
lowing lemma.
LEMMA 7.4 Let G be a discrete group with canonical partial translation
structure T , and let H be a subgroup of G. The canonical partial translation
structure on H is the same as restriction of T to H.
78Proof.
Let tg = f(x;xg) j x 2 Gg be a partial translation in T . To say that tg
restricts non-trivially to H means that there exists some h 2 H such that
hg 2 H. Since H is a group, we have h 1 2 H, and hence h 1hg = g 2 H.
Conversely, if g is an element of H then hg 2 H for all h 2 H, and thus every
partial translation in T which corresponds to an element of H restricts non-
trivially to H. Hence the restriction of T to H consists of partial translations
fh j h 2 Hg, where h = f(x;xh) j h 2 Hg, the restriction of th to H; this
is the same set of partial translations as appear in the canonical partial
translation structure on H. By similar reasoning, both partial translation
structures have the same set of cotranslations. Finally, for every R > 0, the
restriction of TR to H is equal to fh j d(e;h) < Rg, which is the similarly
required partial translation set for the canonical partial translation structure
on H.
THEOREM 7.5 Let G and H be discrete groups equipped with canonical
partial translation structures TG and TH respectively. If  : H ! G is a
group homomorphism then  is a P.T.S. map between TG and TH.
Proof.
Suppose that we have a group homomorphism  : H ! G. We know
that canonical partial translation structures for groups are mappable, so it
only remains to check the conditions of Denition 7.2 for .
(1) Let h be a canonical partial translation for H, so that h 2 H. We
have
(h) = f((x);(xh)) j x 2 Hg
= f((x);(x)(h)) j x 2 Hg
 t(h);
where t(h) = f(g;g(h)) j g 2 Gg is a canonical partial translation for G.
Hence we may set (h) = t(h) for all h 2 H, to obtain a map between the
canonical partial translation structures.
(2) Let sh be a partial cotranslation for TH, the canonical partial trans-
lation structure for H (recall that we have a single set of cotranslations in
the group case). We have shx = hx for all x 2 H, and so (shx) = (hx) =
79(h)(x), since  is a homomorphism. For every h 2 H, let (sh) = (h)
be the partial cotranslation for TG, the canonical partial translation struc-
ture on G, corresponding to left multiplication by (h). We then have
(sh)(x) = (h)(x) = (h)(x) = (shx), for every x 2 H = Dom(sh),
as required.
(3) Since H is a group, all canonical partial translations are composable,
and for every h1;h2 2 H we have h1h2 = h1h2. Hence (h1h2) =
(h1h2) = t(h1h2) = t(h1)(h2) = t(h1)t(h2) = (h1)(h2). Therefore
 acts as a homomorphism on partial translations, as required.
By Lemma 7.4, if H is a subgroup of G then we may replace the canonical
partial translation structure on H in the above by the restriction of TG to
H.
7.2 Examples of Maps of Partial Translation Structures In-
volving Subspaces of Z
7.2.1 Examples
 If we consider a set of integers to which every canonical partial trans-
lation for Z restricts and for which any composition of restricted par-
tial translations is dened, then TX = T (X) and there are no empty
translations to consider, so it is clear that the inclusion map from this
subspace into Z will be a P.T.S. map. This case includes examples
such as N, Znf0g, and the space we discuss in chapter 9.
 Consider the subspace 2Z  Z. The canonical partial translations tn
which restrict to this space are those for which n 2 2Z. Since 2Z is
a group and every restricted partial translation is globally dened on
2Z, we have that n1 :::nk = n1+:::+nk for all n1;:::;nk 2 2Z, where
ni denotes the restriction of the partial translation tni to 2Z. Thus
T2Z = T (2Z), the inclusion map  : 2Z ! Z is the same as , and it
can be seen that this map is again a P.T.S. map.
For this subspace there is another function which we know to map
between the two partial translation structures, namely
0 : 2Z ! Z; n 7!
n
2
:
80We have
n = f(x;x + n) j x;x + n 2 2Zg;
and thus if we assume that n 2 2Z then we have
n = f(x;x + n) j x 2 2Zg;
and every restricted partial translation on 2Z is of this form. Now
0(n) = f(0(x);0(x + n)) j x 2 2Zg
= f(
x
2
;
x + n
2
) j x 2 2Zg
= f(
x
2
;
x
2
+
n
2
) j
x
2
2 Zg
= t n
2;
where n
2 2 Z. Hence 0
(n) = 0(n) = t n
2 for all n 2 2Z and so
0 satises condition 1 of Denition 7.2. We do not need to check
condition 2, by Remark 7.3. Since T (2Z) = T2Z, 0
 is already dened
for compositions of partial translations, and so nally we have
0
(n1 :::nk) = 0
(n1+:::+nk)
= t n1+:::+nk
2
= t n1
2 +:::+
nk
2
= t n1
2 :::t nk
2
= 0
(n1):::0
(nk);
for all n1;:::;nk 2 2Z. Thus 0
 is itself a homomorphism on T (2Z) =
T2Z and therefore 0 is also a P.T.S. map.
This can also be seen from the fact that 0 is an isomorphism of groups.
7.2.2 Non-examples
 Consider the subset Y of Z dened in Example 6.2, so that
Y = f0;2;4;6;9;11;13;15;18;21;25;27;29;31;33;36;39;42;46;50;55;::g:
We again let n denote the restriction of the canonical partial trans-
lation tn and let  denote the inclusion map of Y into Z, so that
81(n) = tn for all n 2 Znf 1;1g. As t1 and t 1 do not restrict to
Y , the image of the restriction of either of these under  is dened
to be the empty translation on Z. Now if we attempt to extend  to
a homomorphism on T (Y ) then we set, for example, (3)( 2) =
(3 2). However,
3 2 = f(x;x + 3   2) j x;x + 3;x + 3   2 2 Y g
= f(x;x + 1) j x;x + 1;x + 3 2 Y g
has empty domain, whereas
(3)( 2) = t3t 2 = t1;
which is non-empty. Hence our map would take the empty translation
to a non-empty translation and so would not be well-dened. Thus we
do not have a P.T.S. map in this case.
 Let W = 4Z [ f4n + 1 j n 2 Zg, as in Example 6.7. We again take 
to be the inclusion map of the subspace into Z, so that (n) = tn for
every non-empty restricted partial translation n on W. In this case,
the only partial translations which restrict are those corresponding to
odd numbers or multiples of four. Now the composition
11 = f(x;x + 2) j x;x + 1;x + 2 2 Wg
has empty domain and thus should be mapped to the empty transla-
tion under an extension of . However, we have
(1)(1) = t1t1 = t2;
which is non-empty. Hence  again fails to be a P.T.S. map.
 Finally, if we let Z = 2Z [ f1g, then every canonical partial trans-
lation restricts to Z, although restrictions of odd translations cannot
be composed with more than once. The inclusion map is not a P.T.S.
map in this case for similar reasons to the previous two examples, for
example 111 is the empty translation whereas (1)(1)(1) =
82t1t1t1 = t3. However, note that here we do have
(nm) = (n)(m)
when  is extended to compositions of pairs of restricted partial trans-
lations. This indicates that a degree of caution should be applied when
checking the homomorphism condition for potential P.T.S. maps.
7.3 Maps of Partial Translation Structures and the Innite
Dihedral Group
Using our denition of maps of partial translation structures, it is now pos-
sible to classify all such maps in certain cases, which should then tell us
something about the possibilities for homomorphisms between the associ-
ated C-algebras. In this section we consider maps from the innite dihedral
group to the integers.
THEOREM 7.6 The only partial translation structure maps between the
dihedral group D1 =


r;s j s2 = 1; srs = r 1
and Z, with respect to the
canonical partial translation structures on both groups, are constant func-
tions. Any such map takes every partial translation to a restriction of the
identity translation t0.
Proof.
We will use the following presentation of D1:
D1 = frn;rns j n 2 Zg = frnsi j n 2 Z;i 2 f0;1gg:
Since D1 is a group, it is equipped with a canonical partial translation
structure with the set of partial translations ftd j d 2 D1g, where
td = f(rnsi;rnsid) j n 2 Z;i 2 f0;1gg:
In particular, the partial translation corresponding to right multiplication
by s is given by
ts = f(rn;rns);(rns;rn) j n 2 Zg;
so that it translates an element of D1 in one of two ways. Similarly, we
have
tr = f(rn;rn+1);(rns;rn 1s) j n 2 Zg:
83Now suppose we have a map  : D1 ! Z which is a map of the canonical
partial translation structures. By the rst part of Denition 7.2, this implies
that for all d 2 D1 there exists md 2 Z such that (td)  tmd, where tmd
is the partial translation tmd = f(x;x + md) j x 2 Zg, i.e. for all d 2 D1
there exists md 2 Z such that
f((rnsi);(rnsid)) j n 2 Z;i 2 f0;1gg  f(x;x + md) j x 2 Zg:
In other words, for all d 2 D1 there exists md 2 Z such that
(rnsid)   (rnsi) = md; for all n 2 Z; i 2 f0;1g:
So let us examine what can be intuited from this if we substitute various
values for d.
Case 1: d = s.
Then there exists ms 2 Z such that
(rnsis)   (rnsi) = ms; for all n 2 Z; i 2 f0;1g:
In particular,
(rns)   (rn) = ms = (rn)   (rns); for all n 2 Z;
(with the left-hand side corresponding to i = 0 and the right to i = 1).
Hence
2(rns) = 2(rn); for all n 2 Z;
i.e.
(rns) = (rn); for all n 2 Z: (1)
So it seems that our map  must be somehow dependent on the powers of
the generator r.
Case 2: d = r.
Then there exists mr 2 Z such that
(rnsir)   (rnsi) = mr; for all n 2 Z; i 2 f0;1g:
84In particular,
(rn+1)   (rn) = mr = (rnsr)   (rns); for all n 2 Z;
(with the left-hand side corresponding to i = 0 and the right to i = 1).
Combining this with equation (1), we obtain
(rn+1) = (rnsr) = (rn 1s) = (rn 1); for all n 2 Z:
Thus
(rn 1) = (rn+1) and (rn) = (rns); for all n 2 Z: (2)
Case 3: d = rs.
We have
(rnsirs)   (rnsi) = mrs; for all n 2 Z; i 2 f0;1g; and some mrs 2 Z:
In particular,
(r2s)   (r) = mrs = (srs)   (s);
and therefore
(r2s) + (s) = (r 1) + (r): (3)
However, by equation (2), we have (r2s) = (r2) = (r0) = (r0s) = (s)
and (r 1) = (r), and so equation (3) becomes:
2(s) = 2(r):
Hence, altogether, we have:
(r2n) = (r2ns) = (s) = (r) = (r2n+1) = (r2n+1s); for all n 2 Z:
So now  can only take one value. Say (d) = x 2 Z for all d 2 D1, then
we have (D1) = x and
(td) = f(x;x)g  Z  Z; for all d 2 D1:
This singleton set corresponds to the restriction of the partial translation
t0 = f(n;n)jn 2 Zg to (D1) = x. Hence we have (td) = t0 for all
85d 2 D1, where  is as dened in Denition 7.2, which extends to a homo-
morphism on compositions of partial translations as required for  to be a
P.T.S. map.
We will later see that this theorem suggests that the only C-algebra ho-
momorphism from C
r(D1) to C
r((Z) is the map which takes every operator
to the identity.
7.4 Maps From Z  Z2 To Z
We now consider examples of partial translation structures arising from
maps between Z and Z  Z2. Let ;   : Z  Z2 ! Z be dened by
 : (x;i) 7!
(
2x if i = 0
2x + 1 if i = 1;
  : (x;i) 7! x:
We have a canonical partial translation structure T on ZZ2 containing
partial translations of the form
t(n;0) = f((x + n;i);(x;i)) j (x;i) 2 Z  Z2g
and
t(n;1) = f((x + n;i + 1 mod 2);(x;i)) j (x;i) 2 Z  Z2g;
two for every n 2 Z. In other words, all partial translations are of the form
t(n;k) = f((x + n;i + k mod 2);(x;i)) j (x;i) 2 Z  Z2g:
If we apply the uniform bijection  to such a partial translation, we obtain
86a partial translation which acts on Z in the following way:
((t(n;k)))(m) =   t(n;k)   1(m)
=
(
(t(n;k)(m
2 ;0)) if m even
(t(n;k)(m 1
2 ;1)) if m odd
=
(
(m
2 + n;k) if m even
(m 1
2 + n;k + 1 mod 2) if m odd
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + 2n if m even, k = 0
m + 2n + 1 if m even, k = 1
m + 2n   1 if m odd, k = 1
m + 2n if m odd, k = 0;
for all m 2 Z. So
(t(n;o)) : m 7! m + 2n
and
(t(n;1)) : m 7!
(
m + 2n + 1 if m even
m + 2n   1 if m odd;
for every m;n 2 Z. Hence (T ) is a new partial translation structure on
Z which is not comparable with the canonical one, and therefore  is not
a map of partial translation structures (since no partial translation of the
form (t(n;1)) is contained in a partial translation from the canonical partial
translation structure on Z).
Compositions in (T ) (where everything is globally dened), and thus
in C((T )), work in the following way (we omit \" from now on for ease
87of notation):
t(n;0)  t(n0;0)(m) = t(n;0)(m + 2n0)
= m + 2n0 + 2n
= m + 2(n0 + n)
= t(n0+n;0)(m);
t(n;1)  t(n0;1)(m) =
(
t(n;1)(m + 2n0 + 1) if m even
t(n;1)(m + 2n0   1) if m odd
=
(
(m + 2n0 + 1) + 2n   1 if m even
(m + 2n0   1) + 2n + 1 if m odd
=
(
m + 2n0 + 2n if m even
m + 2n0 + 2n if m odd
= m + 2(n0 + n)
= t(n0+n;0)(m);
t(n;0)  t(n0;1)(m) =
(
t(n;0)(m + 2n0 + 1) if m even
t(n;0)(m + 2n0   1) if m odd
=
(
m + 2n0 + 1 + 2n if m even
m + 2n0   1 + 2n if m odd
=
(
m + 2(n0 + n) + 1 if m even
m + 2(n0 + n)   1 if m odd
= t(n0+n;1)(m);
t(n;1)  t(n0;0)(m) = t(n;1)(m + 2n0)
=
(
m + 2n0 + 2n + 1 if m even
m + 2n0 + 2n   1 if m odd
=
(
m + 2(n0 + n) + 1 if m even
m + 2(n0 + n)   1 if m odd
= t(n0+n;1)(m):
Hence
t(n;k)  t(n0;k0) = t(n0+n;k0+k mod 2);
for all n;n0 2 Z; k;k0 2 Z2, and therefore it can be seen that the two unitary
operators arising from the partial translations t(0;1) and t(1;0) generate the
algebra C((T )).
88We have
t2
(0;1) = t(0;0);
which gives rise to the identity operator. Thus t(0;1) gives rise to a self-
adjoint generator of C((T )). Also,
t(0;1)t(1;0) = t(1;1) = t(1;0)t(0;1);
and
tn
(1;0) = t(n;0) 6= t(0;0); for all n 6= 0:
We can generalise the above scenario by considering instead any map of
the form j : Z ! Z  Zj, for j  2, dened by:
j : (x;i) 7!
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
jx if i = 0
jx + 1 if i = 1
. . .
. . .
jx + j   1 if i = j   1;
i.e.
j : (x;i) 7! jx + i:
We then have
89(j(t(n;k)))(m)
= j  t(n;k)   1
j (m)
=
8
> > > > > <
> > > > > :
j(t(n;k)(m
j ;0)) if m  0 mod j
j(t(n;k)(m 1
j ;1)) if m  1 mod j
. . .
. . .
j(t(n;k)(
m (j 1)
j ;j   1)) if m  j   1 mod j
=
8
> > > > > <
> > > > > :
j(m
j + n;k mod j) if m  0 mod j
j(m 1
j + n;k + 1 mod j) if m  1 mod j
. . .
. . .
j(
m (j 1)
j + n;k + j   1 mod j) if m  j   1 mod j
=
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
m + jn + k mod j if m  0 mod j
m   1 + jn + (k + 1) mod j if m  1 mod j
. . .
. . .
m   (j   1) + jn + (k + j   1) mod j if m  j   1 mod j;
for all m 2 Z. Thus we obtain partial translations which act on Z in the
following way:
j(t(n;k)) : m 7! m + jn + (k + m) mod j   m mod j;
and hence a partial translation structure containing j such partial transla-
tions for every n 2 Z. In each case taking compositions works in the same
way as for our Z  Z2 example, and thus we have the following.
PROPOSITION 7.7 For any integer j  2, the partial translation algebra
C(j(T )) is generated by two commuting unitaries a and b (in fact the
operators arising from j(t(0;1)) and j(t(1;0)) respectively), such that aj = 1
and b has innite order.
Let us now turn our attention to the map   : Z  Z2 ! Z; (x;i) 7!
x. This is a surjective map, and it is also clearly uniform if we endow
ZZ2 with the product metric. However, it is non-injective, so we can not
apply Theorem 3.13 to ascertain that it maps partial translations to partial
translations. In spite of this, let us consider   applied to a generic partial
90translation from T :
 (t(n;k)) = f( (x + n;i + k mod 2); (x;i)) j (x;i) 2 Z  Z2g
= f(x + n;x) j x 2 Zg:
What we obtain is the partial translation tn from the canonical partial trans-
lation structure on Z, so the map   does in fact map partial translations to
partial translations! This is due to the fact that, while   is not injective in
general, it does satisfy:
 (x;i) =  (y;j) ,  (t(n;k)(x;i)) =  (t(n;k)(y;j));
for all (x;i);(y;j) 2 Dom(t(n;k)) = ZZ2, for all partial translations t(n;k) 2
T . The partial translations themselves are mapped non-injectively, but
as the map is surjective we do obtain the entire set of canonical partial
translations of Z (and nothing else), and so we can still consider   to be a
map of partial translation structures. Since   is a group homomorphism,
we know by Theorem 7.5 that it satises the conditions of Denition 7.2,
and in fact the above condition is also a consequence of this.
This map gives rise to a map of partial translation algebras   : C(T ) !
C
r(Z)  = C(S1). We know that C(T ) is generated by two commuting
unitaries, say T0 and T1, arising from t(0;1) and t(1;0) respectively, with T2
0 =
1 and T1 of innite order, while C
r(Z) is the algebra generated by a single
unitary T arising from the partial translation t1. We have
 (t(0;1)) = t0 = Id and  (t(1;0)) = t1:
Hence we have the following.
PROPOSITION 7.8 The map   : C(T ) ! C
r(Z)  = C(S1) is a map of
partial translation algebras which takes T0 to the identity operator and T1 to
T.
7.5 Maps of Partial Translation Algebras
We use our denition of a P.T.S. map to reformulate and ultimately extend
our results from chapter 6. Let us begin with the case already discussed,
where the map in question is the inclusion of a subspace into a countable
91group; here we can restate the denition of a P.T.S. map using the following.
LEMMA 7.9 Let (G;TG) be a countable discrete group with canonical par-
tial translation structure, let X be a subspace of G and let TX denote the
restriction of TG to X. Let  : X ! G denote the inclusion map. Then  is
a P.T.S. map if and only if any composition g1 :::gn of non-empty partial
translations g1;:::;gn in TX is not equal to the empty translation.
Proof.
Let ; denote the empty translation, since it could be viewed as an empty
subset of X  X; to say that a partial translation is equal to the empty
translation means that it has empty domain. Let us begin by supposing
that g1 :::gn 6= ; for all non-empty partial translations g1;:::;gn in TX.
We wish to check that  : X ,! G is a P.T.S. map.
Recall that we have one partial translation tg = f(x;xg) j x 2 Gg in
TG for every g 2 G, and that every partial translation in TX is a restriction
to X of some such tg. We assume G to be a countable group, and so as
the partial translations in TG are in one-to-one correspondence with the
elements of G they must form a countable set. It is also clear that they
are pairwise disjoint; indeed, if (x;xg) is an element of both tg and tg0 then
xg = xg0 and thus g = g0, so that tg = tg0. The same conditions must
hold for the partial translations in TX as these are all restrictions of partial
translations in TG. It is clear from the fact that G is a group that the
inverse of every partial translation in TG is also a partial translation in TG,
and certainly if any such partial translation restricts to X then so does its
inverse. It has also been shown previously that both TG and TX are free
partial translation structures with a single set of cotranslations, and so all
of the initial conditions are satised.
We dene  : X ! G to be the inclusion map, and so  acts as the
identity on elements of X. Thus, for every partial translation g in TX, we
have
(g) = f((x);(xg)) j x;xg 2 Xg = f(x;xg) j x;xg 2 Xg = g:
If g is non-empty then it is a subset of the partial translation tg 2 TG, and if
g is empty then we consider it to only be a subset of the empty translation
on G. Hence the map  is well-dened and condition 1 of Denition 7.2 is
92satised. Similarly condition 2 will hold since partial cotranslations for TX
are formed by restricting partial cotranslations for TG.
Now, for any g1;:::;gn 2 G, we have
g1 :::gn = f(x;xg1 :::gn) j x;xg1;:::;xg1 :::gn 2 Xg;
so if this is not the empty translation then it must be a subset of the partial
translation
tg1 :::tgn = f(x;xg1 :::gn) j x 2 Gg:
Hence (g1 :::gn) = g1 :::gn  tg1 :::tgn, where (gi)  tgi for all
1  i  n, whenever g1;:::;gn are non-empty partial translations in TX.
Therefore  may clearly be extended to a homomorphism between T (X)
and T (Y ) and so  is indeed a P.T.S. map.
On the other hand, if there exist non-empty partial translations g1;:::;
gn in TX such that g1 :::gn = ;, then (g1):::(gn) = tg1 :::tgn whilst
(g1 :::gn) = (;) = ;, so  does not extend to a homomorphism and
thus  fails to be a P.T.S. map.
The above lemma allows us to prove the following strengthening of The-
orem 6.6.
THEOREM 7.10 Let (G;TG) be a countable discrete group with canonical
partial translation structure, let X be a subspace of G and let TX be the
restriction of TG to X. For every g 2 G, let Tg denote the operator on l2(G)
arising from the partial translation tg = f(x;xg) j x 2 Gg, and let ~ Tg denote
the operator on l2(X) arising from the restriction of tg to X. Set H = fg 2
G j ~ Tg 6= 0g. Then the canonical map ' : C(TX) ! C
r(H)  C
r(G) is a
C-algebra homomorphism if and only if the inclusion map  : X ,! G is a
P.T.S. map.
Proof.
To show that ' : C(TX) ! C
r(H)  C
r(G) is a C-algebra homo-
morphism it is enough to show that ~ Tg is not a zero divisor in the monoid
f~ Th1 ::: ~ Thl j hi 2 Hg for all g 2 H, by Theorem 6.6. If we assume rstly
that  : X ,! G is a P.T.S. map, then by the above lemma we know that
any composition g1 :::gn of non-empty partial translations g1;:::;gn in
93TX is non-empty. This means precisely that any composition ~ Tg1 ::: ~ Tgn
of non-zero generators ~ Tg1;:::; ~ Tgn 2 C(TX), i.e. operators for which
g1;:::;gn 2 H, is non-zero. Hence no non-zero ~ Tg can be a zero divisor
in the monoid f~ Th1 ::: ~ Thl j hi 2 Hg, as required.
Conversely, if we assume that the canonical map ' : C(TX) ! C
r(H) is
a C-algebra homomorphism, then again by Lemma 7.9 it is only necessary
to check that any composition g1 :::gn of non-empty partial translations
g1;:::;gn in TX is non-empty, to show that  : X ,! G is a P.T.S. map.
But if there is an empty composition g1 :::gn made up of non-empty partial
translations, then this means there exist non-zero generators ~ Tg1;:::; ~ Tgn
of C(TX) for which ~ Tg1 ::: ~ Tgn = 0. So then '(~ Tg1 ::: ~ Tgn) = '(0) = 0,
whilst '(~ Tg1):::'(~ Tgn) = Tg1 :::Tgn 6= 0, and so ' cannot be a C-algebra
homomorphism, which gives us a contradiction.
With the P.T.S. map denition, Theorem 7.10 can now be considered
as a special case of a far more general theorem (stated below). However, it
is still helpful to have considered the inclusion of a subspace into a group
as a separate case, since the zero divisors condition given in the original
statement of the theorem is likely to provide a useful method for identifying
P.T.S. maps in practice.
THEOREM 7.11 Let (X;TX) and (Y;TY ) be two metric spaces equipped
with mappable partial translation structures, and suppose that  : (X;TX) !
(Y;TY ) is a P.T.S. map. Let T 0
Y = ft0 2 TY j t0 = (t) for some partial
translation t 2 TXg, and suppose that there is a uniform bound on the num-
ber of partial translations t 2 TX for which t0 = (t) for any given t0 2 T 0
Y .
Then the map ^  : C(TX) ! C(T 0
Y )  C(TY ), dened on the generating
set of C(TX) by
^ (Tt) = T(t);
and extended by linearity, is a C-algebra homomorphism.
Proof.
Here we denote by Tt the partial isometry associated to the partial trans-
lation t. By denition, ^  is a linear map, so we only need check that
^ (T
t ) = (^ (Tt)) and ^ (Tt1Tt2) = ^ (Tt1)^ (Tt2)
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the number of partial translations of X sent to any one partial translation
of Y guarantees passage to completion; this works in the same way as the
extension of a group homomorphism to a homomorphism between reduced
group C-algebras.
So let us verify the two homomorphism conditions. From the denition
of partial translation algebras, we have T
t = Tt 1 for any partial isometry Tt
arising from a partial translation t. Also, note that for any map  : X ! Y
we have
(t 1) = f((x);(y)) j (x;y) 2 t 1g = f((x);(y)) j (y;x) 2 tg = ((t)) 1;
for all partial translations t in TX. Hence if (t)  (t), i.e. ((t)) 1 
((t)) 1, then (t 1)  ((t)) 1, and so (t 1) = ((t)) 1, by disjoint-
ness of the partial translations in TY . Thus we have
^ (T
t ) = ^ (Tt 1) = T(t 1) = T((t)) 1 = T
(t) = (^ (Tt));
as required.
For the second condition, note that Tt1t2 = Tt1Tt2 for all partial isome-
tries Tt1;Tt2 associated to partial translations t1;t2. Hence we have
^ (Tt1Tt2) = ^ (Tt1t2)
= T(t1t2)
= T(t1)(t2) (since  is a P.T.S. map)
= T(t1)T(t2)
= ^ (Tt1)^ (Tt2):
8 A C-Algebra Extension for Subspaces of Groups
Now that we have established when such a map arises, we can use the
canonical C-algebra homomorphism from the partial translation algebra
associated with the restriction of a group partial translation structure to
a subspace to the reduced C-algebra of the group to construct an algebra
95extension under certain conditions. This short exact sequence of C-algebras
was introduced in our paper [9], as joint work with Brodzki, Niblo and
Wright. The sequence gives rise to a six-term exact sequence in K-theory,
which can be used to compute the K-theory of some metric spaces, as we
will see in the next chapter. We recall the denition of K-theory in the
second part of this chapter.
8.1 The Extension
In this section we use the C-algebra homomorphism we have identied aris-
ing from inclusion into a group to construct a short exact sequence involving
partial translation algebras associated with subspaces of groups.
The following proposition provides some ways in which to restate Theo-
rem 6.6, the main theorem of chapter 6.
PROPOSITION 8.1 Let G be a countable discrete group, let X be a sub-
space of G and let TX be the restriction of the canonical partial translation
structure on G to X. For every g 2 G, let ~ Tg denote the operator on l2(X)
arising from the restriction of the canonical partial translation tg to X. Then
the following are equivalent:
1. The subset H = fg 2 G j ~ Tg 6= 0g is equal to G, i.e. every canonical
partial translation restricts to X, and each restricted partial isometry
~ Tg is not a zero divisor in the monoid f~ Tg1 ::: ~ Tgl j gi 2 Gg;
2. Xc is not coarsely dense in G (with respect to the canonical coarse
structure);
3. For all r > 0 there exists x 2 X such that BG(x;r)  X.
Proof.
(1),(3): Condition (1) is equivalent to saying that g1 :::gn 6= ;, for
all g1;:::;gn 2 G, where gi denotes the restriction of the canonical partial
translation tgi on G to X. In other words, it means that for all g1;:::;gn 2 G
there exists some x 2 X such that xg1;xg1g2;:::;xg1 :::gn 2 X. It is clear
that this will hold in the presence of condition (3); hence (3))(1).
Now assume that (1) holds. For arbitrary r > 0, consider all elements
of G of word length  r with respect to a bounded geometry left invariant
metric, recalling that we are always able to associate such a metric to G when
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the ball of radius r about the identity element in G, and hence by bounded
geometry there are nitely many of them, so we may enumerate them as
g1;:::;gN. We may now form the word g1g 1
1 g2g 1
2 :::gNg 1
N in G, and
by condition (1) there exists x 2 X such that xg1;xg1g 1
1 ;xg1g 1
1 g2;:::;
xg1g 1
1 :::gNg 1
N 2 X. But this means that xg1;xg2;:::;xgN 2 X, i.e.
that x composed with any element of G of length  r is an element of X.
Therefore there exists x 2 X such that BG(x;r)  X, as required.
(2),(3): Recall that a subset Z of a metric space Y is coarsely dense
if there exists R > 0 such that every point of Y lies within distance R of a
point in Z [29]. So if we assume that (3) holds and suppose for contradiction
that (2) does not, then we have that there exists some R > 0 such that for
all g 2 G there exists z 2 Xc such that z 2 BG(g;R). But by (3) we may
choose g 2 X  G such that BG(g;R)  X, which gives us a contradiction.
Thus (3))(2).
Now suppose that (2) does hold, so that for all r > 0 there exists g 2 G
such that z = 2 BG(g;r) for all z 2 Xc. Fix an arbitrary r > 0 and consider
the corresponding such g 2 G, which must clearly be an element of X. If
z = 2 BG(g;r) for all z 2 Xc, then BG(g;r)  X. Hence (3) holds.
Note that the requirement that H = G in condition (1) of the above
excludes cases such as X = 2Z  Z, where we do have a homomorphism of
partial translation algebras but it is clear that condition (3) does not hold.
Using this proposition we obtain a C-algebra extension for subspaces
of groups involving partial translation algebras. Let us begin by describing
the terms involved.
Let G be a countable group, let X be a subset of G and let TX denote the
restriction of the canonical partial translation structure for G to X. Let P :
l2(G) ! l2(GnX) be the projection onto l2(GnX), let A = C(C
r(G);P) 
B(l2(G)) and let I(P) denote the ideal in A generated by P, so that
I(P) = spanfTg0PTg1P :::Tgk 1PTgk j k  1; gi 2 G for all 0  i  kg:
Before we state the main theorem, let us rstly note the following, which
will be made use of later when we explore a specic example.
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C(TX) \ I(P) = (1   P)I(P)(1   P):
Proof.
Suppose T 2 C(TX) \ I(P). Then T is an operator on l2(X) and so
T = (1   P)T(1   P). However, we also have T 2 I(P). Hence T 2
(1   P)I(P)(1   P).
Conversely, suppose that T 2 (1   P)I(P)(1   P). Then T = (1  
P)T0(1 P) for some T0 2 I(P). Since (1 P) is the projection onto l2(X)
it is then clear by the above denition of I(P) that T 2 C(TX), as well as
certainly being an element of the ideal generated by P. Hence the equality
holds.
THEOREM 8.3 The sequence
0  ! C(TX) \ I(P)
  ! C(TX)
~ Tg7!Tg  ! C
r(G)  ! 0
is exact if and only if Xc is not coarsely dense in G.
Proof.
Firstly, suppose that we have the above with Xc not coarsely dense in G.
The map  in our sequence denotes an inclusion of an ideal into an algebra,
so this is automatically injective. By Lemma 8.1, the fact that Xc is not
coarsely dense means that f~ Tg1 ::: ~ Tgl j gi 2 Gg contains no zero divisors
and that every partial translation restricts, which together ensure that the
map from C(TX) to C
r(G) is surjective. Thus it remains to show that the
image of the map , i.e. C(TX) \ I(P), is equal to the kernel of the map
from C(TX) to C
r(G), which is a homomorphism by Theorem 6.6 together
with Lemma 8.1. Therefore, by the rst isomorphism theorem, we wish to
prove that
C(TX)=C(TX) \ I(P)  = C
r(G):
Firstly, note that
A = C
r(G) + I(P): (4)
Indeed, since A is the C-algebra generated by C
r(G) and P, it is clear
that C
r(G)+I(P)  A. On the other hand, A is by denition the smallest
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r(G) and P, and C
r(G) + I(P) also contains both
C
r(G) and P, so A  C
r(G) + I(P).
We claim secondly that
A = C(TX) + I(P): (5)
It is clear that C(TX) + I(P)  A, as I(P) is an ideal in A and TX is
generated by elements of the form (1 P)Tg(1 P), where Tg 2 C
r(G). To
show that A  C(TX)+I(P) it is enough to show that Tg 2 C(TX)+I(P)
for all g 2 G, by (4). But for any g 2 G we have
Tg = (1   P)Tg(1   P) + (1   P)TgP + PTg;
where (1 P)Tg(1 P) 2 C(TX) and (1 P)TgP +PTg 2 I(P) (note that
I(P) is a two-sided ideal), so this holds.
Combining (4) and (5), we obtain
C
r(G) + I(P) = C(TX) + I(P): (6)
In addition to this, by the second isomorphism theorem, we have
(C
r(G) + I(P))=I(P)  = C
r(G)=(C
r(G) \ I(P)) (7)
and
(C(TX) + I(P))=I(P)  = C(TX)=(C(TX) \ I(P)): (8)
Now if we assume that Xc is not coarsely dense in G then we see from the
denition of I(P) that no operator in this ideal has support exhausting G
and so C
r(G) \ I(P) = f0g. So (7) can now be read as
(C
r(G) + I(P))=I(P)  = C
r(G): (9)
Combining this with (6) and (8), we obtain
C(TX)=C(TX) \ I(P)  = C
r(G);
as required.
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0  ! C(TX) \ I(P)
  ! C(TX)
~ Tg7!Tg  ! C
r(G)  ! 0
is a short exact sequence. This means that the canonical map ~ Tg 7! Tg
is a C-algebra homomorphism, which by Lemma 7.9 and Theorem 7.10
implies that any composition g1 :::gn of non-empty partial translations
g1;:::;gn in TX is not equal to the empty translation. This is clearly
equivalent to saying that no restricted partial isometry ~ Tg is a zero divisor in
the monoid f~ Tg1 ::: ~ Tgl j gi 2 Gg. Exactness of the sequence also implies that
the canonical map is surjective, which means that every partial translation
in the canonical partial translation structure for G restricts non-trivially to
the space X. Thus Xc is not coarsely dense in G, by Proposition 8.1.
Note in particular that in this sequence we employ a map of C-algebras
arising from the inclusion map from a subspace into a group, which is not
in general a group homomorphism!
We see from the following proposition that Theorem 8.3 tells us that
we do not obtain the given short exact sequence of C-algebras in the case
where our subset is in fact a subgroup of a countable group.
PROPOSITION 8.4 Let G be a bounded geometry discrete group, let H 6=
G be a subgroup of G, and let X be the complement of H in G. Then X is
coarsely dense in G.
Proof.
Suppose for contradiction that X = Hc is not coarsely dense in G, so
that for every r > 0 there exists some g 2 G such that g = 2 Br(x) for all
x 2 X. In particular, any such g 2 G must be an element of H, so we have
that for every r > 0 there exists some h 2 H such that Br(h)  H. But
this means that for any r > 0 we can nd some h 2 H such that hg 2 H
for all g 2 G such that l(g)  r; in other words, h 1hg = g 2 H for all
g 2 G such that l(g)  r. From this we see that all group elements of nite
length are contained within the subgroup H, and hence H = G, which is a
contradiction to the assumption H 6= G.
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such a C-algebra extension in the case where we form a subspace X by
removing nitely many edges from the Cayley graph of the free group on
two generators. The following theorem provides a little more information
about the structure of such a space.
THEOREM 8.5 Let F2 denote the free group on two generators, a and
b, and let X be a space formed by removing nitely many edges from the
Cayley graph of F2. Then every unbounded connected component of X is of
the form
T = F _ [ T1 _ [ T2 _ [ _ [ Tm;
where F is a nite set of edges and each Ti is a left translation of one of A,
B, A0 or B0, where these denote the sets of words in F2 beginning with a, b,
a 1 and b 1 respectively.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on n, the number of edges removed from the
Cayley graph of F2 to construct the space X.
Firstly, suppose that n = 1, so that X is formed by removing a single
edge from the Cayley graph of F2. Since the graph is vertex transitive,
we may assume without loss of generality that we remove one of the edges
incident to the vertex representing the identity element e. However, it is
clear that in this case the proposition holds. For example, if we remove the
edge connecting the identity vertex to the vertex representing the element
a then we obtain the components A and aA0, a left translation of A0.
aA0 A
e a q q
Similarly, if we removed the edge connecting e with b we would obtain the
components B and bB0, if we removed the edge connecting e with a 1 we
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connecting e with b 1 we would obtain the components B0 and b 1B. Since
we may translate on the left to move the vertex representing e to any other
vertex in the Cayley graph for F2, we hence see that the proposition holds
for n = 1.
Now suppose for our induction hypothesis that we can remove any k
edges from the Cayley graph of F2 and that every unbounded component of
the resulting space X will be of the form
T = F _ [ T1 _ [ T2 _ [ _ [ Tm
as required. We wish to prove that the result still holds if we remove one
more edge from the space X.
If we remove an edge from some bounded component of X then it is
clear that this is the case, so suppose that we remove an edge from some
unbounded component T = F _ [ T1 _ [ T2 _ [ _ [ Tm. Again, if we remove
one of the nite number of edges connecting the components Ti, that is an
edge in F, then it is clear that the result will hold. So let us remove an
edge from some Ti, where 1  i  m. We wish to show that the resulting
(unbounded) components are each of the form
Fi _ [ Ti1 _ [ Ti2 _ [ _ [ Til;
where Fi is a nite set of edges and each Tij is a left translation of either A,
B, A0 or B0.
The component Ti is itself a left translation of either A, B, A0 or B0,
which are all isomorphic, so let us assume without loss of generality that
Ti is a left translation of B, so that it may be represented by the following
diagram:
ei
q
102where ei is some element of F2, and therefore a left translation of e. If we
remove one of the edges incident to ei we obtain a left translation of either
A, B or A0, plus left translations of the remaining two connected by two
edges, and hence both components are of the required form. So suppose
nally that we remove some other edge from Ti. Doing this splits the tree Ti
into two unbounded components, one which contains the vertex ei and one
which does not. It is clear by observation that the component not containing
ei is a left translation of either A, B, A0 or B0, so it only remains to check
that the other component is also of the required form. If we let x denote
the vertex incident to the deleted edge which is closest to ei, then taking
Fi = fall edges incident to a vertex lying on the path [ei;x]g
accomplishes this.
To illustrate how this works we present the following example:
ei
q
qx
Ti
Here the thicker edges represent the set Fi.
It is evident from the above proof that any unbounded connected com-
ponent T of such a space X contains at least one component Ti which is
a left translation of either A, A0, B or B0, and is connected to the rest of
the space only via the vertex representing the corresponding left translation
of the identity element. Thus we see that for any r > 0 we could follow a
path of length r away from this vertex, so that we stay within Ti, to reach a
vertex x for which BF2(x;r)  T. Therefore Tc is not coarsely dense in F2,
by Lemma 8.1. Hence we see that given any space X formed by removing
nitely many edges from the Cayley graph of F2 we may also apply Theorem
8.3 to any unbounded connected component T of X to construct a related
short exact sequence of C-algebras.
1038.2 The Related Sequence in K-theory
The short exact sequence described in Theorem 8.3 gives rise to the following
six-term exact sequence in K-theory:
K0(C(TX) \ I(P)) ! K0(C(TX)) ! K0(C
r(G))
" #
K1(C
r(G))   K1(C(TX))   K1(C(TX) \ I(P)):
As we will use this sequence in the next chapter to compute the K-theory
of a particular partial translation algebra, we recall here the basic denitions
required to understand K-theory for unital C-algebras, as they appear in
[6].
Let A be a unital C-algebra. A projection in A is an element p 2 A
such that p = p2 = p, so a projection is a self-adjoint idempotent. If p and
q are projections in A, then write p  q if they are Murray-von Neumann
equivalent, that is if p = vv and q = vv for some partial isometry v in A.
Denote by P(A) the semigroup of projections in M1(A) = [n1Mn(A),
the union of all nite-dimensional matrix algebras over A, with respect to
the direct sum, where
p  q =
 
p 0
0 q
!
2 Mn+m(A);
for all p 2 Mn(A) and q 2 Mm(A). A projection p 2 Mn(A) is said to be
equivalent to a projection q 2 Mm(A), with n  m, if and only if we have
p  0m n  q in Mm(A). We say that two projections p and q are stably
equivalent if and only if there exists a projection r 2 P(A) such that p  r
is equivalent to q  r.
Denote by [P(A)] the semigroup of all stable equivalence classes of pro-
jections in P(A), with addition induced from P(A). We say that two pairs
of elements of [P(A)], ([p1];[p2]) and ([q1];[q2]), are equivalent if and only
if [p1]  [q2] = [p2]  [q1].
DEFINITION 8.6 [K0]
We denote by K0(A) the abelian group consisting of all equivalence
classes of pairs ([p1];[p2]), with the componentwise addition [21].
Proposition 5.8 of [6] states that if  : A ! B is a unital *-homomorphism
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the class [p] 2 [P(A)] to [(p)] 2 [P(B)]; thus the homomorphism we con-
struct from C(TX) to C
r(G) gives rise to a map of K-theory for these
algebras.
DEFINITION 8.7 [Cones]
The cone of a C-algebra A is the algebra CA of continuous functions
from [0;1] to A which vanish at 0 [6].
DEFINITION 8.8 [Suspensions]
The suspension SA of a C-algebra A is the subalgebra of CA consist-
ing of all functions which vanish at 1. So elements of SA are continuous
functions f : [0;1] ! A such that f(0) = f(1) = 0 [21].
DEFINITION 8.9 [Higher K-theory]
We let K1(A) = K0(SA) = K0(C0(R) 
 A). In general, we write
Kp(A) = K0(SpA) = K0(C0(Rp) 
 A) [21];
where S2A denotes the suspension of SA, and so on.
9 An Interesting Example of a Partial Translation
Algebra Associated With a Subset of the Inte-
gers
The following example was originally formulated as a potential counter-
example to one of the theorems discussed in chapter 6; fortunately it failed
to full this role, but it is none-the-less a rather intriguing case, and one for
which we are able to make use of our C-algebra extension in the computa-
tion of its K-theory.
The Example
Let X be the subspace of Z dened by:
X =
[
i2Nnf0g
Xi;
105where the components of X are given by
Xi = f(i2   i);:::;(i2   1)g:
For example,
X1 = f0g;
X2 = f2;3g;
X3 = f6;7;8g;
and so on. Then
X = f0;2;3;6;7;8;12;13;14;15;20;21;22;23;24;30;31;32;33;34;35;::g;
so that the subspace X is made up of increasingly large sets of consecutive
numbers separated by increasingly large gaps.
We restrict the canonical partial translation structure on Z to X, fol-
lowing the same notational convention as laid out in section 5.1. For each
n 2 Z we denote the restriction of tn to X by n, so that
n = f(x + n;x) j x;x + n 2 Xg:
We consider the partial translation structure TX on X with set of partial
translations fn j n 2 Zg: Note that, as a subset of X X, every n is non-
empty, since we can always nd two points in X which are distance n apart,
for example the smallest and largest elements of the component Xn+1. Thus
every canonical partial translation for Z restricts to a partial translation for
X.
Note also that for any given k;n 2 N, k
n will denitely be dened on
(kn + 1)2   (kn + 1) = kn(kn + 1), the smallest element of Xkn+1, whereas
if n is negative, k
n will be dened on (kn+1)2 1 = kn(kn+2), the largest
element of Xkn+1. The translation k
0 = 0 is dened on the whole of X for
any k 2 N. Hence, if for any n 2 Z we let ~ Tn denote the operator arising
from n, then we have that for every k 2 N there exists x 2 l2(X) such that
~ Tk
n(x) 6= 0. In particular, for n positive we may take x = kn(kn + 1) (with
~ Tk
n(x) = kn(kn+2)) and for n negative we may take x = kn(kn + 2) (with
~ Tk
n(x) = kn(kn+1)). Thus every operator arising from a restricted partial
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satised for X. Therefore there exists a map of partial translation algebras
from C(TX) to C
r(Z), dened in the obvious way, by sending each ~ Tn to
the right shift by n, that is the operator arising from the canonical partial
translation tn.
However, what makes this a particularly interesting example is that de-
spite the fact that every partial translation for Z restricts to our subspace
and there are no nilpotent operators, there are also no unbounded orbits in
X.
DEFINITION 9.1 For every n;m 2 Z, let
(n;m) = ~ Tm+n   ~ Tn ~ Tm;
so that
(n;m) : x 7!
(
x+m+n if x + m + n 2 X;x + m = 2 X
0 otherwise,
for all x 2 X. So we could view (n;m) as the operator arising from a
partial translation of the form
(n;m) = f(x + m + n;x) j x;x + m + n 2 X;x + m = 2 Xg;
which as a subset of X  X is equal to m+nnnm, where
nm = f(x + m + n;x) j x;x + m;x + m + n 2 Xg:
Note that (n;m) 6= (m;n) for n 6= m, but it can be easily checked
that these operators satisfy the cocycle identity:
(l;m + n) + ~ Tl(m;n) = (l + m;n) + (l;m)~ Tn;
for all l;m;n 2 Z.
Since ~ Tm+n = ~ Tn ~ Tm+(n;m) for all n;m 2 Z, our canonical C-algebra
homomorphism ' : C(TX) ! C
r(Z), must satisfy '((n;m)) = 0 for all
n;m 2 Z.
We will see that the operators (n;m) are in fact nilpotent whenever
n 6=  m.
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many points within the subset X1 [ ::: [ Xn, together with the innite set
f(n + k   1)(n + k);:::;(n + k   1)(n + k) + k   1 j k 2 Ng;
which is made up of the rst k elements of each set Xn+k  X, where k 2 N.
For n 2 Z negative, the domain of n consists of nitely many points
within the subset X1 [ ::: [ Xjnj, together with the innite set
f(n   k)2   k;:::;(n   k)2   1 j k 2 Ng;
which is made up of the last k elements of each set Xjnj+k  X, where k 2 N.
In all cases, we have
Dom(nm) = fx 2 X j x + m + n;x + m 2 Xg = Dom(m+n) \ Dom(m):
Also recall that, where dened, nm takes the same values as m+n.
PROPOSITION 9.3 For every n;m 2 Z where n 6=  m, (n;m) =
~ Tm+n   ~ Tn ~ Tm is a nilpotent operator.
Proof.
By denition, (n;m) is nilpotent if there exists some k 2 N such that
((n;m))k = 0, i.e. such that ((n;m))k(x) = 0 for all x 2 X. This
situation corresponds to the partial translation ((n;m))k having empty
domain, for some k 2 N, meaning that (nm)k and k
m+n are dened on the
same elements of X. We prove that this is always the case by comparing
the domains of nm and m+n.
Case 1: n;m both positive.
In this case, in the parts of X where the gaps between the components
are at least m+n, Dom(nm) = Dom(m+n)\Dom(m) will be the same as
Dom(m+n). So nm and m+n will denitely agree on Xm+n;Xm+n+1;:::,
and hence (n;m) will be undened here. In other words, (n;m) is de-
ned on only nitely many elements of X, each contained within X1 [:::[
Xm+n 1, and so gives rise to a nite rank operator. In particular, if we let
k = m+n, then it is certain that ((n;m))k is undened. Therefore (n;m)
is a nite rank nilpotent operator.
Case 2: n;m both negative.
108To ensure that 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ourselves to components which occur after a gap of at least size jm + nj. We
can certainly say that they behave in the same way on Xjm+nj+1;Xjm+nj+2;
..., which means that (n;m) is undened here, and thus (n;m) is again
nite rank and nilpotent by the same argument as above.
This leaves us with cases where we compose negative and positive trans-
lations together.
Case 3: jmj > jnj for either m negative and n positive or n negative
and m positive.
Here m and m+n are either both positive or both negative, and in either
case Dom(nm) = Dom(m+n)\Dom(m) coincides with Dom(m) on the
set Xjmj+1 [ Xjmj+2 [ :::, since jmj > jm + nj. Thus (n;m) is dened on
some nite number of points within X1[:::[Xjmj, and the remainder of its
domain coincides with Dom(m+n)nDom(m), thus consisting of sets of jnj
consecutive points from each Xi for i > jmj. As the gaps between these sets
of elements are of length at least jmj > jm + nj, we cannot apply (n;m)
more than once at any point in this section of its domain. As the only other
place where it is dened is a nite bounded set of points, (n;m) gives rise
to a (innite rank) nilpotent operator.
Case 4: jnj > jmj for n positive and m negative.
In this case, to nd the domain of nm we intersect the domain of a
positive/right translation, m+n, with the domain of a negative/left transla-
tion, m. It can be seen, using Remark 9.2, that here we obtain some nite
number of points contained in X1 [ ::: [ Xn, together with the innite set
f(n + k   1)(n + k) + jmj;:::;(n + k   1)(n + k) + jmj + k   1 j k 2 Ng;
which is made up of the (jmj + 1);:::;(jmj + k)th elements of each set
Xn+k  X, where k 2 N. Note that we can see that nm gives rise to
a non-nilpotent operator from this, since the sets of consecutive numbers
in the domain can grow arbitrarily large. However, the translation (n;m)
will, after a nite xed number of points, only be dened on sets of jmj
consecutive numbers with gaps of length at least n > m + n between them,
and hence will give rise to a nilpotent operator, as before.
Case 5: jnj > jmj for m positive and n negative.
Finally, we are in a similar situation to above in that we intersect a left
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wish to study is that of a negative translation. Here the domain consists of
some nite number of points contained in X1 [:::[Xjnj, together with the
innite set
f(n   k)2   (m + k);:::;(n   k)2   (m + 1) j k 2 Ng;
which is made up of the (jnj   m + 1);:::;(jnj   m + k)th elements of each
set Xjnj+k  X, where k 2 N. So, as above, (n;m) is dened on some
nite bounded set of points, together with sets of m consecutive numbers
separated by gaps of length at least jnj > jm + nj, and thus (n;m) is again
innite rank nilpotent.
REMARK 9.4 Note that ~ T0 is the identity operator and ~ T n = ~ T
n for all
n 2 Z, so in the case not covered by the previous proposition, that is where
n =  m, we obtain operators of the form
( n;n) = 1   ~ T
n ~ Tn and (n; n) = 1   ~ Tn ~ T
n:
For n 2 Z positive, we have
~ T
n ~ Tn : x 7!
(
x if x 2 Dom(n)
0 otherwise
; for all x 2 X,
which is a projection onto the space spanned by the vectors x where x is
not one of the last n elements of every Xn+k, for k 2 N, plus some nite
rank projection onto the space spanned by nitely many vectors y, where
each y is a particular element of X1 [ ::: [ Xn. Thus
1   ~ T
n ~ Tn : x 7!
(
x if x = 2 Dom(n)
0 otherwise
; for all x 2 X,
is a projection onto the space spanned by the vectors x where x is one of
the last n elements of some Xn+k, plus a nite rank projection.
Similarly, 1  ~ Tn ~ T
n is a projection onto the space spanned by the vectors
x corresponding to the rst n elements of some Xn+k, plus a nite rank
projection.
110In any case, we can see that for every n 2 Znf0g, ~ Tn ~ T
n; ~ T
n ~ Tn; 1  ~ Tn ~ T
n
and 1   ~ T
n ~ Tn are all innite rank projections.
LEMMA 9.5 The partial translation algebra C(TX) contains all compact
operators.
Proof.
Consider the operator
(1;1) = ~ T2   ~ T1 ~ T1;
which we know to be an element of our algebra. This acts on l2(X) in the
following way:
(1;1) : x 7!
(
2 if x = 0
0 otherwise
; for all x 2 X.
Thus if we compose it with its adjoint we obtain a rank one projection p0,
the projection onto C0. Then for any other x 2 X the composition ~ Txp0 ~ T
x
yields the rank one projection onto Cx; thus we may obtain all matrix
units in the algebra and therefore generate all nite rank operators. Hence
C(T ) contains all norm limits of nite rank operators and thus all compact
operators.
Note that the compact operators can also be generated using only 
operators, since for every x 2 Xnf0g the composition
(x   1;1)( 1; 1)(1;1)( 1;1   x) = (x   1;1)p0( 1;1   x)
also yields the rank one projection onto Cx (using the fact that 1 = 2 X to
ensure that our composition has non-trivial domain). Hence the kernel of
our canonical map ' : C(TX) ! C
r(Z) contains all compact operators.
However, since every (n; n) is an innite rank projection and these are
also mapped to zero under ', the kernel does not consist solely of compacts.
LEMMA 9.6 For every l;m;n 2 Z,
~ Tl(m;n) = (l + m; m)(m;n):
111Proof.
We have the following:
~ Tl : x 7!
(
x+l if x + l 2 X;
0 otherwise
and
(m;n) : x 7!
(
x+n+m if x + n + m 2 X;x + n = 2 X;
0 otherwise:
Thus
~ Tl(m;n) : x 7!
(
x+n+m+l if x + n + m;x + m + n + l 2 X;x + n = 2 X;
0 otherwise:
Also,
(l + m; m) : x 7!
(
x m+l+m = x+l if x + l 2 X;x   m = 2 X;
0 otherwise:
Therefore
(l + m; m)(m;n) : x 7!
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
x+n+m+l if x + n + m 2 X;x + n = 2 X;
x + n + m + l 2 X;
x + n + m   m = x + n = 2 X;
0 otherwise:
Hence
(l + m; m)(m;n) = ~ Tl(m;n);
as required.
PROPOSITION 9.7 For every integer n > 1, we have
~ Tn = ~ Tn
1 + Kn;
where Kn is a nite sum of compositions of elements of the form (m;p),
112where m;p 2 Z. For n <  1, we have
~ Tn = (~ T
1) n + K0
n;
for another such operator K0
n.
Proof.
Let us begin by concentrating on the rst case. We proceed by induction.
For n = 2, we have
~ T2 = ~ T1 ~ T1 + (1;1);
by denition of (1;1). To see what happens in a slightly more interesting
case, consider n = 3. Then
~ Tn = ~ T3 = ~ T1 ~ T2 + (1;2)
= ~ T1(~ T2
1 + (1;1)) + (1;2)
= ~ T3
1 + ~ T1(1;1) + (1;2)
= ~ T3
1 + (2; 1)(1;1) + (1;2); by Lemma 9.6;
so K3 = (2; 1)(1;1) + (1;2).
Assume the proposition holds for some n > 3, so that
~ Tn = ~ Tn
1 + Kn;
where Kn is an operator formed by adding together compositions of \"
elements.
We need to show that the statement now holds true for n + 1. By
denition of (1;n), we have
~ Tn+1 = ~ T1 ~ Tn + (1;n)
= ~ T1(~ Tn
1 + Kn) + (1;n); by our induction hypothesis:
Thus
~ Tn+1 = ~ T1 ~ Tn
1 + ~ T1Kn + (1;n):
However, we know by Lemma 9.6 that we will also be able to express ~ T1Kn
purely in terms of  elements, and so this is an operator of the required
113form. Thus we may denote ~ T1Kn + (1;n) by Kn+1 to obtain
~ Tn+1 = ~ Tn+1
1 + Kn+1;
as required.
Recalling that ~ T
1 = ~ T 1, an almost identical proof follows for the nega-
tive case.
REMARK 9.8 Since every summand in one of the Kn operators as dened
above involves composition with an operator (l;m) for l;m > 0 (or l;m < 0
in the negative case), these operators are in fact nite rank. So every partial
isometry ~ Tn is a nite rank perturbation of ~ Tn
1 (or (~ T
1)jnj). This can also
be deduced purely by observation of the set X, since, for every n 2 Z,
n behaves in the same way as either n
1 or 
jnj
 1 outside of the nite set
X1 [ ::: [ Xjnj.
Thus we have the following:
THEOREM 9.9
C(TX) = C(~ T1;1) + K:
This theorem demonstrates that, modulo compacts, the partial transla-
tion algebra is generated by the restriction of the bilateral shift.
The canonical homomorphism from this algebra to the reduced C-
algebra of Z takes ~ T1 to the bilateral shift and compact operators to zero.
Another avenue worthy of investigation is the computation of the K-
theory of our algebra. As a rst attempt at understanding this, we dene a
trace on C(TX).
DEFINITION 9.10 A trace on an algebra A is a linear function T from
A to some vector space V , which satises the trace condition:
T(ab) = T(ba);
for all a;b 2 A. Some sources also require that T be a positive map, i.e.
that T(a)  0 for all positive elements a 2 A.
114A trace T on a C-algebra A is said to be faithful if it satises:
T(aa) = 0 =) a = 0;
for all a 2 A.
DEFINITION 9.11 Let C denote the vector space of innite sequences
of complex numbers, and let J denote the subspace of C consisting of all
nitely supported sequences whose sum is zero. Dene a map
Tr : C(TX) ! C=J;
by
T 7! (Tri(T)) mod nite support;
where Tri(T) is the trace of T on the ith component of X, that is the trace
of PiTPi, where Pi : l2(X) ! l2(Xi) is the projection onto l2(Xi).
Quotienting the target space by J ensures that Tr(~ T
n ~ Tn) = Tr(~ Tn ~ T
n)
for all n 2 Z, while at the same time allowing traces of nite rank projections
to be non-zero.
PROPOSITION 9.12 The function Tr is a faithful (generalised) trace on
C(TX).
Proof.
We say the trace is generalised because it maps into C=J rather than
C, as is typically the case.
We have the following:
(a) It is clear that the map Tr is linear because each Tri is linear by the
properties of the usual matrix trace.
(b) Let T;S 2 C(TX). Since all elements of C(TX) must have nite
propagation, we know that the non-zero entries of the matrices of
T and S must be contained within some strip of nite width about
the diagonal. In other words, there exist non-negative integers RT
and RS for which the (x;y)th entry of the matrix T is zero whenever
d(x;y) > RT, and the (x;y)th entry of the matrix S is zero whenever
d(x;y) > RS, for all x;y 2 X. Thus the (x;y)th entries of the matrices
115representing TS and ST are zero for all x;y 2 X with d(x;y) > R,
where R = RT +RS. In terms of the action on l2(X), this means that
both TS and ST can only permute entries corresponding to elements
of any component Xi with i > R with other entries corresponding to
elements of that component. Hence TS and ST act as block diagonal
matrices on each of these components, and thus we have Tri(TS) =
Tri(ST) for all i > R.
On the other hand, we can restrict the operators T and S to the rst
R components of X to obtain nite matrices TR and SR respectively.
The matrices TRSR and SRTR have the same trace, by denition. Thus
the restrictions of TS and ST to the rst R components have the same
traces, which tells us that
Tr1(TS) + ::: + TrR(TS) = Tr1(ST) + ::: + TrR(ST):
As we only compute our trace modulo nitely supported sequences
whose sum is zero, we thus obtain Tr(TS) = Tr(ST).
(c) The positive elements of our algebra are of the form TT. For every
such operator we have
hx;TTxi = kTxk
2  0;
that is all of the diagonal entries are non-negative. Thus the trace of
the operator is non-negative. Therefore Tr is a positive map.
Hence Tr is indeed a generalised trace.
(d) Suppose we have an operator of the form TT such that Tr(TT) = 0.
This means that Tr(TT) 2 J, and hence is a sequence consisting of
nitely many non-zero entries whose sum is zero. However, we know
that each of these entries is non-negative, and so they must all be
equal to zero. Thus all diagonal entries of our operator are zero, and
therefore we have TT = 0. Hence Tr is a faithful trace.
However, it turns out that the trace we have constructed is not surjective,
and so is not as useful as we would have hoped when it comes to calculat-
116ing K-theory. Fortunately though, we have another tool at our disposal,
courtesy of Theorem 8.3.
By this theorem, we have Ker(') = C(TX) \ I(P), where ' is the
canonical map from C(TX) to C
r(Z) and P denotes the projection onto
l2(ZnX). Recall that I(P) is the (two-sided) ideal in A = C(C
r(G);P) (in
this case A = C(C
r(Z);P)) generated by P, in other words
I(P) = spanfTg0PTg1P :::Tgk 1PTgk j k  1; gj 2 G for all 0  j  kg;
where in our case we are considering G = Z. We have also seen, by Propo-
sition 8.2, that we have
C(TX) \ I(P) = (1   P)I(P)(1   P):
Combining the above statements, we now have
Ker(') = spanf(1 P)Tn0PTn1 :::PTnk(1 P) j k  1; nj 2 Z 8 0  j  kg:
This is the direct limit over R of the spaces
I(P;X)R = spanf(1   P)Tn0PTn1 :::PTnk(1   P) j nj 2 Z 8 0  j  k;
k  1; jn0j;jnkj  Rg:
Notice that if we view an operator of the form PTn1P :::Tnk 1P, for k 
1; nj 2 Z, as a partial translation on Z, then this will only translate elements
within ZnX. If we compose such an operator on the left with (1 P)Tn0 and
on the right with Tnk(1 P), where both n0 and nk are integers of norm not
greater than R for some R, then the resulting associated partial translation
could be viewed as a subset of BR(ZnX)  BR(ZnX) (within X  X). In
other words, on components Xi for i  maxfnj j 0  j  kg, the translation
will only be dened on some of either the rst or last R elements of Xi, and
it will shift these elements by a distance smaller than R. The behaviour
of the translation on X1 [ ::: [ Xi 1 may dier from this pattern, but as
this is a nite set the impact it has on the operator arising from the partial
translation will only be a nite rank perturbation.
From the above we see in particular that the space I(P;X)1 is generated
by the compact operators (arising from rank one projections), together with
117the projections onto the rst and last elements of each component, which
we recognise as the operators (1; 1) and ( 1;1). Note that with the
current notation we have
(1; 1) = (1   P)T 1PT1(1   P) and ( 1;1) = (1   P)T1PT 1(1   P):
This tells us that
I(P;X)1=K  = C  C;
which implies the following short exact sequence:
0 ! K ! I(P;X)1 ! C  C ! 0:
This in turn gives rise to the following exact sequence in K-theory:
Z ! K0(I(P;X)1) ! Z  Z
" #
0   K1(I(P;X)1)   0;
which indicates that K0(I(P;X)1)  = Z3 and K1(I(P;X)1) = 0.
Since similar reasoning tells us that
I(P;X)R=K  = MR(C)  MR(C);
which has the same K-theory as CC, we may replace I(P;X)1 by I(P;X)R,
for any R, in both of the above exact sequences. As K-theory commutes
with direct limits [31] and C(TX)\I(P) = Ker(') =
lim ! I(P;X)R, we thus
have
K0(C(TX) \ I(P))  = Z3 and K1(C(TX) \ I(P)) = 0: (10)
Now, by chapter 8, we have the following six term exact sequence:
K0(C(TX) \ I(P)) ! K0(C(TX)) ! K0(C
r(Z))
" #
K1(C
r(Z))   K1(C(TX))   K1(C(TX) \ I(P)):
Hence by combining this with (10), together with the fact that we can
identify C
r(Z) with C(S1), we obtain the exact sequence
118Z3 ! K0(C(TX)) ! Z
" #
Z   K1(C(TX))   0:
We now wish to use the maps involved in this sequence to determine the
remaining terms. For ease of reference, let us label them as follows.
Z3  ! K0(C(TX))

! Z
" #
Z
   K1(C(TX))
   0:
Now since  is the zero map and Im() = Ker(), we have K1(C(TX))  =
Im(), by the rst isomorphism theorem. Since  is a homomorphism and
as the rest of the sequence must also be exact, we nd by observation that
either K1(C(TX)) = 0 or K1(C(TX))  = Z.
If K1(C(TX))  = Z then Ker() = Z and so  is the zero map. Then
Ker() = Im() = 0, so  is injective, and thus Im()  = Z3=f0g = Z3, by
the rst isomorphism theorem. Now we also have Im() = Ker() = Z, so
 is surjective, and Ker() = Im() = Z3. Hence K0(C(TX))=Z3  = Z, by
the rst isomorphism theorem for , and so K0(C(TX))  = Z4.
In the second case, if K1(C(TX)) = 0, then Ker() = 0 and so 
represents an inclusion of Z into Z3. Then Ker()  = Z and so Im() =
Ker()  = Z2. Hence K0(C(TX))=Z2  = Z, and so K0(C(TX))  = Z3.
To nd out which of these two situations occur, we need to look more
carefully at what is happening to generators.
Recall that K0(C(TX)) is the set of equivalence classes of pairs ([p];[q]),
where [p] and [q] are elements of [P(C(TX))], that is the semigroup of stable
equivalence classes of projections in P(C(TX)), the set of all projections
in M1(C(TX)) = [n1Mn(C(TX)). Recall also that two projections p
and q are called stably equivalent if and only if there exists a projection
r 2 P(C(TX)) such that p  r is equivalent to q  r.
We know from our previous calculations that the generators of the Z3
term in our sequence correspond to stable equivalence classes associated
with the projections (1; 1) and ( 1;1) and the rank one projection.
We show that the rst two of these represent the same stable equivalence
class when considered as elements of C(TX).
119LEMMA 9.13 The projections (1; 1) and ( 1;1) are stably equivalent
in C(TX).
Proof.
We consider the projection r dened by
r = 1   ((1; 1) + ( 1;1))
= 1   ((1   ~ T1 ~ T
1) + (1   ~ T
1 ~ T1))
= ~ T1 ~ T
1 + ~ T
1 ~ T1   1;
which is clearly an element of our algebra. Then
(1; 1) + r = 1   ~ T1 ~ T
1 + ~ T1 ~ T
1 + ~ T
1 ~ T1   1
= ~ T
1 ~ T1;
whilst
( 1;1) + r = 1   ~ T
1 ~ T1 + ~ T1 ~ T
1 + ~ T
1 ~ T1   1
= ~ T1 ~ T
1:
It is clear that ~ T
1 ~ T1 and ~ T1 ~ T
1 are Murray-von Neumann equivalent, by
denition, and hence (1; 1) and ( 1;1) are stably equivalent.
This equivalence tells us that Im() has at the most two generators in
K0(C(TX)), and since the two possibilities for Im() were Z3 and Z2, we
thus have Im()  = Z2, which concurs with our second case. Hence, nally,
we obtain the following.
THEOREM 9.14
K0(C(TX))  = Z3 and K1(C(TX)) = 0:
REMARK 9.15 Recall that where T is the canonical partial translation
structure for Z, we have C(T ) = C
r(Z)  = C(S1). It is known that
K0(C(S1))  = K1(C(S1))  = Z, and hence we see that the partial trans-
lation algebra arising from the restriction of T to a subset of Z can yield
very dierent K-theory to that of C(T ) itself.
12010 Partial Translation Groupoids
In this chapter we examine a groupoid that can be formed out of any partial
translation structure. When considering the case of the canonical partial
translation structure on a discrete group, this leads to another method for
constructing the reduced group C-algebra.
10.1 Groupoids
A groupoid is a set with a partially dened associative composition, identity,
and inverses. Formally, a groupoid consists of two sets, G and B, and three
maps
s : G ! B; t : G ! B and m : G B G ! G;
called the source, target and multiplication maps respectively, where
G B G = f(g1;g2) 2 G  G j s(g1) = t(g2)g;
the set of composable pairs. We usually denote m(g1;g2) by g1g2. These
maps must satisfy the following:
(i) When g1 and g2 are composable, s(g1g2) = s(g2) and t(g1g2) = t(g1).
(ii) The map m, where dened, is associative; that is, (g1g2)g3 = g1(g2g3)
whenever s(g1) = t(g2) and s(g2) = t(g3).
(iii) For each x 2 B there exists a unique ex 2 G with s(ex) = t(ex) = x,
such that exg = g whenever t(g) = x, and hex = h whenever s(h) = x.
(iv) For each g 2 G there exists a unique element g 1 2 G with s(g 1) =
t(g) and t(g 1) = s(g), such that g 1g = es(g) and gg 1 = et(g).
The space B is called the space of objects of the groupoid and is sometimes
denoted by G(0) [29].
Our aim is to construct a groupoid from any given partial translation
structure.
The following equivalent denition of a groupoid appears in [28].
DEFINITION 10.1 A groupoid is a set G with a product map G2 ! G,
(x;y) 7! xy, where G2  GG is the set of composable pairs, and an inverse
map G ! G, x 7! x 1, such that the following conditions are satised:
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(ii) If (x;y), (y;z) 2 G2 then (xy;z), (x;yz) 2 G2 and (xy)z = x(yz).
(iii) (x 1;x) 2 G2 for all x 2 G, and if (x;y) 2 G2 then x 1(xy) = y.
(iv) (x;x 1) 2 G2 for all x 2 G, and if (z;x) 2 G2 then (zx)x 1 = z.
If x 2 G, call d(x) = x 1x and r(x) = xx 1 the domain and range of x
respectively. The set G0 = d(G) = r(G) is the unit space of G, in the sense
that xd(x) = r(x)x = x for all x 2 G.
This denition is more useful for our purposes, as it will allow us to
construct a groupoid consisting of partial translations without explicitly
stating the object set when we begin, letting it instead emerge naturally
from the denition.
10.2 The Groupoid of a Partial Translation Structure
We may construct a partial translation structure groupoid using the method
outlined in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 10.2 Let T be a partial translation structure on a space
X, let G be the closure of the set of partial translations in T under in-
verses and nite compositions, and dene inverse and product maps for G
as follows:
t = f(t(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t)g 7! t 1 = f(x;t(x)) j x 2 Dom(t)g
and (t;t0) 7! tt0 = f(tt0(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t0)g;
respectively. Here G2 is the set of all pairs of partial translations which can
be composed, i.e.
(t;t0) 2 G2 if and only if Dom(t) = Ran(t0):
Then G is a groupoid with respect to these maps.
Note that we really do require that Dom(t) = Ran(t0) for t and t0 to
be composable; if we attempt to relax the condition to Ran(t0)  Dom(t),
then we would encounter problems with the inverse of the composition tt0. In
particular, condition (iv) of Denition 10.1 would not be satised. Including
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maps map into G.
Proof.
Let us check that the four axioms hold for G:
(i) Note that t 1 = f(t 1(y);y) j y 2 Ran(t)g. Thus
(t 1) 1 = f(y;t 1(y)) j y 2 Ran(t)g = f(t(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t)g = t:
(ii) Suppose that (t1;t2); (t2;t3) 2 G2. This means that Dom(t1) =
Ran(t2) and Dom(t2) = Ran(t3). Thus Dom(t1t2) = Dom(t2) =
Ran(t3) and so (t1t2;t3) 2 G2, and Ran(t2t3) = Ran(t2) = Dom(t1),
so (t1;t2t3) 2 G2.
Also,
(t1t2)t3 = f((t1t2)t3(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t3)g
= f(t1(t2t3)(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t2t3)g
= t1(t2t3):
(iii) We have t 1 = f(t 1(y);y) j y 2 Ran(t)g, so Dom(t 1) = Ran(t) by
denition, and hence (t 1;t) 2 G2, for all t 2 G. If (t;t0) also lies in
G2, this tells us that Dom(t) = Ran(t0) and tt0 = f(tt0(x);x) j x 2
Dom(t0)g is dened. Then
t 1(tt0) = f(t 1tt0(x);x) j x 2 Dom(tt0) = Dom(t0)g
= f(t0(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t0)g
= t0:
(iv) We also have t 1 = f(x;t(x)) j x 2 Dom(t)g, so it is clear that the
range of this is equal to the domain of t, and thus (t;t 1) also lies in
G2, for all t 2 G. Let (t0;t) 2 G2, so that we have t0t = f(t0t(x);x) j x 2
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(t0t)(t 1) = f(t0tt 1(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t 1) = Ran(t)g
= f(t0(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t0)g
= t0;
recalling that Dom(t 1) = Ran(t) by axiom (iii).
Thus G is indeed a groupoid.
For each t 2 G we have
d(t) = t 1t = ft 1t(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t)g = IdDom(t)
and
r(t) = tt 1 = f(tt 1(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t 1) = Ran(t)g = IdRan(t):
Then td(t) = t  IdDom(t) = t and r(t)t = IdRan(t)  t = t, for each t 2 G.
It is implied from this (by identifying the map d with s : G ! B and the
map r with t : G ! B) that if we wished to use Roe's denition of a groupoid
then our object set B would consist of all subsets of X which are either the
domain or the range of one or more partial translations in G. Hence our
groupoid diers from similar constructions appearing in, for example, [29]
and [36], where the object set considered is the space X itself. Skandalis,
Tu and Yu, the authors of [36], also dene G2 and the multiplication map
in a dierent manner, by stating all partial translations to be composable
and allowing for the empty translation.
PROPOSITION 10.3 Let T be a partial translation structure for a space
X, and let G be the closure of the set of partial translations in T with
respect to inverses and nite compositions. Then G consists solely of partial
translations on X (although G need not be a partial translation structure).
Proof.
For each g 2 G we have that either g is already a partial translation in
T , in which case we are done, or g was formed by taking inverses and/or
compositions of partial translations in T . If an element g 2 G is of the form
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be well-dened as a partial bijection, because t is a partial bijection, and
it is clear that the distance condition (part 1 of Denition 3.4) will also be
satised, since d(x;y) = d(y;x) for all x;y 2 X. So suppose now that we
have a nite composition of partial translations
g = tn t1 = f(tn t1(x);x) j x 2 Dom(t1)g;
where Ran(t1) = Dom(t2); Ran(t2) = Dom(t3);:::;Ran(tn 1) = Dom(tn).
As each ti is a partial translation, we know that the coordinate projections
of ti, viewed as a subset of X  X, onto X are injective for all i, and thus
the coordinate projections of our composition must also be injective. In
addition to this, we know that d(xi;yi) is bounded for all (xi;yi) 2 ti for
all i; say d(xi;yi) is bounded by bi. Then d(x;y) is bounded by ibi for all
(x;y) 2 g, and hence g is also a partial translation on X. From this we can
deduce that every element of G must be a partial translation on X.
Note that, unfortunately, cotranslations for T will not in general interact
in the same way with G. This is illustrated by the following example.
EXAMPLE 10.4 Let X = Znf0g, and let T denote the partial translation
structure X inherits from the canonical partial translation structure on Z,
as in section 5.1.1. That is, partial translations in T are of the form
n = f(m + n;m) j m 2 Xnf ng = Znf0; ngg;
for some n 2 Z, with partial cotranslations given by n(m) = m n, dened
only for m 2 Xnfng = Znf0;ng, for each n 2 Z.
Let G be the groupoid arising from T . Then for each partial translation
n 2 T , both n and
 1
n = f(m;m + n) j m 2 Xnf ngg = f(p   n;p) j p 2 Xnfngg
will be elements of G (in fact  1
n would already have been a partial trans-
lation in T in this example). Hence the composition
 1
n n = f( 1
n n(m);m) j m 2 Dom(n)g = f(m;m) j m 2 Xnf ngg
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We have that 2n is a partial cotranslation for T for each n 2 Z, i.e.
(2n(x);2n(y)) 2 m for all m 2 Z and for all (x;y) 2 m where 2n is
dened on both x and y. However, each 2n is dened on n, and (n;n) 2
 1
n n for all n 2 Z, yet (2n(n);2n(n)) = ( n; n) = 2  1
n n. Thus 2n is
not a partial cotranslation for G for any n 2 Z.
Problems such as that occurring in the above are eliminated in the par-
ticular case where every partial translation in T is globally dened and has
a globally dened inverse, however to combine our denitions of a partial
translation structure groupoid and a partial translation structure we also
require there to be a single set of globally dened cotranslations:
PROPOSITION 10.5 Let T be a partial translation structure for a space
X for which we may nd a set of globally dened partial cotranslations 
such that the conditions of Denition 3.4 are satised with  = R for every
R > 0. If T contains only globally dened partial translations, and if the
inverse of every partial translation in T is also globally dened, then the
groupoid arising from T is also a partial translation structure on X with set
of cotranslations .
Proof.
Let G be the groupoid arising from T , so that G is the closure of the
set of partial translations in T with respect to compositions and inverses.
We know by Proposition 10.3 that every element of G is indeed a partial
translation for X; thus it only remains to check the conditions of the partial
translation structure denition.
Firstly, note that every partial cotranslation for T , i.e. every element
of , is now also a partial cotranslation for G. To see this we need to
check that each  2  also commutes with compositions and inverses of
partial translations in T . So let t and t0 be partial translations in T which
may be composed, so that Dom(t) = Ran(t0); we assume that every partial
translation in T is globally dened, so in fact this is the case for any t;t0 2 T
(or indeed G, since the inverses are all globally dened as well). Now let
(x;y) 2 tt0, so x = tt0(y), and suppose that  2 , which must therefore be
dened for both x and y, since we assume all partial cotranslations to be
globally dened. We know (t0(y);y) 2 t0 and (x;t0(y)) 2 t, thus (t0(y);y) 2
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dened on t0(y), as it is globally dened on X). Therefore
t0(y) = t0y and x = tt0(y) = tt0(y):
Hence
x = tt0(y) = tt0(y) = tt0y;
and so (x;y) 2 tt0, as required (recalling that we do not need to worry
about domains here because everything is globally dened).
Now let t be some partial translation in T and consider its inverse t 1 =
f(y;x) j (x;y) 2 tg. If  2 , then by denition (x;y) 2 t, and thus
(y;x) 2 t 1, as required. So any partial cotranslation for T is also a
partial cotranslation for G.
Note also that the partial translations of T are all contained in G. Hence,
as we have all of the original partial translations as well as the same set of
cotranslations, we may take the same TR and R sets as would have been
used for T . Then the conditions for G to be a partial translation structure,
which depend only on these sets, will be satised, since they must be satised
for T .
REMARK 10.6 The conditions of the previous proposition are satised
in the case of the canonical partial translation structure for any countable
discrete group. In fact, the groupoid formed in this case would just be the
original set of partial translations, since all inverses and compositions will
already be included due to the group structure.
If we are faced with a partial translation structure which does not have
a single set of cotranslations, we could take a dierent approach to forming
a new partial translation structure using groupoids, by creating a family of
groupoids using the TR sets:
THEOREM 10.7 Let (X;T ) be a metric space with a free partial trans-
lation structure such that  is globally dened for all  2 R and for all
R > 0. Then if we expand each TR set to form a groupoid, by including
all compositions and inverses, we will still have a free partial translation
structure for X.
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For every R > 0, let GR be the groupoid arising from TR, so that GR is
the closure of TR with respect to compositions and inverses. Let G denote
the structure we obtain in place of T by expanding every subset of partial
translations TR to GR in this manner. The method of the proof of Propo-
sition 10.3 can be applied to show that every element of each GR is indeed
a partial translation for X; thus it only remains to check the conditions of
the partial translation structure denition for G.
Firstly, note that every partial cotranslation for T is now also a partial
cotranslation for G. To see this we check that for any R > 0 each partial
cotranslation in R also commutes with compositions and inverses of partial
translations in TR. The proof follows identically as in the proof of the
previous proposition.
For G to be a partial translation structure, we also require each GR to
be a collection of disjoint partial translations. For any R > 0, we know
that TR is a set of disjoint partial translations, as we are assuming T to be
a partial translation structure. Firstly, let t1;t2 2 TR be two composable
partial translations; we wish to show that t1t2 is distinct from any other
t3 2 TR. So for contradiction suppose that t1t2(x) = t3(x) for some x 2 X,
so that (t1t2(x);x) 2 t3. Then we have (t1t2(x);x) 2 t3 for all  2 R, i.e.
t3(x) = t3(x) = t1t2(x) for all  2 R. By the above, (t1t2(x);x) 2
t1t2 as well, so t1t2(x) = t1t2(x), and therefore t3(x) = t1t2(x), for
some x 2 X and for every  2 R. We also know by condition (3) for T
that for every y 2 Dom(t3) there exists some  2 R such that x = y.
Hence t3(y) = t1t2(y) for all y 2 Dom(t3), and so t3  t1t2. Similarly, for
all y 2 Dom(t2) = Dom(t1t2) there exists some  2 R such that x = y.
Thus t3(y) = t1t2(y) for all y 2 Dom(t1t2) [ Dom(t3); therefore t3 = t1t2.
Hence composing two partial translations in TR either produces another
partial translation already contained in TR or a new disjoint partial trans-
lation. This argument could be iterated for longer compositions, and could
also be applied for inverses, to show that if (x;t(x)) 2 t0 for some t;t0 2 TR
then t0 = t 1 (Note that inverses of elements of any TR are already disjoint
from one another since the original elements are). Thus each GR will be a
set of disjoint partial translations of X.
It remains to check conditions (1) to (3) from Denition 3.4.
1. Each GR is formed by expanding a TR set, so if the R-neighbourhood
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then it is also included within the union of elements of the respective
GR set.
2. Each R set is unchanged, so this condition would also be unaected.
3. We require, for every R > 0, that for all t 2 GR there exists some
 2 R such that x = y and t(x) = t(y) for all (t(x);x);(t(y);y) 2 t.
We assume this condition already holds for all elements of TR, so we
only need check it for their compositions and inverses. Note that, for
any t 2 TR, t 1 = f(y;x) j (x;y) 2 tg, so for inverses the condition
is clear. So let t;t0 2 TR be composable, and consider two elements
(tt0(x);x);(tt0(y);y) contained in their composition. We wish to nd
some  2 R such that x = y and tt0(x) = tt0(y). By condition
(3) for T applied to t and t0 respectively, we have 1 2 R such that
1t0(x) = t0(y) and 1tt0(x) = tt0(y), and 2 2 R such that 2x = y
and 2t0(x) = t0(y). However, since these cotranslations agree on t0(x)
and we assume T to be free, it must be the case that 1 = 2, and
then this map satises the required condition.
REMARK 10.8 Each GR formed in the above manner acts freely on the
space X, due to the disjointness of the partial translations.
10.3 The Reduced Groupoid C*-Algebra
As for any group G which is discrete we may dene the reduced group C-
algebra C
r(G), it is similarly possible to associate a particular C-algebra
with any groupoid which is topological and  etale. Let us begin by explaining
these required characteristics.
DEFINITION 10.9 A topological groupoid is a groupoid G which has a
topology compatible with the groupoid structure, so that both the inverse
map G ! G, g 7! g 1, and the product map G2 ! G, (g;h) 7! gh,
are continuous, where G2 has the induced subspace topology from G  G
(endowed with the product topology). It is usually also assumed that the
topology is Hausdor and locally compact [28].
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topological groupoid will also be continuous, and the inverse map will be a
homeomorphism.
DEFINITION 10.10 A topological groupoid G is called  etale if the range
map r : G ! G0 (equivalently, all the structure maps) is a local homeomor-
phism [29].
In general, the  etale condition is an appropriate substitute for discrete-
ness in the world of groupoids.
We are now ready to dene the groupoid C-algebra. Let G be an  etale
topological groupoid. We call Cc(G), the space of continuous and compactly
supported functions from G to C, the groupoid algebra of G. Multiplication
here is given by the convolution f1  f2 = f, where
f(g) =
X
g1g2=g
f1(g1)f2(g2); for all f1;f2 2 Cc(G);
the sum being taken over all composable pairs (g1;g2) with g1g2 = g. The
 etale property for G ensures that this is a nite sum and that f is also a
compactly supported continuous function on G, and thus Cc(G) is indeed
an algebra with  as multiplication [29]. We may also dene an involution
on this algebra, by
f(g) =  f(g 1):
For each S 2 G0, dene a Hilbert space HS = l2(GS), where GS =
fgh j d(g) = Sg. Then left convolution denes a unitary representation S of
Cc(G) on HS, i.e. S : Cc(G) ! B(HS), f 7! S(f), where S(f)() = f 
for all  2 HS.
DEFINITION 10.11 The completion of Cc(G) in the norm
kfk = sup
S2G0
kS(f)k
is the reduced groupoid C-algebra C
r(G) [29].
Recall that in the case of a partial translation groupoid acting on a space
X, G0 is the set of all identity maps on subsets of X which are equal to either
the domain or the range of some element of G, and thus G0 corresponds to
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form ftt0 j Dom(t) = S = Ran(t0)g, and the norm on Cc(G) is dened as
above with the supremum taken over all S  X such that S = Dom(t) or
S = Ran(t) for some t 2 G.
When G is a discrete group, the reduced groupoid C-algebra coincides
with the (reduced) group C-algebra [29]. We will show that this is also the
case when we consider G to be the canonical partial translation structure
on a discrete group, rather than the group itself. To achieve this we require
the following lemma.
LEMMA 10.12 Let G be a countable discrete group and let CG denote
the group ring of G, that is the ring of all nitely supported functions on G.
Then CG is isomorphic to the ring V of kernels u : G  G ! C such that
u(rx;ry) = u(x;y) for all r;x;y 2 G and such that there exists R > 0 such
that u(x;y) = 0 for all x;y 2 G with l(x 1y) > R.
Proof. Let us begin by verifying that V is a ring. We dene the product of
kernels in the obvious matrix way:
(u  u0)(x;y) =
X
z2G
u(x;z)u0(z;y):
We also have addition of kernels, given by
(u + u0)(x;y) = u(x;y) + u0(x;y);
which is associative and commutative by the properties of C. It is also clear
that the zero kernel
u0 : G  G ! C; u0(x;y) = 0;
is an element of V , along with  u for every u 2 V .
Let u;u0 2 V . Then
(u + u0)(rx;ry) = u(rx;ry) + u0(rx;ry) = u(x;y) + u0(x;y) = (u + u0)(x;y)
for all r;x;y 2 G, and if we let R = maxfR1;R2g, where u(x;y) = 0 for
all x;y 2 G with l(x 1y) > R1 and u0(x;y) = 0 for all x;y 2 G with
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(u + u0)(x;y) = u(x;y) + u0(x;y) = 0 + 0 = 0
for all x;y 2 G with l(x 1y) > R. Thus u + u0 2 V for all u;u0 2 V .
In addition to this, we have
(u  u0)(rx;ry) =
X
z2G
u(rx;z)u0(z;ry)
=
X
z2G
u(x;r 1z)u0(r 1z;y)
=
X
w2G
u(x;w)u0(w;y)
= (u  u0)(x;y);
for all r;x;y 2 G. If we take R1 and R2 as above, let R0 = R1 + R2 and
suppose l(x 1y) > R0, then for all z 2 G we have
l(x 1z) + l(z 1y) > R0 = R1 + R2:
Thus l(x 1z) > R1 whenever l(z 1y)  R2 and l(z 1y) > R2 whenever
l(x 1z)  R1, i.e. u(x;z) = 0 whenever u0(z;y) 6= 0 and u0(z;y) = 0
whenever u(x;z) 6= 0. Therefore
u  u0 =
X
z2G
u(x;z)u0(z;y) = 0
whenever l(x 1y) > R0, and hence u  u0 2 V for all u;u0 2 V .
Associativity and distributivity over addition of the product follow from
associativity and distributivity of ordinary matrix multiplication. Thus V
is indeed a ring.
Now, let us dene a function  on CG by (f) = uf, where
uf(x;y) = f(x 1y);
for all x;y 2 G. Then uf : G  G ! C, since f : G ! C, and
uf(rx;ry) = f((rx) 1ry) = f(x 1r 1ry) = f(x 1y) = uf(x;y):
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we can choose g 2 G to be the element of greatest length in supp(f). Then
f(x 1y) = 0 for all x;y 2 G with l(x 1y) > l(g), and hence we may set
R = l(g) so that we have uf(x;y) = 0 for all x;y 2 G with l(x 1y) > R.
Therefore  : CG ! V .
For all u 2 V we have  1(u) = fu, where
fu(g) = u(e;g);
for all g 2 G, noting that as G is a countable discrete group it can be
equipped with a metric that has bounded geometry, and so as u(e;g) is only
non-zero for l(e 1g) = l(g)  R for some nite R, fu will have nite support.
Indeed,
( 1(u))(x;y) = (fu)(x;y) = fu(x 1y) = u(e;x 1y) = u(x;y)
and
 1((f))(g) =  1(uf)(g) = uf(e;g) = f(e 1g) = f(g);
for all u 2 V , f 2 CG, x;y;g 2 G. Hence  is a bijection.
We have
(f + f0)(x;y) = uf+f0(x;y) := uf(x;y) + uf0(x;y)
= (f)(x;y) + (f0)(x;y)
= ((f) + (f0))(x;y)
for all f;f0 2 CG, x;y 2 G, and
 1(u + u0)(g) = fu+u0(g) := fu(g) + fu0(g)
=  1(u)(g) +  1(u0)(g)
= ( 1(u) +  1(u0))(g)
for all u;u0 2 V , g 2 G.
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(f  f0)(x;y) = uff0(x;y)
= (f  f0)(x 1y)
=
X
r2G
f(x 1yr 1)f0(r)
=
X
r2G
uf(x;yr 1)uf0(r 1;e)
=
X
r2G
uf(x;yr 1)uf0(yr 1;y)
=
X
s2G
uf(x;s)uf0(s;y); where s = yr 1;
= (uf  uf0)(x;y)
= ((f)  (f0))(x;y)
for all f;f0 2 CG, x;y 2 G, and
 1(u  u0)(g) = fuu0(g)
= (u  u0)(e;g)
= (u  u0)(g 1;e)
=
X
r2G
u(g 1;r)u0(r;e)
=
X
r2G
u(e;gr)u0(e;r 1)
=
X
r2G
fu(gr)fu0(r 1)
=
X
s2G
fu(gs 1)fu0(s); where s = r 1;
= (fu  fu0)(g)
= ( 1(u)   1(u0))(g)
for all u;u0 2 V , g 2 G. Therefore  is a homomorphism, and thus an
isomorphism.
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f =
X
g2G
fgg;
where fg = f(g) and g is the `Dirac delta function', that is the characteristic
function of the singleton set fgg. In a similar vein, we may describe a basis
for V by dening a kernel ug : G  G ! C,
ug(x;y) =
(
1 if x 1y = g
0 otherwise,
for each g 2 G. Then
ug(rx;ry) =
(
1 if (rx) 1ry = x 1r 1ry = g
0 otherwise,
=
(
1 if x 1y = g
0 otherwise,
= ug(x;y);
for all x;y 2 G, and if we let R = l(g) then ug(x;y) = 0 for all x;y 2 G with
l(x 1y) > R. Thus ug is an element of V for each g 2 G.
Moreover, any u 2 V can be represented by the sum
X
g2G
u(e;g)ug:
Indeed, let u 2 V ; then
u(x;y) = u(e;x 1y)
= u(e;x 1y)ux 1y(x;y)
=
X
g2G
u(e;g)ug(x;y);
for all x;y 2 G.
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ug(x;y) =
(
1 if (x;y) 2 tg
0 otherwise
=
(
1 if y = xg
0 otherwise
=
(
1 if x 1y = g
0 otherwise,
where tg is a partial translation in the canonical partial translation structure
on G, that is tg = f(x;xg) j x 2 Gg, for each g 2 G. Thus each ug 2 V
corresponds to a partial translation tg.
Let  : CG ! V be the isomorphism from the proof of Lemma 10.12.
Then it is clear from the denition of  that (g) = ug for every g 2 G.
Hence overall we have that any nitely supported function on a countable
discrete group G may be written as a linear combination of partial trans-
lations from the canonical partial translation structure for G, simply by
replacing each g by the corresponding tg.
Now let T denote the set of partial translations in the canonical partial
translation structure on G. Then as previously noted (see Remark 10.6), T
is itself a groupoid. Hence we may dene the reduced groupoid C-algebra
C
r(T ) as the completion of Cc(T ) in the norm
kfk = sup
S2G0
kS(f)k:
Note that, due to the discreteness of G, the set of continuous compactly
supported functions on T is in fact the set of nitely supported functions on
T , that is the set of all nite linear combinations of elements of T , which we
have just shown to be equivalent to CG. Also, every partial translation in
T is globally dened and so the only element of G0 is G itself. Thus C
r(T )
is the completion of CG in the norm
kfk = k(f)k;
where  is the unitary representation of CG on HG = l2(GG) = l2(G),
dened using left convolution. Thus we obtain the following.
136THEOREM 10.13 If G is a countable discrete group and T the set of
partial translations in the canonical partial translation structure for G, then
C
r(T )  = C
r(G);
where C
r(T ) denotes the reduced groupoid C-algebra of the groupoid T and
C
r(G) is the reduced group C-algebra of G.
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